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and so I don't think that the hearers of Isaiah would come to ~he conclu

sion of what it means, but I think of they pondered over it ax2tt±x little,

most of them would eventually come to that conclusion, and probabl by the
&azxX
days of Jeremiah all w.tx Godly people would come to that conclusion, that

the branch meant the Messiah l*be a branch of the Lord. Question...

AAM:the fruit of the earth is agriculture, 2, an that I

think, of the three interpretations, I think that is the second best. (laughter)..

2*... the first is Christ, and the second is agriculture. I think the

next best is to say the first is agriculture, and the second is al o agricul

ture, but I think the best is to say the first -is Christ, and ther?fore the

second is also Christ. But I think we have to take one of the two I think

it is impossible to take the first is Ohrist,and the second i agriculture.

The second is agriculture, therefore the first is agriculture. Very reasonable.

Except that these adjectives are such that you would not normally apply to

agriculture, and it hardly seems to fit. The first is Christ, therefore

the second is Christ Question AAM: Oh, you mean beautiful and

glorious, excellent and comely. Student AAM: Oh, I see. Maybe they

say beautiful and glorious. Now what is the Hebrew word for glorious?

Student 321 Here, cabod, cabod is the word, trans-

lated glorious. Neh. 9:5"and blessed by thy glorjious name." Ez. l:2, ...the

riches of his glory." PsZ 56:2..."make his praise gtxm glorious" Ps. 72:19

"blessed be his glorious name forever.' Ps. 1k5:5 (?)"I wilispeak of his glo

rious honour of thy name." PS. 1115:l2,"and the glorious majesty of thy king

dom." Is. k:2 "shall the brangh of the Lord be glorious." Is.ll:lO, "the

root of Jesse, his ...1...shall be glorious." Isa. 22:23,"he shall be for a

gloriousk
" Jer. 17:12, "a glorious I from the beginning."2 2

In no one of these cases is the word cabod used of potatoes or oranges.

(axlaugher). Now mxbz maybe there are some cases where it is translated

a different way, you'd look in the Englishman's to find that out. But I don't

have itwith me. Yes, Mr. Rithi9 5. AAM: Well, wemight
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throw up our hands and say we can't tell what any Hebrew means, because we

have so little Hebrew, but when we have a word like cabod which is used ...5+...

now Young's will tell you immediately how many times it is used in the back.

That is helpful. According to Young's here, the word cabad, the verb xx is

used with about 20 different translations. The adjective cabod is used 10

times translated glorious, once tr. gloriously, 150 times translated glory,

29 times translated honor, and once translated honorable. In other words,

there is about ±. 180 times the word occurs. Well,that is plenty of context

to decide whether it is a word which could appropriately be used for straw

berries and cucumbers. itx±xx If the word is always used for the glorious

name of God, or the glorious role of the king, or things like that, it is a

pretty good argument. Now, of course, you can say we don't know anything

about anything. That is possible. Wttxzxtxxx....61...........

condition on which most any cnc1usion can be reached. We can reach this

conclusion, not that it is impossible to use it of agriculture, but that it is

quite unlikely. Mr. Hayes? 7

................I think Mr. Hayes' point is a good wone there. I think these adjectives,

I think are a definite argument 7k, but I think his point is good, that

the phrase branch of the Lord is a strange one to use of agriculture, that's

a better h point than the one about the adjectives. The branch of the Lord

might be the agriculture the Lord has given us, turn away from the artificiality

of the city, and go bac1 to the country that God has made. It is possible,

but I think it is more natural to take it, the branch of the Lord ...8...is

possible, or which is very specially the Lord's blessing upon us. Student....

AAM: It seems to me that ...8... has a very excellent point here. He says

that the reasons already ...8 3/k... to show that the sprout of Jehovah cannot

refer to the blessings of the field apply with equal force to the fruit of

the earth. Thsa1so refers to the Messiah Himself . 9as a fruit in

which all the growth and bloom of its earthly history, will eventually reach

its promise and divinely appointed conclusion. The use of this ...9...epithet

to denote this coming one ...9... says, can only be accounted for by anticipating
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the New Testament standpoint from the desire to depict His double-sided origin.
He
it would come on the one hand from Jehovah, but on the other hand from the

earth inasmuch as He would spring from Israel. It would seem tkxt to me that

Delitzsch's...9...there is a very excellent one, and it is the view which I

personally think is the correct one, not because it comes from Del., but I

think that he does fall in line with the coreect ....9...and gives excellent

expression to it. I think we aix have these evidences that branch axax of the

Lord means the Messiah. Well, then most commentaries will tell you that

fruit of the land can't mean Christ, how can that mean Christ, the fruit of

the land, km that must be agriculture. But to my mind it is a picutre in

advance which gives us a glimpseof a great mystery which is not yet fully

explained at all. But he is hinting at this great mystery that God will give

a wonderful thing which will be definitely a branch of the Lord, and will also

be itt definitely the fruit of the earth. It springs up in a comparison of

the agriculture f from...lc*....and also from the ground, and he is the son

of God, the Messiah, de second perons of the Trinity, He is God Himself,

Incarnate, but He also is fully man, truly man, bron of a ui virgin, come

of k the seed of Israel, the son of David, the son of Abraham. He is both

God and man. I don't think you could get the full understanding of the person

of Christ from the passage, but I think that the more the Israelites would

ponder over this passage, the more he would see the impossibility of expiainging

it on any other basis than that this is t picture of the coming one, of the

great Messiah, and it would, you would sr it showed something wonderful about

His character. He is both the branch of the Lord, and He is also the ruit

of the ground. And then when he would get tx to the point where he would

fully understand the deity of the Messiah, then he would see how He is both

God and man. Student 11




AAM: No, there are two possibilities, that they are two different things

one thing is ....ll-..., and the ohter things is ....ll...., one thing is2 2

Christ, and the other thing is agriculture. Student...........

AAM: I would think that it is eãther two different meanings, or it is
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one meaning, and the synonymous parallel in this reference is a common feature

in Hebrew usage, and a very common thing to use two different terms to describe

one. The two terms may be simply synonyms which you easily fit together, or

they may throw a different light ...12...., and this prmmise has two marvelous

characteristics. He is the bxxx branch of the Lord, and He is also the fruit

of the ground. He is fully God, and He is fully man. Student.......

.AAM:l2-of Israel are those whom God redeemed. Student




AAM: No, it is l2r It couldn't be the fruit of the earth becamse

the fruit of the earth is beautiful to the escaped of Israel. The escaped of

Israel consider the fruit of the earth to be beautiful and comel, and it has

to be different things. If I say, I like chocolate candy, I can't be choco-

late chndy. It is something distinct. Student l3AAM: Well, what

is the escaped of Israel? Is that specifically the Jew, or is it the people

of God? As far as ...l3-... is concerned, literally, it is the Jew. But it

can be that as the prophet looks ahead ) he sees not the present people of

God, the Israelites, but something that comes out of Isral that is the people

of God in a later period, when perhaps some of the branches have been lopped

off from the tree, and the other branches have been grafted in among them,

and it is still the same tree. But there are two possibilities, and which

....l3....tkke for that, we have to o on and look at the rest of the

chapter. Student AAM: Well, that would be Israel. There are two

possibilities. One would be Israel now . 1k taken out before

they get back in again as the redeemed of Israel. It is a problem, yes.

Mr. Ribi? AAM: Yes, well our time seems bo be up

end of P 145
P 146

3/5/5k

.....present in this passage. This is l because we have gone over it

enough times till ie of you are disusted that I have taken so much time in

repeating it. But I want everybody to get it. Somebody might answer in one

word, millennium. And I would say you were taking something from Revelation.

That's all right, but it is not what this present question is. This present
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question was, this passage by itself, what sort of a situation is presented?

And what was your answer Mr. Auufjarth? AAM: Yes, I think

Mr. A. has the thought expressed in one sentence. It could be done more

briefly if you wanted by just saying a time of freedom' from extrenal danger.

That would cover it, woudln't i? A time of universal peace and saftey upon

this earth, a time of freedom from external danger, Extt*x a time when there

is nothing outside to fear, anything like that would express it. I would think

.... 2*....woudl be quite ample. Anything else is extra, nothing harmful, but

it is extra for the particular question. All external danger is gone, so they

do not fear. They don't have to make implements of war. There is nothing

presented to make them war. Everything around is peaceful. Now, what is the

picture of Isaiah k:3-6? What is the essential element of it? Is it the same,

or different? Mr. Mazurek' 21 AAM: Jerusalem is the center of

attention...3.., the sins of Zion are washed away. That is stressed in v.k.

Perhaps I should have said vv5 and 6 instead of 3-6, because I think the point

he has mentioned is very true. He is talking about the redeemed. Talking

about those who have(d their filth washed away. The blood of Jerusalem has

beei purged in the midst thereof. He is talking about those who have been

redeemed. What is there is xthere in the passage to make you think he is

talking about the entier world? How many nations does he talk about? In the

other passage we said many nations wUl come, and nation will not lift up sword

against nation, neither shall the nations learn mar anymore what do we have

about the nations in 3-6? I hope that nobody on their paper said 3-6 means

a time when the world will be in such and such a situation. There is nothing

said about all the world. When all the nations will have peace. There is

nothing said about all the nations. Mr. M has stressed the beginning of it,

what he is talking about is Zion. He is talking about the redeemed, those

who have had their filth purged away, that he is ta1k1* talking about.

Now, he has stressed that, but what did he say about it? What he says about

it I think would be, I mean, if you talked about 3-6, would be what 5 and 6

say. What o 5 and 6 give a picture of? Is it a picture of external

peace and safte, ai time when there is nothing to fear, a time when all danger
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at all has been removed, when all the nations axzx are at peace. Is that

the situation? There is no such suggestion in these verses, is there? Ab

solutely no suggestin of such an idea. The fundamental idea of 2:1-5 and

of k:2-6 is very very different. 2:1-5 is a picture of a time of external

peace and safety. The nations are all at peace. If you want to call it

millennium, I say that is all right, for the purpose of this question. But

the word millennium has come in common usage to mean a time of world-xö±.x

wide peace and saftey .........And you take this passage in connection

with other passages, the word millennium used six times in R*J Rev. 20

describes a period which must be this same period. There is no other way

to take it. So there is a reason to think that is what is described here.

But I mean that wasn't the particular question . 6 Well, now

this passage... I wa always find there are two kinds of people in the

Christian Church. There are those who say every thing in the 0.T. that is

bad is about Israel, and everything that is good is about the church. There

fore anytime you have anything good that is mentioned, it is about the Church.

And they do away with everything, some of the are amils, some of them are

postmils, but they do away with everything about any future, of universal

peace and safety for the world, eventhough it is so c1'ly stated many times

....6 fr...., and very strongly suggested in many many other places. They

push that ay and twisö it, that fits with the church. IiWell, now I find

there is another kind of people which is also quite prominent is those who

say, No, the millennium is clearly taught in the Scripture, in the 0.T., and

therefore the 0.T. has nothing to do with the church, aid any beautiful thing fox

the future looks to theniillennium, and so they would say, this must be the

millennium...6 3/u... Well, now we have just noticed that what is presented

here is sharply contrated from that in ch.2, and therefore if ch.2 is a

picture of the millennium, ch.t here is either a picture of something else,

or there are some aspects of the nillennium which are very different from what

we have already noticed in the passage at which we have been looking. And at

present our interest at this particular paint, in this particular course is not
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to make a complete picture of the future, and decide where to fit everything

in, it is see what is the sound reasonable method of dealing with this passage,
can you

and what say about it with definiteness. And Mr. Mazurek called our

attention to the fact that this is about Jerusalem. Is it the literal

...7.... Jerusalem? We noticed in Micah k he just talked about Jerusalem,

the hill of Zion, the temple hill, different particular places, they are going

to be desolate, but later they are going to be exalted. It is very tightly

tied up to the literal place Jerusalem. In this verse there is no such specif

ic tying to a literal place. Maybe he is talking about Jerusalem, but at any

rate he is talking about that which is peculiarly God's (? 8). He is talting

about that. He is not talking about the world in generals. He is not speaking

as Micah k does of Jerusaelm as the place from which the law goes out to cover

the whole world. There is no suggestion of that here. Here his emphasis is

centered on Jerusjalem. Is it the literal place Jerusalem? Or does Jerusalem

stand as a figure for something? Well, that is a matter which is open to con

sideration. It always is, whether something is figure or literal. I don't

object fxf to figures in the Bible, all I object to is making so many figures

in one passage that you leave it with nothing to hang to. There are figures.

There are bound to bie, but examine the literal first, and see if the liral

fits. And don't fine too many figures in one passage, because that's not

...8 3/k Well, now in this case this $4 8 3/k Jerusalem, Zion.

If it is a figure, whit is it a gi figure of? If it is a figure, it is a

figure for the people of God. A figure for the center of that upon whihh God's

attention is particularly focused. If it is a figure. Well, now,

what is said about this Jerusalem? Does he talk about the ieple ±x hill?

Does he talk about the particular place where Zion's palace was? Where

David's palace was? That's not the stress here. The stress is on those

who are EX escaped of Israel. He that is left in Zion, he that remains in

Jerusalem, the one to have had the filth washed away from him, and had the

blood purged from the midst of them. It is a picture of those who are God's

very own, of those who have been purified and cleansed by the blood, of those
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who are fxxx ....from theblood, it is those who are very specifically His.

They are who are described here. That doesn't say ttzl that something will

or will nctbe true of others. It is they who are xwxx here under considera

tion. Now what is said about them? They are described in vv 2-k, and it is

said that they will be holy. Yes. Well, now what about these holy ones

who find their delight and their joy in the branch of the Lord, and the fruit

of the earth? They find it in lovely bananas and oranges, and peaches,

instead of finding it in human adornment, or else they find it i'n the Lord

Jesus Christ, instead of the fruit. Well, if it the Lord Jesus Christ,

these are those then who love Christ. They are those who find Him beautiful

and glorious, find Him excellent and comely. They are those to whom He is

the center of their lives, that through Him they have been washed and purged

with their sins, and no one in history ever has been washed or purged from

their sins ±aiix in any other way, except through Him. T But these are the

redeemed. Are they redeemed who are physically redeemed, physically members

of Israel, according to the flesh, members of the Jewish nation? Or are they

people who are gathered originally from the Jewish nation, but to them are

added other brandhes which are brought in from wild olive trees, but grafted

/
in tw to the olive tree? Is this in other words the congregation of Israel

here described, or is it the congregation of Christ? Which ever it is, it

is a group that loves Christ. A group that find Him beautiful and glorious,

excellent and comely, a group that is cleansed from his sins, that is purged

from its guilt, as a result of its relationship to Him. W&ll, now which it is/

going to be, a redeemed group of Jews, or the redeemed whether Jew or Gentile

foØd into one people, which is is going to be? That is what is here

talked about, rahter than a universal world condition. And then in v.3 and

it we have a picture which is not a picture of a time of external peace and

saftey, not a time when there is nothing which was, could be possibly feared,

but a time which had figures used in it that could immediately suggest them

sed.es, I am sure, to any of you, and if they didn't immediately suggest

themse'ves to you, I am sure any commentary you looked at in connection with
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on this lessong

any assignment we had/woudd point it out 12*that the cloud of smoke

by day, and the flaming fire by night is a clear reference to the pilgrimage

joJrney of the Israelites as they came through the wilderness, with the cloud

of smoke leading them by day, and the flaming fire above their habitation at

night. It is a picture of people dn a pilgim journey, tn whichh t.hey are

protected. They are protected from evil. There is evil around them. There

is danger, but they are protected from it. They are not in a condition where

you could just go out and eat under you Dine and under your fig tree, and

none shall make them af'raid because peace and safety is over the whole earth,

but a time when their dwelling places are protected from the danger that is

round about, because the Load creates over their dwelling places a cloud of

smoke by day, and a flaming fire by night, and a defense, and there is a

tabernacle, a tenU, literally, the word does not have a spefIc religious

connotation, but it has a connotation of something temporary, rather than

something permanent. A tent such as you would use in a pilgrim journey. There

will be a tabernale, there is a tent where shadow in daytime from the heat.

There is the heat. There is that which is dangerous and harmful around, but

there is a tent to protect you from it, and safe refuge to which you can run

when the storm comes, and hide in te shadow of the rock, and a cover from the

storm and the rain which ...lk...mIght beat upon you. It is a picture of a

group who are redeemed thigh Christ, who are loving Him, finding their glory

in Him, who are on a temporary pilgrim journey guided by his cloud by day,

and his flaming fire by night, with a protection fi the dangers that assail

them, and that come round about end of P146
P 147

shut the mouth of the lion fiery furnace 1 protect us from

the fire, but if He does not chose to do so, He l-- It is

then a picureof a pilgrim journey by God's redeemed people in which His pre-

sence is with them constantly, for guidance, and for protection 12

the picture was then, when there is danger around there will be divine pro-

tection 1 3/11to what does it refer? Well, does it point to the situ-

ation of the Israelites during the exile? Or after the return, sometime before
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the coming of Christ? I would be rather skeptical ...2...poiritto the situation

of God's pilgrim people through the ages .2.......finding their joy and

their peace in Him, to them He is wonderful and glorious, excellent and comely,

He who is both the Branch of the Lord, God's w own son, and the fruit of the

earth, truly a man of human stock, but He is the Lord, and through Him we are

redeemed, the filth has been purged away from us, . .. . . .. .221 and upon

our pilgrim journey we have Him guiding us,and protecting us as He ±g did the

Israe1ites, so that we can have a peace in our hearts, even tkzxx though there

is way around us. We canxk have wonderful peace and saftey and having it

within our hearts beaause our eyes are fixed upon Him. Is it a picture of

that? Or is it a picture perhaps of some group of redeemed Israelites, during

the period shortly before the return of Christ. I would say thos two pos

sibilities are the ones which appear most reasonable, and it would beem to me

that it would be going pretty far t to make it refer to the millennium...3...

Now, if you want to say there are phases of the millennium we are not familiar

with, there is a pilgrim journey during the millennium, there is ...3-.....

particular protection 3for God's power ruling over the nations. I

mean I don't want to obejct violently to taking that position . much

more like that this is a picliure of the Christian church on its pilgimage

journey. Question: 3 3,4 AAM: No, it does not specifically speak

of a journey, but it doesy{ 7X use the figures of the wilderness journey.

Student AAM figuresandreferencesareusedwhich

are used of the pilgrimage journey. Well, now does that mean that in one

place 1 he is taking about a particular situation when the rest of the world

is evil and antagonistic, and that one place has been takeifrom it? Is that

what he is talking about? Or since he is using these figures, is the word

Zion here figurative, for God's own, God's redeemed who are so described here,

and they are scattered through the world, not going literally on a pilgrim

journey, many of them living in one spot oil their lives, are nevertheless,

actaully on a pilgrim journey, as every Christian is on his way from Egypt

to the Promised Land of Israel. Question:.............................
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AAM: Well, not just on that, the whole terminology of it is .... 5.... the

picture is one of a time when there is constant need of refuge, constant

need of shelter, constant need of protection from storm and rain, upon all

the glory shall be a defense, a picture of constant need of specific protection

for this ii one particular place .5Student AAM: T1I is a

1t picture of true housing conditions, everybody will have a ]cixx house.

Student AAM: Oh, in v.k, the spirit of burning, yes. I don't think

that is literal kxnig fire. I mean, I don't know how you ka can fit it in,

that 7 was inferred by the apirit of kMxiI burning, or the wind of

burning. If you mean that the city of Jerusalem is going to have a great fire

in it, which will burn up all the blood and leave only that which is good,

well, I think it would also burn up all the wooed, and all the paper and all

the books. I mean it doesn't seem to me it is literal. It seems to me there

is definite significance, but it seems to me that it is a figure for a tremendou

clea''fltng such as the epirit o God does.Student AAM: Well

there are figures based on Solomon's a temple which is pictured ...8.........

which might have been used, but the figures here usedare those which relate

to the tabernacle, and to the pilgrimage journey through the w{ilderness.

Student AAM: All right, let's try that. The people who were left

in Jerusalem at the time of the exile, the great mass of the people were taken

away into exile, there were a few left. To those few we will say, either the

pomegranites and the coconut palms were beautiful and glorious, excel'ent z

and comely, or the hopes of the coming Messiah, the one toiom they were look

ing as the redeemer, He was the one who tilled them with joy and happiness

and the one to whom they looYed, and x everyone who zas left in Zion remained

in Jerusalem, you were restricted just to this particular town of Jerusalem,

not to the area round about it. AkNx Student.........AAM: I think we better

say the general area, because Jerusalem was so wrecked, that I doubt if there

were many people right in it, but in the area, we will say. The jøple in the

area there then, those who were 9holy, even everyone that was left

among the living in Jerusalem, the Lord had washed away the filth Lx of the
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daughters of Zion, had xa xtxkx purged the blood of Jerusalem. He

hadn't merely sent a int± punishment, he had actually washed away their filth

and purged tMir blood, purged away the blood of their violence, and everything,

so they were a holy people now, and so then the Lord created above them a cloud

of smoke by day. Would that be a literal cloud of smoke then, do you think

or would it be ...lO.... so there was a wonderful glory over JerusIalem in the

time immediately after most of the people had been taken into exile. Well,

then that is a theory which is worthy of consideration, as any theory. Well

we want to look at the facts and see what the situation was. The only place

I know where we can find it is the Scripture, of the condition of the people

who were left in the land, and right after the beginning of the exile, is the

/book of Jeremiah, and in the book of Jeremiah we read how one of the Jews was

selected by the king of Bablon to be the quisling, to be the public ruler,

and the rest of them, at least alot of them thought this was very wicked to

become an official under the king of Babylon, aid so they hated him, and they

said he deserves to be killed, he's a wicked man. And they said to Jeremiah,

We are going to go and kill this man, and Jeremiah said, Don't do it, and Jer.

told them that the Lord's curse would be aupon them if they did it, that the

Lord had turned the land over to Nebuchadnezzar, but they went and killed him

anyway, and then afterthey killed him they came to Jeremiah, aid they said,

Jeremiah, what shall we do now, we have killed this man? What z±x shall

be do? And Jer. said, If you remain here in Jerusalem, he says, that's what

the Lord says you should do under the circumstances. You can't escape it. You

have committed blood shed, you are going to be purhed, you might as well

stay here. If you run off to Egypt as you are talking of doing, the danger

you fear here will follow you to Egypt, and there will you die. And the people

slid, well, if thafls the terrible plight we are n, you are going to be just

as bad off as we are, so they picked Jer. up and forced him bodily and carriI

him down to Egypt. Well, that's all we know about the people of this period,

and it doesn't sound to me like a people who found their joy in the branch of

the Lord, the fruit of the earth, whether you take it as agriculture, or the
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Messiah, or who had had their filth washed away from them in the zicx blood

of Jerusalem, and purged thereof, and where wveryone was called holy. It is

entirely possible, I would say, to a person in Isaiah's day, this is what's

going to happen in Jerusalem right at the beginning of the exile, and I think

this as Mr. Blakely has suggested, would be a good interpretation of somebody

at that day, and they say, is that going to happen? Wouldn't that be wonderful

Well, after all, the wicked people have taken off to exile, the good people

will stay here, and God will give them *onderful times of refreshing. Well,

what actually happened was that Nebuchadnezzar took the overwhelming mass of

the people wa away, left comparativly few there, and those that they left were

wic1cedpedeople, who were murderers, and who fled to Egypt, and there they were

killed with the punishment of God. And there is no evidence of any righteous

group right there. So the few righteous who were there, and Jer. himself

doubltess read this passage, and said, well I guess I was wrong in thinking

this described Jerusalem after the exile. It must be something later on. I

wonder how soon it will come. And then we look forward to when it comes,

when is the time when everyone of the escaped will be called home? Well,who

is called home? Those whom Christ has redeemed. We may not be actually holy.

We are going to become holy, but we are called holy. We are reckoned as

holy. We are justified, because God sees us in Christ, and because he is

beautiful and glorious, excellent and comely to us, and His death is laid

to our account. I mean, to my mind it is a very beautifulptcture-of the

church during this age. Now, if you want to say it isn't the church during

this age, Ido not know of any time between the beginning of the exile and

the time of Christ, at which I can see how it might apply to the situation

of a group of the Jewish people, or to any group in Jerusalem. It is hardly

possible that it is lkO A.D. when Bar Kochaa revolted against the Romans

and he and a group of Jews seized Jerusalem, and built up the ...l1L. gates

as east s they can, they might have read this passage, and they might have

said, God is going to protect us, He is going to put His tabernacle over us

for a g± glory, a flaming fire by night, we are going to be safe, and
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the Romans can't hurt us. Well, I think somebody would have said, if they

had a chance for free discussion in those frenzied activities of that time,

when they were ...lk...., they could have said, Yes, but are we worthy to be

called holy? Has God washed away our filth? Are we really finding the branch

of the Lord beautiful and K± glorious, excelit and comely, are we really?

Are we the ones who can expect this promise to be carried out in our behalf?

And the fact of the matter was the Romans came and broke into the wall, and

killed most of Bar Kochba's folds, and he and a few others fled to the ...1k...

about five miles away, and there were seized by the RomanI soldiers ....

end f P 147
P 1148

Student AAM: Yes, they came and l tothem,and

they said, We want to 1-who's goirgto do it, and that's grand. Here

now we are going to be holy, we are going to fulfill these things, and then we

are immediately going to buld God's temple, and then twenty years later, Haggai

and Zechariah began to prophecy, and they aa± said, You are looking out for

your own interests. You are building your own things, and you are not paying

attention to God't temple, therefore he said, you are burning .... 11... to

put in a bag of coal work hard to put and you don't hae any, why?

1 3/14you are not building the temple as you should, and it

seems to me there were individuals among them xk who 2 , and individuals

to whom this could apply, but to apply it to that 2 It is not the

picture you have here. Student AAM: I mean, if it lasts for 2000 years,

it is still2, because it is not a situation which is 4stablished as a

final climax, as a conclusion, but it is a picture 2 Student

AAM: Well, of course, that's entirely possible. Here is a wonderful

picture which Isaiah painted, which was fulfilled a hund'red or two hundred

years later in something ±a that lasted ten years, and of which we have no%

record. It is possible. Only my guess is that even though Isaiah might give

a picture of omething that ....2 3/k... my guess is that when the Holy Spirit

caused that something be included in His Word 3 I don't want

to be dogmatic about it. I am merely telling you how it looks to me. And I
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didn't say it cannot be sometime after the exile, I merely say I know of no

time of which I can see how it fits, and 1± as I said, it might conceivably

be some group of redeemed Jews in Jerusalem at the very end of this age.

It is possible. It is not impossible at all . 3 And I do not

think it is impossible that it is a picture of the millennium. I only say the

picture NX is so very different fr the things stressed bout the millennium,

and fits so clearly 312 and is so clea'ly described in the

N.T. that it is 3- alot better. Student 3 3/k.




AAM: Yes, I mean the church during the time prior to .... I mean those who are

redeemed through Christ, those who are called holy because His righteousness

is imputed to them. And of course that could apply to anybody who was giving

the sacrifices txE and in the sacrifices prefiguring that which God was

going to .... 11 -....their means of justification. It is anyone who is justified

through Christ at any time, and I wz would say of those who are left .... 421

.....those who remain those who have been purged from their sins, those

who are called holy, those Ex to whom Christ is beautiful and glvrious ....

Student AAM: Oh, which 2± of the two is it going to be? Well, as to

the situation of the redeemed Jews just before the millennium our knowledge is

so ecanty. We have certain indications. These indications are not complete

enough for it to be extremely unnatural. My impression of the picture we have

is of a people returning to Palestine in unbelief, coming to see that Christ

is the ture Messiah, by looking upon Him whom they have

a nation 5. Is it possible that it is a small group of Jews,

perhaps not in Jerusalem actually, but perhaps these groups who are true

believers, who are serving Christ, who are ...6.... during a brief period...

6 , but it fits so aptly and so exactly, with no twistings around to

make it, with a situation which has existed in a large xaxx scale on the

earth ever since the begining of the Christian church, and which is existing

to this day, and time and tirreagin during this age people have said, Oh, the

whole world is going to become Christ's, the kingdoms of this earth are

the kingdoms of Christ, and 61 the people who read this
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passage, the,,, say no, we are now temporary, we are now on a pilgiin journey. e are now on

.6 3/L.... we need to l ook to Christ for our beauty and our glory, we are found rightoues in

Him, and are save,-i., not because America s e Christian nation, not because the wo±ld has

now turned away from war, because the UN has now established universal peace, or the League

of nations, or whatever it may be. Not because of that, but we are saved because we have

peace in our heart, because of His presence with us. The sing of his presence, the cniri cloud

of smoke by day, the flaming fire by night, all these things tha. the Israelite had in the

wilderness, that is our blessing today. His tent is a shadow in the x.daytimc from the heat,

a place of refuge to which we flee, we know tria all things work together for good to them

that love Him, i fits so aptly with a situation of God's people which is already in existence

for many centuries that my inclination would be to think that when you had something w!-rich

it just exactly fits, w ich continues for a long time, and is a very important part of God's

plan, that it is more reasonable to think that that is what Isaiah's message is saying, than

to think that it is something that lasts a bery brief time, and of which, thetails of wiich

are not as fully given, at leaet unless you are...8....out of this very passage. Yes?.......

.....AA: Becauso that's just one phase, it is not several phases, it is just one phase, one fi&ure

repeated 8-, but the one thing is either literal or figurative. It is either the

literal gecgaphical place of Jerusalem, with the emphasis not on the Jewish pethple, it is a

place. It is either the literal , eographicai place of Jerus, which is described in these

figures, which are figures appropriate to, and zkzxkx elsewhere use for a pilgrim journey, it

is either that, or else it s those wrio are the type of people describthd in connection with it,

people who are connected with God's own holy. ...e 3C.... these people who are tneescaped of

Zion, the people who are amx maybe we houlcin't take it that way. Maybe we

should take it all strictly literal. By ation is that it is rather hard to fit it, and

you can't take the whole passage literally I believe I dont'E see how you can possibly say

that this is a pirture of a time where thene is a cover from storm and rain, and a place of

refugee, you put up a big fine house to keep the rain out, and you 9,I dontt think it

is a picture of a house. We have got excellent houses today, plenty of them, even if there are

some people .tho haventt. I don't think it is that. I think it is a figure. Like when we aay,

I am hiding in the shadow of the rock. I mean, I have soen the time when I was mighty glad to
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hide in the shadow of the rock, ltd have alked all day and the sun was getting hotter and hotter

and hotter and hotter, and one day I said I am in hurry to get up there, and I am not going to

bother to stop 10 and I kept going up and pip an up tiis place, and I just tugged along

there, and that sun beat down on me until I felt this terrific pressure beating right on me,

and I just kept pushing and pushing and pushing.10own the ether sled, and I went right

through the heat of the sun, and I came to four In the afternoon, and all of a sudden I just

dropped, and my nerves just went completely to pieces, and I lay there themst of the day, and
lie down there

I slept there, end the next day I walked. two miles, and I found that I had to all

the next day in order to regather my strength because of that terrific need of that sun I had

pushed through. Another time I had tried to push through the sun, the second day all of a sud

den in my eyes I found red and yellow and orange a all kinds of colors just sweeping across, and

I had to lie down and rest awhile. I always in that particular country I stopped about ten

th.irty or 11:30 or sometimes twelve, never later, Istopped, and I looked for a big rock, because

there were no trees, or no protection like that, and I looked for a big rock and I would get in

the shadow of the rock, sometimes crawl underneath.** .1l...,, and tere Iayed for about two

atnu I riad protection from the snadow of the rock in the head of the sun, and it was

tremendously eIruL, and then at two or three when the sun came llisn't so hot, then

I would pack up my stuff again and put it on my back, and then I would start on again, an I

said.fl-, and the shadow of the rock is a very real thing, and a remendously helpful

thing, and I have found it many timcs, but when te Christian speaks about hiding ie the shadow

of the rock, he is not talking about tha experience that I have had a number of times, most

Chris :ians have never had thai. experience. He is talking a out a figure, and it is a wonderful

figure, and a glorious figure, aiid it is a figure w ich is a'eat reality to him in his life.

Well, now when it speaks here of the tabernacle for a shadow in the day time from the heat,

and a place of refuge and a cover from storm and rain, is he here describing the literal nrotec

tion, which I get from the shadow of the rock every now and then? Is that what he is here de

scribing, or i s he describing srmetiIng which is the experience/ of every Chris ian iow, if

you take this as referring to the neple in Zion, in ti Uteral Jerusalem, I think you have to

take v.6 as a figure anrwaI, because I don It think that you are thinking of them there as putting

u a big tent and gi ing them protection from the sun, I think you are thinking of God giving
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them protection from attack, from danger, from violence. It i e figure frc g refuge that

God gives us, but it is a figure. It is not literal, but the figures in the passage are definite

figures of one thing, protection from danger round about. That is a figure, the thing I object

to in so-called spiritualizing is making the figures represent anything in the world, whatever

your prepupposition is, that's what the figures are in most any passage. Now here is this, the

presentation here, and the presentation in chapter 2 are absolutely antithetic. One is a time

of universal saftey with all around everybody is peaceful. Nobody is learning war, and trying

to build armies, hi1e this one is a time when heat and rain, and storms and. all that, whatever

it represents, is the present vital danger from WhIih you can only be delivered by the protection

God gives, not simp1 the putting up of a tent, or the building of a house, or something. It is

sornetin that takes gand God's protection to deliver you from. You have God's protection

delivering you from it. Now, it 5 s possible to say, Well, this describes the m:llennium, because

then the protection from storm and rain, ann all that consists of Christ's rule by which He puts

sown all the nations, and forces them to be peaceful, and so that is all typified by this protec

tion. It is possible to say that, but I do not think tha. that is the. most logical interpreta

tion. I think it is much more logical to say that i describes a very different sort of a time,

from that described in ch.2, and between the two of them they look forward to .....lLi..., and the

say through all time to come the one who locks to Christ can have peace within H5 heart. In the

time of the pilgrim journey he can have peace within his heart, because he is g. ided by the

Lord as the Israelites were in their pilgrim journey. He has God protecting him. He has his

presence with him in the midst of a hostile world, in the midst of danger, ....l)...protecting

him, and then when Christ returns, then he has no longer the need of a tabernacle over him, a

shelter, and a place of refuge, because Christ established peace and safety through the earth,

and by the power of Christ he continues to he safe...end of P 148




P 149

Well, in 1saiah here we havelooked at ch.L and noticed the various possibilities of interpreta

tion, and after class there was a point mentioned to me which I think we should glance at for

one more second, and that is ch.L:l say, in that day 7 women will take hold of one man, and the

"in that day" here is not a technical phease, it has one of two meanings. It is either in the

day to which I am now about to point, or it is the day of which I ha--e just been talking, one or

the other. Well, if "in that day" means the day of w ich I have just been talking, it still is

the day of which I am going to talk, so that in that case there is no difficulty. Well, if it
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can't possibly be in the day of which I have just been talking, then it must mean the day which

I am going tc talkØ about. There is going to be a day when. How, v.18, previous chapter,

therefore the iord si going to do this in tha day. In that day we ....2.... Or in tha day

of which I am going to talk, either one fits. Chapter t:1, in that day, in the day of which

we have just been talking, or in the day that I am now going to talk about, either one fits

.....2 3/4. 4: 2 in that day shall the branch of the Lori be beautiful and glorious. It

can't be the day of which we have just been talking. It mustbe something subsequent. However,

suppose it is something immediately 3it is just afterward. Maybe that fits better.

Well, in that case then it must mean at the very beginning of the end. So if in that day means

the time of which we have just been talking, then v.2 - 6 refers to the time at the very begin

ning of the exile. If it means the day to which will no point, then it can be any.....3...

period so that if you feel that the circumstances t the beginning of the exile fits this,

that is 33ILas the day we have just been talking about, but if you feel that

whatever this does meanthat can't be what it means, that.-....L...., that this particular phrase

cannotjxx. mean the day we have just been talking abut, but must mean the day

of which we are yet going to ta1kØ about, the day to which I am now pointing

..... _T4




Now, I wanted to point that matter out.We have looked at the various

possibilities of the passage. I do not know of any ponsideration that we have

not looked at that is vital in connection with it. Maybe sometime something

will occur to one of you that will give absol proef just to what this refers.

I feel 80% sure as to what it refers to. I don't say 100%, because of the fact

of the gdographlcal terminology which must be taken figuratively. I think

that is 5

Now, chapter 5. Here is a case where the archbishop's horse did

not stumble. He very evidently made a correct chapter division between

k and 5. The passage of blessing comes to an end. A song begins, a separ

ate section. I don't know if we will need to take much time on ch.5. I don't

mean that it is not worth time. We could spend a month on chapter 5, and a

month on every succeeding chapter on the whole Bible.5brief time we

have in the introduction to the prophetic books, we have to confine ourselves
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to those from which we learn something particularly vital, or which are es

pecially important in teaching us methods used in other passages. And so in

chapter % 5 here we have a very interesting parable given, a parable which is

referred to, and echoed in the N.T., but it is quite clear, I don't think there

are particular problems involved in it, to spend time in class on, I just want

to ask one or two questions . 6 touching his vineyard, w which

begins in v.1, how far dmxm does it go without question. What is the point at

which someone my say it starts. Well, you may say what continues is closely

related, but at 'least the direct parpble stops at what point? This is a very

important matter in interpreting anything ....6....how far a partialar section

goes. I go t a book not too long ago in which **.61/ 7Student




.AAM: Yes, v.7 is clearly part of the parable. vv.l-7 there is

no question, belong together. Yes, but look, v.10 also says vinyard, doesn't

it? Doesn't v.10 just as much belong to it as v.7? The wikxx±x7z] word

vineyard.7-a11 three, used in v.10. How many thins that proves v.10

htm belongs to it just as much as verse 7? Who doesn't? Who thinks it is

not? Quite a few? Why not? 712 (laughter) AAM: I think we will

assure you, however, that it is the same word. I may be mistaken, I haven't

looked it up. Supposing it is. Here you have, e says back here, itxLt

v., I'll tell you what I'm going to do, I'll take away the hedge of the viny

yard, I'll lay it waste, it won't be pruned or digged, there will come up briars

and thorns. Why? Because it hasn't produced anything. V.10 says, ten acres

of vineyard will z±xxx y4eld one vat, and the seed of 81will yield

an ephab. Student. 8AAM: You mean that,In5:L-7virieyard is

used figuratively? And in v.10 you mean it is used literally? Yes. I think

it could be. vv 1-7 has the word vineyard used repeatedly. The vineyard of

the Lord of hosts is the house- of Israel, and the men of Judah. This pleasant

plant. Are these men a platn? They don't belong to the vegetable kingdom.

They belong to the animal kingdom. How are they a plant? It is a picture,

isn't it? They are His pleasant plants, they are His vineyards. His vineyard

is not producing as it should, and He is punishing it, and He is going to
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sent them into exile, and is going to take away the hedges, break down its

walls, lay it waste, so that when he says over in v.10, three vv later, ten

acres of vinyard will ±txx yield one vat, and the j/ 9k... donkey load

will only yield an ephah, he is not speaking about the parable of the

vineyard.. .9k... he t speaking li$9tera1ly. Now it may be that vv 8ff, these

woea are a section which is dealing with the...they are a section which is

giving in direct language what he has given in the parable before ...9 3/k...

my vineyard, he says is not producing. It is producing wild grapes. Therefore,

he says, I am going to destroy it. I am going to wreck/ it. Now, he says,

so as the vineyard of the house of the Lord of Hosts, and then he sars in

with regular denunciation of sin, such as we often have elsewhere. I think

you can say, if you want, that the parable of the vineyard in v.1-7 J;M

a new section, xi v.8, a new chapter division. On the other hand, you can

say, well, he has now been saying they are sinners, they are going to e pun-

ished x for it, under the parable of the vineyard. Now we say the same thing

in literal language. Woe to them who do this. If I were to ask you this

question, v.8 Woe unto them that do this. From the viewpoint of the % ...i0...

what does v.8 suggest to any of us who have read the chapter? What does it

suggest from the viewpoing of analysis? ....11... No, I am speaking now of

the anaflysis of the chapter. What is the organization of the chapter? What

is the 1l you see, there is a division at the end of v.7. Yes?

Student there are several later vv which begin with "woe unto them" each

one beginning at separate subsections. AAM: Yes, exactly. Anybody who has

read the whole chapter would note as they read it, I would think that they

couldn't help not9, it, that v.8 begins, woe unto them that do so and so.

v.11, woe unto them that do wxa so and so, v.18, woe unto them that do so and

so, v.20, woe unto them that do so and so, v.21, woe unto them, v.22, woe unto

them. In other words, we have this series of woes, and that suggests the

possibility 3/k... terminology that way, it doesn't prove it,

but it suggests the possibility that you have a series of related sections

in this parable. It suggests that possibility, and then you examine it to
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see whether that is the case, just like in Micah the three r.x main sections

of the book start in, Hear ye. Well, that doesn't necessarily prove the di

vision, but it suggests and arrangement, and this suggests and arrangement.

So we will, look at the first of these. Woe unto them that are just btying

up land after land, and land after land, so there is no place for anybody else.

What does the Lord say? The Lord says that you people are avaricious, you are

destroying the ecomorny of the land that God has established. He says, Of a

truth there are going to be great desolations, such great desolations that

there will be very little produced. You see the declaration of the sin, Woe

unto those who commit this sin, God's declaration of punishment upon the land.

All right v.11, Woe unto those who rise up early in the morning. This verse

for people who like to sleep in. (laughter) Woe unto them that rise up early

in the morning, but it continuew, that they may follow strong drink, and con

tinue with might till wine ...l3?.... There is nothing against early rising

in the verse, but it is a definite energetic application to that which is bad,

instead of that which is good. It is not the application which is bad, it is

the thing to which thex application is applied. Woe Into them who rise up

early in the morning for these wicked purposes, and the 13and wine

and in the feet Is there anything wron with the 13 3/k




Anything wrong with hav'ing music at your feet? Certainly not. There is no

thing wrong with that, but it is an absorption in the music/,'{ and the ...ik...

an absorption in that, rather than the word of God Regard not the

work of the ...lk...neither consideration the work of his hands. This is a

sin. Therefore the punishment. Before we had, here's the sin, therefore

punishment. Therefore, what's the punishmØt? Therebi'my people will go

irot' captivity. It is the perfect. It can be the perfect showing the estab

lished situation to which he looks forward. Or it can be, if you want, the

sitaation is already here. My guess it is ,looking forward lk

end of P 149
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.....because they have no knowledge, because they don't give their attention

towhat isvital, butgive itto 1 1




and the mean man shall be brought down, and the mighty man humbled. But up

to this point then, the punshment, well, it ....1 3/u... but the Lord of

Hosts will be exalted .... God that is Holy shall be sanctified and righteous.

The righteousness of Gbd will be made evident to ple who are taken off into

exile and destruction. Then shall the 2. . .. . . .. after their manner. Beautiful

picture of the church feeding the lambs, bringing them.2 Good

figurative interpretation of the words, entierly possible, but I don't think

it fits. What's the rest of it? The waste places of the fat ones shall

strangers eat. The exile. The place taken over so that it is a pastoral

situation where there is k.jx nobody to harvest crops, or nobody to find

or cultivate, but the animals and lambs and xx sheep and cows and plenty

of land ...2....and the ones who were fat because they had so much, their

place is going to b left desolate, and strangers are going to eat what little

theEe is of it. The exile. Another picture.. Woe unto them ...vanity....................................

People would say, Oh, wouldn't it be wonderful if

God's will would always be done, but don't want it in xRpx respect to their

own lives and their own hearts, they don't realize it. They are ...3*...

iniquity with cords of vanity . 3 they may be great religious leaders,

but it is not affecting their lives, not effecting their real attitude. Their

sinning is 3 let the Woe unto them. Here he points

outthesin, buthedoesn't goon 33/kYes?...........

AAM: You can't be dogmatic. Either one is possible. It may be .... k....

good arguments for oneorthe other. I am not the least bit interested if you

can find twenty commentaries that give one view and two that give another.

Chances are 19 of the 20 copied from one. You can't get anywhere by counting

commentaries, or counting noees. The x1xit majority isn't neces

sarily always right. It is more often wrong. But the question is, what is

the evidence? What x reasons do we have? This is the vital point ...k....

it is vital 1t.......Then, { v.Q. Woe unto them that call evil good,
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and good evil, a very very good verse. One that 8asx is just as living today

as it ever was, to put darkness for light, and light for darkness, to put

bitter for sweet, and wweet for bitter, very very common in our day. Woe unto

them that are wise in their own eyes, and true to their own desires. That is

x1xxkx spiritual proide, while the other one was ....5.... 22, woe unto

those that are mighty to drink wine, men of strength, strong drink. They

are mighty strong people, going to come up to the city 5....They jus-

tify the nicked for a reward, and take away the righteousness 5




We were all interested yesterday to read about the world council meeting at

Evanston suffering under minor disabilities, because of the unfortuaate




5 3/k , but here again you have the woe giving the sin,

which justifies the looking for a reward 6. the man who argues the

case, he doesn't get the best payoff, instead of 6 People used to

criticize Abraham Lincoln bck in the 1850's. Some said he was the best

lawyer in the state of Illinois, and he had all hinds of changes to make Ixt

lots of money and h turned it down, just because ............................

simply because of the rightness of the case. And that's not the way you be

come a good lawyer, but it is the exact opposite of the thing which is con

demned in this verse, justify the wicked for a reward, and take away the right-

eous 7 The sin given, then the punishment. Therefore as the fire'

devours the stubble, and flames consume the chaff, so their root shall be as

rottenness, and their blossom will go up to dust 7--despise the

word of the Holy one of Israel. The sin, and the punishment, and then goes

back to remind you of the sin again. Therefore is the anger of the Lord kind

led against His people. He will stretch forth His hand against them, and

smitten them, and their hills did tremble, and their 7 3/k were torn

in the midst of the streets, for all this his anger is not turned away, but

his hand is stretched out still. Does that last part of v.25 suggest anything

to us? How many of you find the last part of .t v.25 strongly suggesting somet

thing to you? Would you raise your hand? About 5,6,8. How many do not fin

it suggests something to you. Nobody .... everybody. Mr. M11er what does it
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suggest to you 81, . Mr. Ribi?




AAM: Yes, not only the last clause, the whole last sense, "For alithis his

anger is nt turned away, but his hand is stretched out still, occurs about

five times as the refrain of successive verses in the latter part of ch.9, and

the beginiing of ch.l0 which I read to you last week. I hadn't ax.tgxxx

assignmd if for study, I hadn't stressed it, it is not the ax least bit re

prehensible if you don't remember, so don't worry. But I was pleased to

see w who did remember. But it is an interesting point that that refrain

later on occurs here as if it were a refrain, but it only occurs in the one

verse here. Does that prove that a stanza of that poem is out of place,

and got in here by mistake? Does it prove that? It suggests it, it doesn't

prove it. It suggests, but I don't think it suggests it clearly enough to make

it a probability. My own inclination is tb think it fits perfectly here. v.25

Therefore is the anger of the bord kindled against His people. He shows his

punishment, but for all this His anger is not turned away, but His hadn is

stretched forth. It fits perfectly here, and it would seem to me that it is

likely that k±xxx±.xit is his first presentation of it, and then as he thinks

over this term that he gives, Isa. 1-6, he thinks over this term, and later

hakes a part out of it and uses it as a text for xxxx±x a whole poem. I don't

think it proves that this is out of place. But it certainly suggests it

strongly enough%' that one has$' to glance at it and ....1011.22 , if 9-10

came first and this came later, I would be very much shocked if any of were

not imeediately impressed by this phrase, but as it is of course, the other

was just barely I am happy for any who do notice it, but not particular

at this point for those who didn't, particularly with a test in Systematic

Theology.ll And I think that this is one thing that we might notice

that we are sort of away from woes, arentt we. There are no more of them here.

There are not more of them here. We have gotten ±±x into somewhat of a new

section, the woes and, and does this start a new section, or is this the con-

clusion of the woes. God lifst up an ensign to the nations from afar, and ...1l.

to the end of the earth, and they will come with speed swiftly. Is v.26 a
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prediction or not? How many think this is a prediction in your chart. Mr.

Ragonesi you did? What kind of prediction. Mr. R. The kx±±x Assyrian

invasion? AAM: A specific literal prediction of the Assyrian invastion.

A literal unconditional prediction which came to pass within Isaiah's

own lifetime. And they were people who seemed to be an army that was utterly

irresistable. None shall be weary nor stumble among them. None shall slumber

nor sleep .12this great host came marching .Student12

.....AAM: His anger was not turned away, but his band was stretched that would

be judgment. If you said his anger is turned away, but his hand is stretched

out, that would be mercy. Student.................AAM: Oh, very interest

ing. You take the hand stretched out 12 not his hand stretched x

out for punishment, but his hand z±xER1 stretched out in mercy. Very inter-

esting suggestion. Veryg( interesting. Student AAM: It doesn't

particu]aly here. It is an interesting suggestion. Student................................

AAM: Well, I would say that the, in any prediction, in any passage, you see

what is the general idea. We can derive the general idea quite definitely

whether it is literal or figurative. That general idea is definitely true.

We cant stand on it. Then, how is this general idea realized? Is it in

strictly literal language? Is it axk± partially literal. Does it have

certain beautiful *tx figures of speech in it? Well, we have to examine

it ik Now, one type of figure of speech which can be, is to say

a thing when you mean that it seems that way . 1k. was just won

dering, I read in Time Magazine this morning, the Rev , and somebody

said he thinks of himself as collossus wxxx whose legs describe the world.

Now how many of you would know what that is ppeaking of? A good many of you.

Mr. Lindberg what?.(laughter) . .. . . .. . end of P 150

P 151

.....That's what I had in mind. Anybody else? That's the esent applica-

tion, but why did he use those words? His legs describe the world like a

collOssus. Student 2 AAM And I was inter-

ested to note that this writer in TIME here using a phrase 2-
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.............................. We say, Oh, these men are so tall, and their heads

read the ceiling 2 3/k the question is, how much you don't

say, it seems and looks that way . 3...........it is a figure of

speech, and quite a oommon one.3but it is a figure borrowed from

....3-. . . . .the Collossus of Rome ............3.. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

.Well,here the thing is, how muchØ of this is strictly literal, v.26.

He will lift up his ensign to the nations, wx 3 3/k .... Does God lift up

a banner? kIt perfectly lain what it means. God is going to

cause the nations to ne. He willk to them from the end of the earth.

God is going to exert His power n such a way that they will be attracted to

come. It is a figure of speech. But a figure of speech in a definite context.

Is the nations literal? I far literal? The end of the earth is literal ....

k-i Behod they will come xx with speed swiftly and literally. God is

going to cause that they come, but in causing Hees certain figures of speech.

None shall be weary or stumble among them kb It doesn't mean that

there will not be anybody in the army k 3$'k who will not be weary.

It doesn't mean that. But it means that the army will be so strong, and so

powerful and so 5 It just seems that there is no weariness to come

upon them 5 It is a figure, it is a hyperbole 5 Whatever

he is talking about, he is going the whole purpose .....5so literal,

they are coming, they are coming with force, they are coming strongly. None

shall be weary nor stumble among them. There will not be so much weariness

and stumbling as to be as to be 5There won't be so much that we

would normally expect. There will be comparatively little. Nobody ...5 3/4--

.

...

6. , but if it is e will have to find ohher passages km pointing

tothesame thing clearly. .ô6 Student AAM" 6-

there are a good many things that have been connected with it, but the main..

6- , and this verse, none shall slumber nor sleep, none shall be

weary nor stumble. The weariness is literal, the stumblng is literal, the

figurative element is the hyperbole. The hyperbole is stressing that which is

so great that it seems as it slumber and sleep are not xfx a figure
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for something else. They are literally used. But there is....7.... None shall

slumber or sleep, that of course is carrying the figure a bit further than

none shall be weary or stumb'e, none shall slumber nor sleep

exactly false, one hundred percent untrue,xwx none shall is slumber nor

sleep, unless he is talking about a supernatural army. Well, maybe you think

it must be a supernatur4l army, because it says none shall slumber nor swx

sleep, and you know with enriacherib's army, I have never seen Senn's army,

I have never seen a single man from it in my life, and yet I am ready to

guarantee that the exact opposite of this was true of every ore of them, every

single one. So it is the exact apposite of what is here meant, so I think the

meaning is different. What he maxz means is this. None shall slumber nor

sleep, he means that they are so strong and so powerful, and so wel-trained

that sleep just isn't logical to them. You can't find them off-guard. You

can't attack them when they are asleep and wreck them. You can't find that
some

they fall down on the job, like all of us do at times. And you will see zXR

d the greatest of forces do it. So they seem they can hardly be beaten and

then they just fall asleep and overlook some vital factor, and they overlook

this vital factor and the work they are doing just goes to pieces ... 81,1

will see that over and over again. But he has meant that this army is going

to come, and is going to come in such a way that you can't ±.t say, Let's

watch when they are asleep, and go up to them. It just seems as if they don't

slumber or sleep. It is sort of xt hard to draw a principle, but I think

we learn more about the principles as we go along, and then we can try expres

sing them in words .... 8 3/k... Now, to how great an extent a thing like

this mild be 9......it is really hard to take an exact rneaning9

Student AAM: Yes, which is he talking of here, Judah, or

Israel, or is he combining both in one 9 I don't think we can

decide. I don't see anything in the passage to prove here, he is talking against

their sin, and what the punishment is going to be. This punishment came to botl

of them, and the sin to both. So my guess would be he .... both ...9........

Student AAI4: I would think so, yes. The force that came on him wave after
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wave from Assyria, the army under Tiglath-Pileser, the army under Sargon that

destroyed Samaria, the army under Sennacherib that conquered most of Judah,

the evei tual army of Mesopotami, but not from the Assyrians, but the Babylonians

...l0.... conquered Judah. They art all are pare of this a± picture that he

sees of wave after wave coming, it just seems never to slumber nor sleep, you

just g.attt can't resist it, itwx4 there is an irres%istible body of attackers

going to come as the result of the n of Israel and Judah. None shall slumber

nor sleep, netther shall the girdle of their loins be loosed, or the bracket of

their shoes be broken. They told me, I was up in the Canadian Rockies years

aga ago, and I said I would like to climb a certain peak here that is 9000 ft.

high, and it wasn't too hard, it was fairly straight up (laughter)...l0 3/11...

there was a nice trail up the back of it, add once you got up you didn't have

to labor to get down, and I thought I would start in about xxXxUi.............

, well, the man said, you better be careful. One of the employees

of the hotel here went up it last year, and his shoelace came untied and he

tripped on it, and fell and broke his neck. And so I tied my shoelaces rea'l

tight, so they did't get unlatched or anything, and I had no difficulty.

Neither shall the latchet of their shoes be broken, no little thing like that

that can cause a big accident. It is going to happen. It doesn't mean these

men never had a broken shoe lace. We don't believe that, of course. What it

means is that these little things did not mean a serious hindrance to them.

Student .......................AAM: Yes, I 4fihink it is definitely included

It is stressed here, there is a force going to come, a-id

conquer the land, which there is nothing you can do about it. God is going

to do something about it and postpone it with 12He is going to put an

end to that particular invasion, but ....l2-.... it is so overwhelming compared

with that it just seems as if they never elumber nor sleep, they never even

have the latch of their shoes broken. Their arrows are sharp and all their

bows bent. Their horses hoofs are counted like flint, and their wheels like

a whirlwind. Their roaring is like a lion, they roar like young lions, they

roar and take hold of the l2, and none shall deliver. Well, of
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coursex eventually the Assyrians were ....12...., eventually the Babylon

ians were,...12 3/k..., but there was a long period in which they seemed ir

resistible, and they were irreststá.ble to ... 13.... None shall deliver. And

in that day they shall roar against them like the roaring of the sea, and as

one looked at the land, behold darkness and sorrow, the light is darkened in the

heavens. The terribleness of the coming of these waves of attackers which

eventually...13.... Well,Iwanted togei to h.6 tQy, but we only have one

minute left, and ch.6 is the end of this section, and it is a section which

ends with this wonderful vision of Isiah's call, very defeinitely the chapter

division was right herexa. In the ear that king Uzziah died Isaiah had this

wonderful tision. Many and many a man has preached on it, and it is worth

preaching on many a time. It has often been called three sights worth seeing.

A title for a xi sermon. Surely there are here three sights that are worthy

any one of our seeing. First the vision of God, second the vision of oneself,

and third the vision of the world. It divides itself right directly and natur

ally into three great heads which are applicable to the lives of every one of

us, and applicable to those to whom you preach. The lory of God, the ,( holi

ness of God, the picture is wonderful here. And when he saw God, then he saw

himself as a sinner, and then he saw himself as a sinner needing cleansing, and

one of the seraphims flew to him with alive coal in his hand which he hdd

taken with the tongs from off the altar, and laid it on his mouth. What a

silly thing, to take a live coal from off the altar and lay it on his mouth.

end of P 151
P 152

.....surely there is a very vital meaning. Until your mouth has been cleansed

with a coal from off the altar. Does that mean till you have tongues of fire?

....1.... Until you are cleansed fromthe sacrificej of Christ .... l.............

have a desire to do good, have a de to do something helpful and even go

into religious work, but they have never yet had their mouths ±ixx cleansed

with alive coal from off the altar. They have never come to realize what it

means, that Christ died on Calvary's cross for them. It is figure, a very
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clear figure, and a very 2lzx vital figure. And then he hears this song ..................

.and heard the voice of theLord aaying, Who shall I send, and who

will go for us? Then he can say, Here am I send me, because he has been clean

sed through the atonement, and then he gets the message, and what a clear

message the Lord gives Isa&áh. Isaiah the great prophet of hope, the prophet

of punishment, the prophet of consolation, God gives a message of doom, a

message of doom primarily, but it ends with a word of consolation in v.13.

But up to that it is doom, doom, doom, was the big thing Isaiah had to face

while he was preparing .... 2+-... Gol and tell this people, Heart ye indeed,

but understand not, see ye indeed, but perceive not, make the heart of the pan

people fat, and make their ears heavy, and shut their eyes, what thing for

a man to do, what an awful thing to do Lest they see with their eyes, and

hear with their ears, and understand with their heart 2 Did anybody

else ever do the same thing? Student 2 3/k ..............H AAM: How

many think this verse has any applicability to Christ? A few have. A few

have done the assignment for doday. Do you remember three of the prophets?

.3and Christ quotes it and says, that is why I am speaking in

parables, because Isaiah said this. Well, what 3Isaiah talks about
which

Christ, and gives a prediction of Christ, or is there a principle here given,/

applied to Isaiah, would also applied to Christ? A principle that Isaiah is

going out in a situation that applies to Isaiah, and it is only about Isaiah

the prophet her9, it is not .... 3 3/k.., but it is a description of the people

to whom Isaiah goes, a description which also fits the people to whom Christ

goes, and which is equally applicable then, becuase the situation is identical,

and therefore Christ used the quotation and applies it and gives it as a

reason for speaking in parables, in order that the parable may be clear and

understandable to the one whose heart God has toughed, and merely a .... k-?.........

.... end of class,

New class.

sometimes well worth it. It is a chapter which I hope you wilistudy your

self a great deal. There is much in it for your own soul, and for your under
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standing of God's will for you. There is much in it which makes a great dif-

ference with the effectiveness of Your ...5...., and much in it which should
help in
px.xxtx your understanding, and much lxxi which should help to keep you from

becoming discouraged when you read that even such a man as Isaiah, so far su-

perior to all of us was given to look forward to a general phase of his mision
some of

as far as winning thef nation .... 5 3/k... God permits/us to have tremendous

successes, and it is wonderflul that we have them, but there are times when we

have to face situations like Isalahl did, and it is good to prepare for them.

Now, after He has given this call then, Who will go for us, and Isaiah says,

Here am , send me, the Lord said, Go and tell this people. He ye indedd,

but understand not. Mwxx See e indeed, but perceive not. Make the heart

of this people fat, and make their ears heavy and shut their eyes, lest they

see with their eyes, and hear with ears, and understand with their heai) Zand

become converted and be healdd. That does not mean all the poeple, by any means

We know that Isaiah had many fiLth faithful ones who followed him, and were

tremendously interested in his teaching. We know that his book was received

and passed on, and rejoieed in. Nobody that accepted it 61 a;d we

know the great multitudes accepted it, and we know that Hezekiah greatly honored

it .... as the one whom God used to show bow the nation must be delivered, but in

the earlier time, in the time of Ahaz it must have often seemed to him as if

he would have been speaking against a stone wall, accomplishing nothing, and

God said, you are accomplishing something. There are individuals who hear

your message, and who are helped by it, but he said, even th apart from that

there is a real purpose in it, he said, you have a message which is a message

of deliverance to some, but a message of hardening to others. It is all a part

of God's purpose. Some are elected unto salvation, some unto condemnation.

There is a ministry and a message, and a purpose in k)z relation to both, lest

they should see with their eyes, and hear with their ears, and understand with

their heard, and convert and be healed. And then Isaiah said, Lord, how long,

and he answered and said, Till the cities be waste without inhabitants, and

the houses without man, and the land be utterly desolated'. And the Lord has
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removed men far away, and there be a great portion 7 3/k in the midst

of the land. How many marked this as a prediction in your' chart? vv. 11,12.

Only two or three. That is not good at all. It is not painted as a prediction

but its' meaning is as defthnite a prediction as anything possibly could be.

Isaiah said, How am long am I to present this message? This message of doom.

And He said, Until the doom is carried out 8* Now, of course, Isaiah

didn't live that long. There were many cities wasted, that happened during

his life. Great parts of the land were overrun with Sennacherib, and then

afterwards of course Sennacherib withdrew. And again they had freedom from

the land there. But the exile came eventually, and Isaiah's message looked

even unto% the exile, and beyond the exile. And the message was to continue,

even after Isaiah was dead ....8.... andpresented and carried on to the

people, and it was to find its hardening effect in reaching right up to the

very time of the exile, and so the direct purpose of 11 and 12 is not to

present a prediction, but it is a prediction, and should be included as such.

A specific, definite 1iteral prediction of exile. Cities wasted, without

inhabitants. ix Land utterly desolate, and the Lord removed men far awr.

A great .... 9.... in the midst of the land, a definite picture of exile. And

then of course v.13 has of course in it the prmmise that though there is

exile in it, there is not .9-i.Student91 AAM: Yes, very good

question. And we will take that up, but let's first look at v.13 just

briefly, and then let's come back to that. 13 is the measure of hope. There

is a great foraking there is desolation, everything is doom and gloom from

x± v.9 to 12, but in 13 there still will be a .... lO;.... that will return.

The holy seed is the substance thereof. There is still the holy remnant, there

is that which is going to return. There is that which is still to receive

God's blessing, even though the greater part of the land go into exile, or

into reprobation. They all go into exile mostly, but there is a loop some

where. So 11 xxx has a very slight tough. I didn't ask you to read 11 in

the Hebrew. There is quite alot of difficult vocabulary in it that we don't

use a great deal, so I didn't ask you to learn it in. the Hebrew, but the
esf
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of 13 is quite clear, the slight touch of blessing at the end of the long

picture of loom, although Isaiah's ministry was not predominantly one of gloom.

I would say it was at least half and half. There was at least half of it

the ministry of blessing, if not 2/3. But here at the beginning of his minis

try in view of the great amount of doom in it, and the great amount of dif

ficulty in ... 11.. these people, particularly at the beginning of the ministry,

this is what is stressed here, and then there is just the touch on the bles

sing. Now, I think that is sufficient to cover our interpretation of the

chapter taken by itself. Apart from the N.T. references. Now, is there any

further question onthat? Mr. Stoltey9 1112 AATI: Well,

that theology ...ll 3/k... prophets really. I would say that xxx no one

knows who was elected to condemnation or who was elected to salvation. No

body knows. And therefore God wants us to assume to understand that it is our

part to do our very best to get the message everywhere, and some of these who

are most ready to receive it, and most friendly, we will find in thee nd are

those who are elected to coDdemnation, and some of kkmm those who are most

hard to reach, and it takes forever, it seems to make the least impact$' on

them, in the end, it 1xxaitx±gktxt 12 ....e1ected to salvation. We have

absolutely no way to know who is. But that the Lord wants us to, I think he

wanted Isaiah not to be discouraged ...l2..., bhat out of the whole mass of

the world which has gone into sin, and wickedness, he has not chosen to take

all, and that there is a purpose in connection with those who are lost.

Student 12 3/k AAM: Well, I am sure that is not ..13understand-

ing, because I am sure that the Lord has forordained all things. I don't

think that anybody àrà question that that He has, but it is true, that all

those who are lost deserve to be lost for their sin. There is no arbitrary

action on the Lord's part in condemning anybody. Everyone who is condemned

deserves to be lost for his sin, but God chooses to punish those who deserve.

Even if it is an arbitrary action on His part to select those to be saved.

There is no arbitrary condemnation, but there is an arbitrary selection.

Student. AAM: Yes, well I would recommend you to avoid being too dog-.
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on the particular expression there. There is some theologians use an expres-

sion such as you used, but 14 largely a matter of expression, rather

than of meaning. We would all agreethe Lord does not arbitrarily condemn

anybody, but He does arbitrarily elect to salvation. He does it, andI does

condemn% those who are not arbitrarily lkwell, that is a little aside

from our present discussion, but thank you for raising it end of P 152

P 153

3/9/5k

....here is quoted in the N.T., and quoted several times in the N.T.. Now,

is this verse here, v.9 and 10, a prediction, or a command? I asked how many

of you put 11 and 12 under prediction, and I believe, 1 12 most got

around to raise their hands, most had them raised l*, but on 9 and 10

I didn't ask you. Maybe I should ask you now. How many put 9 and 10 down as

a prediction? Well, how many did not put 9 and 10 down as a prediction? Most

dT you did not put 9 and 10 down as a prediction, and for those who did not

put it down as a prediction there is no jDab problem involved in double pre

diction, because you didn't put it down. So for you there is no problem here.

It is for those who did put it down as a prediction. Now, I don't think any

body could say that 9 and 10 is quite in the same category as 11 and 12 as a

prediction. 11 and 12 is very clearly a prediction. But now as far as 9 andlO

are concerned, ikx is it a command or a prediction? Well, when God gives a

command which he expects to be obeyed, there certainly is an element of pre

diction thn that, there is an element of prediction, but what is the type of

element/ or predicit\on Is it an a element of prediction because the Lord

$ has decided something is going to happen, and then he te1s you ixk to do

something, or is the element of prediction involved, because He knowing a

certian situation tells you to do something, which in this situation is cer

tain to work out in a certain way, and the situation which he alludes to, or

infers, may be a situation which is continuous for a long time .... 3.... today

to or of you ...if you want to make, suppose I were to say, please make me

a little statuett, and carve out the little statuette, and carve it out of
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peach wood, because that wood is easier to carve than any other. I know

nothing about carving wood 3 I should say carve 1 out ot

yellow pine, because that is 3 3/k Now I could use the expression,

but I don't say that. I eay, Go and carve me a little st4tuette out of yellow

pine, and you know that I am asking you to do something for me that is pos

sible. I am not simply playing a trick on you. I am doing something that is

possible. Therefore, you know, if you know nothing about yellow pine, that I

am giting .k and doing it, because I know that yellow pine is good

wood for a purpose, and you go and you fulfill my command, and ...k..., but

someone else comes along later on, and he says I would like to have a statue

made, and I wish you would make it out of yellow pine for me. Remember what

Dr. MacRae asked, to make one for him out of yellow pine. Well, now what they

would say would be ddducing from what I have said a certain thing about the

character of yellow pine kgood for the purpose, or something abcmt it.

They would deduce that from it, but it would not be in what I had said. What

I had said would be giving a command which applied only to the person to whom

I gave it, to no one else, but in the 5 there would be an inference

about a situation, and that inference about the situtaion wixx±x could

be legitámately applied to someone wz else to a similar situation...5.... If

somebody here were to say, you go outside of Jerusalem, and out there you will

find a TTYX colt tied. Unfasten the cold
'
and bring it to me. You read that

in the Bible. Well, I make a trip to Jerusalem, suppose I go the next summer

to Jerusalem, and I get there, and I say, Well, I would like to take a ride

down to Jericho and around. I akked them, Go outside Jerusalem and you will

find a colt tied up, untie it and bring it to me. Tell them the master has

need of it. Anybody inereres with me, Well, that's what the Bible says.

Well, someone would say right away, that is the command which the Lord gave

in a certain situation. Those people knew He was going to wanto use that

colt. They understood when they said the master, who it was. Now, if somebody

goes today, and says the master has need of it, and they find out that I am not
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the master6 at all 6 There are some things that apply

to a specific situation, but on the Mx other hand if I read in the Scripture

the mountains about kii Jerusalem are, what is the term.? The mountains are

standing about Jerusalem in such a way. I read that there, and it is a won

derful thing for the ...6...people in the time of David. Well, I go over to

Jerusalem today and it fits just as well, the mountains are in the same situa-

tion there 617 Well, now, in this day we have this verse here which

is not a predicition, but a command, but it is a command which assumes a situa

tion, and which accordingy can give knowledge of the sttuation to the man

who receives the command. And this verse I asked youto look up in the N.T.

and see where it is quoted. Well, we find that in Mark and in Luke there is

something that is quit similar, but that there is a full quotation of it in

Matthew, and well, maybe we should look at all three$' synoptics, but Matth .

......7 interpretation of it. Matt. l3:lff. And we find there that

Christ says, Therefore speak I in parable, becaUse they seeing see not; and

hearing they hear nth, neither do they understand. And in them is fulfilled

the prophecy of Esias which sais, By hearing ye hEall hear-not preceive.

Where do you find you shall hear in Isaiah? Where do you find seeing he

shall see in Isaiah? Student: In the LXX, word for word. All the Synoptics

copy ford for word from the LXX. AAM: Oh, you mean the LXX quote, says, The

Lord said say to them, seeing ye shall see, and here .....8*..,. I see, and so

he quote the LXX here, "And then is fulfilled the pap prophecy of Esaias which

says, / By hearing , and should be converted, and I should heal them. But

blessed are your eyes, for they see: and your ears, fro they hear." Well now,

God gave the command to Isaiah. He saidj, Go' and xz say to this people

a certain thing. Isaiah went and carried this out in his ministry. Then Jesus

said, There is fullled in this nation a .....9.... the very thing which was

found in the command which was given to Isaiah in his time. It is a charac

teristic of the nation. It is just as true now as it was then. He does not

say here is a prediction...9... He says Here is a characterisation of the

people, a characterisation which fit in Isaiah's day, and was given to Isaiah
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to tell him what he had to say. Well, the Lord says, I am facing the same

situation. It is a continuous characteristic of the people. Yes?.................

AAM: No, I don't think it means .... 9 3/k... I think it is defends what you

have given. If you have a prediction given, the prediction is full iled when

that is done which it has predicted w1 will occur. If you have a character

isation given, that characterisation might be fulfilled whenever the t*tx

situation was eviden4. That is, he is not saying. Here in Isaiah you will

find this in the Jews. Now, ....lO..., you will find this in the Germans .

......1O you will find this in the Goths. Not at all. He is saying,

Here is the Jewish race, which has a characteristicxxxx attitude. Now Jesus

says in the Jewish race is the same characteristic which was pointed out to

Isaiah. Now, Isaiah foiidn that characteristic m coming into strong relief

in connection with his work. Most of the prophets did, but some not as much

as others, and to some it would be less obvious, and some more. Jesus said

it was very clear in his day. Student AAM: I wouldn't think so. I

would not think so. 'AAM: No, my inclination in that case is to think that

that is specifically what Hosea was pointing to, and nothing more. But that

is a very difficult chapter. That is the most difficult problem in prediction.

"""11L"""" But in this particular case i is the characterisation which

Isaiah saw, Jesus saw too, and but Matt. takes it pretty well as a description

rather than a comman, doesn't he. He says, It is a prediction as he gives i.

Seeing ye will see, or you do x see. A description. This is what you do.

This is your attitude, rather than this is what you are to be made to do. There

is a posttive element which ±uz is given to Isaiah which we don't find here.

Mr. Ribi?ll 3/k............AAM: Yes, well in that case zx our English

Version is quite erroneous, isn't it? In its translation. The quotation in

Matth here seems to take it as a description, simply, indicative, not as a

command, imperative, at all. How about the Hebrew? Do youthink the Hebrew

is simply a description, or do you think that it can be a command? Student ....

......AAM: Yes, it is made. It could be a description, perhaps that. I

don't know about the next one . l3- Lest they do How about v.9
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then? Student AAM: Hear, and do not p perceive. I don't think

that 'al is ii±x anything bt a command, is it? Do not perceive. It is 'al

and not 10'. An 'al is usually a command .....13 3/k.... I think the 'al

is pretty much interpreted that way. But that isn't the way the LXX has taken

it. The LXX certain does not contradict the Hebrew. The LXX is, if the Heb.

is a command, the LXX is representing the condition which is involved, so it

is a particple.lk Now, let's look at the other uses in the N.T.

Let's glance at Mark 1":12. Mark k:l2 I think is not really a quotation. Oh,

he says, Mark k:12 is pretty close to a quotation end of P 153
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.....that seeing they may see and not perceive, and hearing they may hear, and

not understand; lest a any time they should be converted, and their sins
The difference is that

should be forgiven them./ Here he doem!t say Isaiah's word is fulfilled. But

he uses Isaiah's words, but here in Mark there is definite purpose. I don't

think you can get away from it. Mark Christ gives it as a ...l...., so it

is not given here as a quotation. He doesn't say, Isaiah has predicted these

things will be ...1-.... He doesn't do that. Matt. says Isaiah has describe

these people as spiritually without purpose. Mark says this is done in order

that, and the same applies to Luke 8:10, which also does not refer to Isaiah,

but which uses the same language. "Unto you it is given to know the mystery
to others

of the kingdom of God: but

in parab1 That seeing they might not see, and hearing they might not

understand. That's not saying this is a tt fulfillment of Isaiah, but

it is using the same words to describe a similar situation. Now, in John 12:4O

it is quoted. What do we have there? 2. Though he had done

so many miracles before them, yet they believed not on him: That the saying

of Isaias...might be fulfilled, which he spoke, Lord, who hath believed our

report? and to whom hath the warm of the Lord been revealed? Isaiah says this

in Is. 53. Jesus will come and they wU won't believe Him. That's what he

says, and qude ....3....yet they believed not on him, and this is a fulfillment

of Isaiah's prediction in Is. 53 of the life of Christ. That is a direct
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definite fulfillment whihh applies to nothing else. But then, that's not our

present subject. He goes on, 'tTHeref ore they could not believe, because that

Esias said again, He hath blinded their eyes, and hardened their heart; that

they should not see with their eyes, nor understand with their heart, and be

cmverted, and I should heal them." Here he says there is a hardening come upon

Israel which God is performing, which he caused Isaiah ....3...in his day,

in part of the fulfillment of the prophecy, but which has continued and in which

Christ is now 34......Student AAM: Yes, v.38 is very definite-

ly in ch.53, Isaiah saw the fulfillment of the suffering servant. Now, these

things, as far as the other is concerned, they would imply that Jesus was

but Isaiah was permitted to see that the hardening which he ...412

but continually reaching, even to the coming of the wonderful Messiah .... One

continuous long thing, not ....k....

Well, now there is one other quotation which is Acts 28:26ff. And

there in Acts 28:26ff we have the very end of the beginnings of the Acts of

the Apostles. And in it Paul says, "Well spake the Holy Ghost by Esaias the

prophet unto our fathers, saying, Go unto this people and say, Hearing ye

shall hear, and shall not undersatnd; and seeing you will see, and not perceive.

For the heart of this people is waxed gross, and their ears are dull of hearing,

and their eyes have they closed..." He is describing the condition of the

people, v.28, "Be it Jfi known therefore unto you that the salvation of God is

sent unto the Gentiles, and they will hear' it." A description then of people

who have had the opportunity, and turned their backs on it. People who see

and do not understand, hear and do not perceive, and the Lord turns from them

to the Genti&es whom he says will hear .... 5 3/k.. Student.............

AAM: No, but he is here describing a race which continues, and the thing

he says about it in Isaiah's time continues to apply ....7.... They were

continuous things, rather than a repetition...7.... AAXixxxStudent .....

R kAM: Romans 11:8? Is that this same quotation? Yes, there is a part of

it, "God has given them the spriti of slumber, eyes that they shoull not see,

and ears that they should not hear; unto this day." We will look at Romans 11:8
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a little Itter in the course. But in this connection it is of interest, and

this quotation also should be included. But the latter part of the statement

he says that Paul says, Israel has not oböained that which he seeks for, but

the election hath obtained it, and the rest were ttn blinded, as it is

written-should not hear.There seems to be a causative element there, not

just a description. Well, now, I think for the moment we can move on to ch.7.

And ch.7 is moving on, I am not closing a book, and moving on to another. I

think nearly everything we have said today is important in connection with the

remained of our disctkssion, but nevertheless it is usually considered that

chapter 7 begins a new po±tion of the book.

7-12 ax belong together. Now does 1-12 belong together, it may be.

Certainly at 12 there is a change, the burdeZn of Babylon beginning with a

series of burdens, you have a section as a unit by itself from 12 on to 23,

which separates 1-12 from all that follows. Now, is 1-12 a unit, or is it

2 units? Well, 7-12 is more specifically tied up to one definite situation,

than is true of 1-6. 1-6 is more general, 7-12, one specific situation, but

the two parts seem very closely related, nevertheless. Particularly ch.6 is

closely, and of course a good many things in the otters too. But 7-12 at least

is a unit, and in this unit which is quite generallyj called the Book of

Immanual, because of the prominence of the name Immanuel in it, we begin with

a definite historical situation. Now, I probably ought to take twenty minutes

out right now to 1k look over your papers to tell me whether you nember from

last semester enough about Is. 7 that we don't need to spend any time on it

now, or whether it is necessary to repeat some portions of it. I had hoped

that most of you have it pretty well in mind. But we have this historical

Imtvairtmin situation, and it is one of the two great outstanding historical

situatiorin the course of Isaiah's life, two great crises, this one very very

Impvrtant, and IM Assyria and Ephralm come aainst Judah, and Judah is deliv

ered from them, xin the first place because of Ahaz makes a clever z scheme

an alliance with Tiglath-Pilezer, of which he doesn't tell the people, just

of course the few nobles that are working with him xxx on it, so he makes this
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clever scheme, and then he wants them to prepared to hold out the enemy, until

tie Assyrian gets there to deliver them. And so he is out on his defense in

spection, and God sends Isah to give a message, God shall deliver the land

from Assyria and Ephraim, and Ahaz says, I know thatperfectly well, we are

going to be delivered, but it is because of the international situation,

because of the clever arrangement I have made with Assyria. And so ..ll...

shows he is not interested in Isaiah's words, and then Isaiah says, Ask a sign

of the Lord, and Ahaz, I won't ask, neither will I tempt the Lord. And

the A answer is, Hear, 0 house of David, is it a small thing for you to weary
will

men, but w you weary God also. God is going to turn away from NX this

wicked king, this wicked representative of the house of Daivd, God is going to

provide a better head for the house of David, one who will, be truly the right

head for the house, one who t will carry out in his character the word Im

manuel, God with us. He will represent God with us, he will be God with us.

He will$ be l And then those next few verses 15, and 16, we don't

know whent he is coming, suppose he comes right now, by the time he reaches

a very young ag, when he would know enough to make simple choices, both

kings would be gonej, and the people would be eating butter and honey, pastor
cows

production caused by the bees, and by the which can wander tk freely

through the country because there is nothing that is cultivated with fences

aizund to keep them out. Mr. Werner? Jill: In the light of v.22, Butter and

honey sounds more like a prediction of depopulation of 150 years later.

AAM: No, but you see, right at this time there was the fenced titles of Judah

were all taken, Lachish was taken, and a great number of people taken into

exile. It already came true. Although it would fit equally well later on.

But it had a fulfil1nt right them. So that, in v.17 he is showing Ahaz how

is present scheme is going to backfire. He says, you have a very clever plan,

very clever scheme, but, he says, it is going to backfire. "The Lord will

bring on you, and your people, and your father's house, days that have not

come from the day that Ephraim departed from Judah; even the king of Assyria."

And Ahaz said, What's he bringing the king of Assyria into this for? What
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doeshe know about It him , way over there across the desert. He is going to

come to deliver us. We know that. That's our clever plan. But Isaiah says

he is actually going to come, not only against Israel, he is going to hurt

your land, and he does. And the Lord will hiss for the fly in the uttermost

part of the rivers of Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of Assyria,

and they shall come, and shall rest in the desolate valleys. They are going

to come clear on. v.20, "In the same day shall the Lord shave with a razor

that is hired, namely, by them beyond the river, by the king of Assyria."

What does 4 he mean, by a razor that is hired? He means the T± Ahaz is going

t send tributes to get Tiglath-Pilezer to come, and shows his awareness of the

clever plan, to hire the razor, to secure the tribute, and get Tig's coming

to deliver them from Syria and Etihraim, by a razor that is hired. "Namely,

by them beyond the river, by the king of Assyria. Now, of course, the later

time of the exile, it is the king of Babylon. But at this time it is the king

of Assyria he is talking about. $x3it He will i shave the head, the hair of

the feet, and also consume the beard. And then we have the condition of

depopulation, "a man shall nourish a young cow, and two sheep; ...for the

abundance of mile they will eat butter: for butter and honey shall every one

eat that is left." There won't be many left. There won't be enough' to cul

tivate the land, but there is plenty of land for the few that Z are left and

lots of land for the animals to spread through. And in that day where there

were a thousand vines, now it will be for briers and thorns ...end of P 1521

P 155

....won't be able to go there for fear of the briers .... treading of lesser

cattle, and then in addition the Lord said to him, Take a great roll and write

in it with a man's pen about Hasten-the-booty-hurry-the-spoil. And he took

faithnl witnesses to record and went to the prophetess; and she conceived,

and bare a son. Then the Lord said, Call his name Immanuel. This is the

prophet's son, born of a virgin. He didn't at all. His name is not Immanuel.

It is Maher-shalal--hash--baz. Because before the time Immanueal, if he were

barn right now would be able to make simple choices, the two kings would be
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gone, but before this child, who is a litte later, and therefore is younger

is even able to say the simplest sounds Abi and Immi, Daddy and Mommy, before

he reaches that stage .......2the spoil of Smaria will be carried away beforE

the king of Assyria. And then the Lord continues with tIe predictions. "This

people reguses the waters of Shiloah that gsoftly, and rejoice in Rezin and

Remaliah's son; therefore the Lord brist up upon them the waters of the river

strong and many, even the king of Assyria," the king oil Assyria in a later

chapter was called a razor that was hired, and now he is called a river ...

..2... "even the king of Assyria in all his glory: and he shall come up

over all his channels, and go over all his banks: and passes through Judah."

He doesn't merely deliver them from Syrai and from Ephraim, he passes even

into Judah from Syria. He looks forward to the exile, of course, but now he

is ±k looking forward to tie coming of Sennacherib. Student 2 3/k




AAM: Yes, the child of v.16 in ch.7 is definitely not the child of 8:, because

it has a different name. Student 3 AAM: Well, the one in v.1k is

Christ, but we are not told when He is cothing. And so after telling the fact

that he is coming, then we act on the supposition to prove he was ti coming

right away. This predict on is supposing it were immediately flfilled by

the time he would reach this age, this would happen. It is used as a measure,

it is not to be actually .kbut if, by the time he reached t1 age.

Student AAM: I think I do recall somebody in class suggesting it,

and I thought it was a very interesting uggestion, but I don't think ....k...

ch.8right there Student AAM: Not in actuality.

It is something used as a measurement . 5 AANx Well, our

time seems to be up, and so we will have to stop for now, and we will continue

in 10 minutes ....

New class




The questions were raised about the matter of the child, and it looks

as if we ought to spend more time on it. I would rather not spend more time on

it this afternoon, because there x are other things I would like to get on to.

Let's just z. say a word or two. v.1k is a prediction of Christ, there is no
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one else to whom it can possible refer. vv-15 and 16 are a prediction of that

time, there is no way they can possibly refer to Christ. How do you fit them

together? Well, the suggestion has been made by some that after he is talking

about Christ, then he goes on and kxtici talks about somebody else, whom he

is going to tell about later. That's not impossible. Personally I am inlined
you

more to the view that it means that/speak about when God is going to send me,

you don't say when. AndAhaz of course is quite concerned whether it is to

be right away. If it would happen at all. He was a pretty much unbeliever

anyway. But you deal with the immediate situation then, and have given hope,

and have given rebuke to Ahaz, and now you have given hope to the people of

God for the immediate future, you have the people of God hope in general, even

if you have given rebuke to Ahaz, by saying . 6- the house of tw David

like this one, 6k but then you give them hope for the immediate situ-

ation. Suppose this Immanual was born now, suppose this be the time when He

comes. Well, in such a case, before He has reached the aged hagm beforeisis

able to make these simple choices, before that time, Ephraim and Syria are

gone. Someone said to me during the recess. What if Ahaz knew that the king

of Assyria was coming, why did he tremble so about it? 7 Ephraim

is larger than Judah. And a few years before, maybe fifty or a hundred years

before, when Amaziah was king of Judah, Ephraim has come and had tkken Jerusa

lem, and made a breach in the wall, and defeated Judah very disasterously. Now

that was ....7.... Syria is larger and stronger than Ephraim, and Syria and

Aphraim are together 7 Xxxxk Humanly there is no way Judah

can 7.So Ahaz thinks it is a clever plan of gettinSyria to come

ad deliver, but the poblem is, can they hold out until Assyráa gets there?

They make an attack, and are it driven back. It is to be expected they will

gather larger forces, ad come 8 Ahaz is trembling for fear they won't

succeed in this attack, and is urging the people to build fortifications, and

strengthen themselves, and be ready to fight valiantly to hold them back, and

meantime Mx Ahaz has planned that the Assyrian will come, and attack them in

the read, and that would put an end to the danger, and of course that doesn't
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Now, with that historical situation in mind stressed here in ch.7

and in ch.8, very prominent in ch.8, I want to jump over now to ch.28 to 30,

now, and remind yourselves of' the historical background as we looked at it.

I think we went into 28 fairly closely, but 28 is such a parallel to 7 thatl

want to remind you again of it right now, or he parallel, I don't think we

need to go into it, I hope you remember pretty well what we saw before, how

it is doubtless a banquet, and at this anquet kkR of the nobles, Isaiah comes

into the banquet, and starts speaking aginst the drunkards of Ephraim,and

the nobles of Judah, who were afraid of Ephraim, and anxious to see Ephraim

destroyed, rejoice in what he says in the specific prediction that phraim is

going to be trodden underfoot, vv.1-, and then in v.7 Isaiah turns his atten

tion to the people of Judah, you remember, to these nobles here, he says, These

also have erred through wine, and strong drink, all these tables are full of

vomit and filthiness, and then in v.9 the nobles are disgusted, and say, Who

does he think he is going to keach knowledge to? Who is e going to make to

understand doctrine? If he has made us like little children, weaned from the

milk, a. drawn from the breast, precept on precept, precept on precept, line on

line, abc, 123, that sort of x± stuff for us intelligent leaders? Is that

what he is trying to do? But, Isaiah turns to him xxiøøxai in v.11, and

he says, "For with stammering lips and another tc4je wilix God is going to

speak to this people. To whom he has said this is the rest, this Is the refresh

ing thatthey wouldn't listen to. The Word of God has been given to you.

Prece%pt upon precept, like you say, lit-le by lit1, lit 1i11 by little, you

don't take it, the result is you are going to fall backward, anö be broken,

and snared, and taken. Therefore hear the word of the Lord, you scornful men,

that rule the people of Jerusalem. You have made this clever scheme, and

this alliance with Tig. You have said, We have made a covenant with death,and

with hell are we at agreement; when the overflowing scourge passes through,

it won't come near us. Thus saith the Lord, the only real safety is in trust

ing in Him. Behold in Zion I have laid a precious stone,x a prize jitL

stone, a corner stone. He that believeth hall not make hast, I will make
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judgment 10 3/k, and righteousness 10 3/k waters overf{low

your hiding place, your covenant with death wltk will be disannulled..." All

this is specifically referring to their alliance with Tig. When the over

flowing scourge passag through, and you think that the Assyrian is going to

destroy Ephraim and Assyria, andy you will be all right, you will be trodden

down ... 11.., he is going toxwxg overflow the land of Judah also. "The

bed is short)'Ier than a man ra\ stretch himself on it, the covering narrower

than that he can wrap himself in it." It is just like alliances and deals with

Russia today. Exactly. You can't trust any of them. You make an alliance

and quite your armaments, and what happens? As soon as you are weak, you will

be attacked There is no help to it, no protection whatever. The bed is short-

er than a man can stretch himself on it, and the covering narrower% than that
is

he can wrap himself with it, for the Lord xl going to rise up as in mount

Perazim, and do his great act. And then he goes thn in vv. 23-25 he gets the

figure from the farmer, the farmer knows what to plant, where and how to hand1

it. Don't you think God knows just as much? He has a purpose in it all.

He will do that which is necessary to destroy that which needs to be destroyed,

but not to injure the actual divine seed. This also comes from the Lord of

hosts who is wonderful in counsel, and excellent in working. And then in

ch.29 he continues right straight along, and there is really no division what

ever, except that there is a paragrpph division, he's been dealing with the

illustration of the farmer, now a different picture. Woe unto Ariel. What

is Ariel? What place is Ariel in? Mr. Jantzen, where is Ariel? Mr. J.

Ariel? That's Jerusalem. AAM: That is Jerusalem, how do you know? Mr. J.

Well, the city where David dwelt. AAM: Yes, the city where David dwelt, there
Hebron Bethlehem

are only two places it could be, three, Jerusalem, Zxti, or Bxlkwt. Very

clearly it is Jerusalem. Bethlehem is hardly big enough to be under considera

tion here. It is clearly Jerusaelm. Woe to the city where Datid dwelt. let

them kill their sacrifices, go through their forms and ceremonies. It is not

going to do them any good. I am going to distress Ariel. Ariel probably means

the hearth of God, the place where God is going to work out His great work.
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It is not a name, it simply a figure of speech used here for Jerusalem. What's

he going to do? I am going to camp against thee round about, and take seige

against thee with a mound, and raise xzt forts against thee. Thou shalt be

brought down, and shalt ppeak out of the ground, and thy speech shall be low

out of the dust, thy speech shall whisper out of the dust, a picture of the

condition in the time of Sennacherib when they are closed itno Jerusalem,

everything else gone, when Sennacherib will appear and destroy them. He a

doesn't say that Senn. is going to lay seige and raise forts against them. God

says He will. God does this by sending Senn. and it looks as if Senn. will do

it l3Senn. doesn't actually do it. v.5 This "morever'1is not a very

good translation. However, would be much better. And still, of course, it is

just "and," fand,tTit is a change, enough of a paragraph division. They know

in English we need sotething stronger than that, and they say moreover. However

is much better. However, the multitude of these foreigners, these attackers,

will become like small dust. There terrible ones will be like chaff that passes

away. A very vivid prediction of the destruction of Senn's army. This present

scheme you made is not going to protect you. Yx Judah will be overwhelmed

by the enemy, but it will not be complete, God is going to deliver Jerusalem.

God is going to protect Jerusalem by his own.lhis own power, his

own election, it is not because of any goodness in you .... end of P ± 155

P 156

.....just disappear like a dream. One day Senn's army down there expected

to attack any time, they've been expected for two and a half years, and the

next day it is gone. Like the dream of a night vision. It will be like when

a hungry man dreams, and behold he eats. Senn. dreams. l . . . .he wakes

up and they and his soldiers are dead. He could do nothing but go back .

...... 11 when he wakes up. So shall the multitude of all the nations

be when they fight against ftdx mount Zion. Here Ariel is described as Mt.

Zion. So God is going to deliver, but He is going to deliver by His power,

not by their clever schemes. Their clever scheme will seem to them to deliver

them from Syria and Ephraim. Actually God has probised they would be
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delivered from Syria and Egypt. They don't need a clever scheme, or their

lives will .... 2.... It may be ....2... Now they have made it, it is going

to backfire on them, it will endanger them, most of their lands will be taken,

there will be devastation.... 2... in Jerusalem, but God will deliver them

purely of His own action, and h own election. Nothin of their doing.

"Stay yourselves, and cry out. They are drunken, but not with wine, they

stagger, but not with strong drink." There is leriy of strong drink around

here at the banquet, but he said, there is something worse than that, there

is a drunkenness and a staggering which comes from something worse, and now

we get the verse which some one called our attention 2j1For the Lord

has poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and has closed your eyes:

the prpphets and your rulers, the seers hath he covered. And the vision of all

is become you as the words of a book that is sealed, '.......3 Your

attitude now is one of tearing out .3, but not caring about the food

and the things that matter. They are disregarding Isaiah. The leaders of

them are joining in with this present scheme, of this wicked alliance with

Assyria, and the vision is to you like the words of the book is sealed, and

people bring it to somebody that is educated. He says I can't. It is sealed.

Well, then they take it o somebody dlse, and they say to him read, and he

says, I can't, I am not educated. I other words, each one's got a different

excuse. One excuse won't do him any good. If you take to a man that is

educated, he could say tear off the seal, I will be glad to read it. You take

it to the man that is not educated, and he could sag, here, I'll take off the

seal, and I w1ll...3.... Instead of that they all make excuses, instead of

bothering to study the Word of God . 3 3/k You go out as an

evangelist$, and you start talking against dancing, and you will soon have a

reaction. They immediately ask$' the question, Did you ever dance. Well, you

did, all right k On the other hand, you didn't.

Well, than what do you know about it? What right do you have to tkx

talk to us? There is always either way, there is always an excuse.........
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reasoning, you must give themix sound reasoning, but if the Spirit of God is

in them, and i the reprobate mind in described here in these verses. Always

got an excuse, always got an answer, always got a maxam reason to get around

this thing you have presented. Well, he says, this is the attitudej(?&*xxx

.... k.... these leaders of the people of Israel. Now, back in ch.7 he says,

Here is this king. You weary men, will you weary my God also. He says the

Lord is going to give you a ...k 3/k.... You will iwer be the leader of God's

people. There will be another leader who will be Immanuel in your place. God

has taken away these wicked leaders, and replaced them by His own Son the

true head of the house of Datid. Now, he says, here is the attitude of these

people 5 the Lod says, for as much as this people draweth mear me

with5, and with their lips they honor me, but have removed their hearts

far from me, and their fear for me is 514 behold I will

proceed to do a marvelous work among the people. What is he going to do?

Dliver them from Senn? Yes. That's a wonderful work, but not the work that

he is going to talk about now. Send them into exile? Yes. That's a marvedous

work, but hot the one he is going to talk about now. What is the marvelous

work he is going to do among them? The wisdom of their wise men will perish,

and the understanding of their truth, and will be His . 5 3/k Woe

unto them that seek ...5 3/k.... to hide their counsel from the Lord, the

clever scheme of this alliance with Tig. And he was going to kid the people

tn"o thinking that they must fight hard and valiantly under your direction,

and maybe you can escape. Actually you have this clever scheme...6...the king

of Assyria entering into this wicked deal with an ungddly nation. Woe unto

them that think to hide their aounsel from the Lord, and their works are in

the dark, and they say, Who sees this, and who knows? Surely your turning

of things upside down, what does that mean? Shall be estaemed as a 4DR1 potter's

clay. What does that mean? For shall the work say of him that made it, he

made me not? Or shall the thing framed say of him that framed, he hath no

understanding. God says I have made this people for myself. I have brought

this people out of Egypt. I have brought them here Secau5e the Word of God
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through, to show forth righteousness to the world, and to bring the Messiah

into the world through them. But they instead turn aside from God, and in

stead of trusting him they trust Assyria, they work their own ideas and

their own plans, instead of trusting his plan, they are turning away from him,

they are turning things upside down. Instead of their being the clay that God

is molding, and saying, mold me and make me according to your ....

they are trying to mold things, and make them, and use God as

simply a means to lead the people to fight valiantly to carry out their scheme.

They are turning things upside down. They are acting as if they are the potter

and God is the clay that they need for their x purposes. But he said, Your

turning of things upside down should be esteemed as the potter's clay, Shall

the work say to him that made, he made me not. Shall the things framed say of

him that framed it, he has no tknderstanding. God says Tru'st him, do his will,

he will protect you. They say it is good to have morale for the people by

l1tng them about God, but the important thing is an alliance with Senn, and

dealing with wicked nations in order to build a great new world in whi4th the

enemy, Syria and Ephraim, will be put out of the way. It is exactly the situ

ation of the nation, followed by these who have come here to worship God, ...8..

the teaching of His word, in order to oppose the attack of Germany, joining

in with Godless, wicked communism, and making an alliance with Russia, and the

two of them standing together, to defeat Germany, and what they have dzKM done

is to remove the buffer state, and bring themselves face to face with a far

great menace than Germany ever was. That's exactly what these people m

were doing. They get Tig. with their plever scheme, to come and remove the

buffer state, and now they are face to face with a far worse danger than they

will be when Syria and Ephraim wver were. And so he says your turning of

things upsie down will be esteemed as the potter's clay, and v.17 he says,

Is it not yet a very little while
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and Lebanon will be turned into a fruitful field, and the fruitful fiedi shall be esteemed as

a fort. What does v. 17 mean? How many would have a suggestions to what v.17 might men?

Mr. Lindberg, what would you suggest? 9AAM: Yes, the city could become

heap, that is, the fruitful field could be esteemed as a fort. That would be the last half

of the terse. Taking that literally, it is exactlyiat you get. Here is the fruitful field,

the city, the laud around it, and it becomes just wild like a wilderness. If you take it

literally, that's what it is, but what's the other half. The forests of lebanon shall becore

a fruitful field. Wha: x does thab nrrj? What is the forest of Lebanon? Where is it? Is

it in Israel? It is outside. It is the forest, it is the wild country, it is outside of

Flstine, in fact, and Ei here is the fruitful field.... lOj.... Now, what he syas is there

is going to be a reversal. It is not merely that this is going to be torn up, but there is a

reversal, and the reversal is that not simply that there is going to be a change of conditions,

but a change of attitude. The fruitful fethld is going to be esteemed as a forest. The

Forest of Lebanon is going to be turned into a fruitful field. There is gong to be an

interchange, between that which is outside of Israel, and4 that which is in Israel. x Not

simply a destruction of Israel, but a reversal. Now I do not know of any tiem when the forest

of Lebanon was made into a fruitful field. xixu If it was just the last half of the versa"

we could say very well the Assrian cane, and later the Babylonian, and reduced the

land of Palestine to a desert, to a wilderness, fits exactly, but not the first

part. They didn't turn Lebanon into a fruitful field. This is here partly then a

literal prediction of physical change. These are figures for something. Lebanon is a

figure for what is outside. The fruitful field is what is there. Israel is God's vineyard,

as Isaiah says. Israel is God's virteyard. He has plowed it and taken rare of it, and

planted it, and it hasn't produced, and he is going to order them not to produce. He is going

to turn away from it. But he is going to rroduce somewhere else. Lebanon will be turned

into a fruitful field, and that which is outside is going to bec me a fruitful field. Well,

we saw a while ago that God was going to take this wicked representative head of the house of

Dairid, and is going to replace him by his ownTxitY Son ....12.... Now, he finds the

leadrs of Israel, those who should be wise in God's work, they are drawing near with their

mouths, but they have removed their hearts from him. They are giving any excuse to keep from
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trying to do what His will is. Now lie says, they are turning thin,-Is upside down, it is going

tc ba esteemed as potter's clay. The potter is o!ng to hold things as ne chooses, and he is

going to turn things around. He is going to take Lebanon and make it as a fruitful field, and

He is going to take the fruitful field a d make it as a forest. He has bee - talking about thes

who can s ce, but they dont ee. Tiie, can hear, but they don't understan. Why? Because they

are making excuses, they are turning aside, they are not bound to apply their hearts .... 13...

and so that day is coming, El v.18, the day coming when Lebanon is turned into a fruitful

field, and the fruitful field will flourish, in t.iat day those who do not see and fail to

understand because they are not interested., or those who are actually deaf, who before had. no

chance, who coul n't hear. They are going to hear the words of the book. The complete reversal

ebancn, the o'itside, the eyes of the blind are going to see out of obscutiry, the outsiders,

not these people inside who are turn ng away from God in this way, but the outsiders. There

is going to be arversal. Lebanon is going to become like a fruitful field, aid the fruitful

field will be teemed as a forest, and so the deaf will hear the words of the boo, and they

eyes of the blind wille out of obscurity, the mee will increase their joy in the Lor , and

the poor among them shall rejoice in the holy one of Israel. Who among mankind will rejoice

in the Holy One of Israel? l When the terrible one is brought to nought, and the scorner

is consumed, and all that-watch for ini-uity are cut off ....lLi....and lay a snare for him .....

and turn aside the just for a thing of nought. God's punishment upon the wicked, his reversal

of the situation, causing those who were deaf toe and hear. Not those who could see, but

who refused to see, not those tho could hear, but refused to listen. Nnt those who made these

excuses, but those who were outside, and had no chance before, they are to be the ones who

are rejoicing in the holy one of Israel...erid of P 156




P 157

....the Chaidees, and God reached in and selected him by his own mighty power, and selected

him to salvation, and received him out of the wickedness into...l.. He took him from the

Gentiles and saved him, and peopi think because they belong to the house of Israel they are

go, ng to be saved, they think that they are God's and the persns are all right, and they

ca take the attitude ldraw near to Him with their mouths, but they remove

their haarts far from him. He sa:s you are turning things upside down, and the common place

" . . . .an just a little weile he will interchange, that whic his outside is Lebanon, and that
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which is near the peoplei 3.t Lebanon becomes a fruitful field , here he esteems

as the forest, an so the deaf, those who had no chance, those who didn't the word right before

them and turned their backs to it, refused to read it ..2those who ha n't had a chance,

those who were deaf and blind. They are going to e readhed with the word of God, anrt they

are going to incr 'ass their joy n the Lord, and they will rejoice in the Holy One of Israel.

And2Abraham who has no think that he was one of God's2

I redeemed Abraham, the Lord says, and thus says the Lord who redeemed Abraham.., concerning the

God of Jacob, Jacob shall not he ashamed. ..2-.... anci he looked down, and he sees the house of

Jacob 2come thro gh the ages, and e sees these people who have turned away from od,

who have turned things upside down, who are to be esteemed as the potter's clay, He sees the

sin of the wickedness they nave fallen into, but Jacob shall not be ashamed, nor shall he...3...

ecaus yf in the Israel of God, in the true godly descendents of Jacob, in the seed which is

lie the stars of the heavens for multitule, he sees his children, not by physical generation

but the work of my hands, the children whom God has selected and elected, those cut of Lebanon,

who are maue a fruitful field, and Received into the Israel of God, he sees them. the wcrk of

my hands, in the midst...3...he sees the true people of God, the true Israel of God, with...3...

as Paul describes in homans 11, some of the natural branch is lopped off for aason, but wild

branches grafted in among them, so tha there is a 'ea. multitude, a far eater multitude than

there was before. So Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall 3 3/ti But when he

sees his children, the work of my hands, ...Li... they shall stify my name, and sanctify the

holy One of Jacob, and shall fear...L...., and so here we have the parallel picture to Isaiah 7.

In Isaiah 7 we turn aside from the wicked king Ahaz. He is to be replaced with God's own. In

Is. 29 we turn aside from the unrighteous leaders of the people who honor God with their ups,

but their hearts are far from Him, we turn aside from them, and we turn to he Gentiles, and we

find Lebanon to be a and a fruitful field, a d the fruitful field shall be as a forest,

he will turn things upside down, interchange for a time, we bring in a newt of leaders into

God's kingdom. And God who redernned Abraham, and caused the z Jacob shall not be ashamed,

will receive his children, not by natural generation, but the work of my hands, those x whom

God has selected from every country and tribe and nation, an i God will ...)4 3/)4.... the Israel

of God, when you see them in the mids of him, they shall sahctify my name, and sanctify the
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Holy One of Jacob, and shall fear the od of Israel. Then Romans 11 ends with telling us tha

after this time, Israel, the natural brangh of many of them shaLl be lopped off, and the wild

branches grafted in, but the time will come when the natural branches will aain be grafted in,

and Paul says and so all Isra 1 shall be saved in the edn, when they are again grafted in, and

Paul says that if the casting aside of them was the gre t increase of blessing to the nations,

what will the bringing of that be ....j-... and so is;iah ends his chapter the seine way that

Paul ended his. tie syas, he is talking now about thos.. who were deaf, and blind, thos who

were outside. Now he returns to those of whom he was speaking, those who have erred in the

spirit, those who have wandered aw:Ly, those tiho know the message, bot have refused to listen

to it. They also have erred in spirit, they too xXXM will come to understand, and the

that murmured shall learn...6.... and the RV sass they shall receive instruction, and the

phrase here, ]eann docthine doesnt mean to give them understanding, but it means to zealously

seek, to learn in the sense of tr3ing to ...6.... They will take an attitude utbefly different

from that which the, have had when their lips honored him, but ""j their heart f' was far from

him, and they gave any excuse to keep from 6- So you see the marvelous parallelwhich

we hae between Isaiah's addresses to the nobility, in 28 and 29, and his addresses to the king

in ch.7. That was such a marvelous parallel, that I thought we ought to 6-Student




............

..AA'- yes, in 7 God is rebuking the wicked heads of his people, the head of this

people .... Zion the house of David, and saying that he will provide his own bon of David, Im
here

ma ueI,/he is rebuking the nobles .... 7 .... of God's people won are turhing their hearts aw y

from God and saying that he was going to everse the situation, and cause Lebanon tc become a

fruitful field, and thefruitful field to be esteemed as af crest, and...?-....leaersfrom. other

nations.7Gentiles and.712 ......It is a marvelous prediction of tne

7 3/t, and of course Paul ouotes various passages as showing the 7 3/L

Student 8 AA I think it is a figure of speech, as a literal fulfillment, I

do not tLiink that ebaxion has ever become a fruitful field. It s true most of the trees

have disappeared, but I don't think it has become any fruitful field. Student AANI f course

this is sneaking of the forests of iebanon wbich is part of the present day country of Lebanon.

There are some very find agm orange groves around ...8 3/14.... very ruitfual ....and soem very

beautiful Ies?...................AAT 1es, definitely. yes, I think it is a wonderful
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chapter. There is so much packed into it. I; is just a question of just how fast to go on

t, and not lose some of you on the way. 13ut I tiinh we ha -e been quite detailed...9....

Well, now, if that is clear to everyone, 30 and 31 are closely dealing with the

imm'diate historical situation., and ' looked them over, and there was some material in them

that looks on into the present day, but most of it looks at the general historical situation

which we looked at last semester... 9-.... particularly with those wonderful predictions...94....

of Senn. At v.9, so will the Lorl of hosts defend Jeruslern, the Lord is going to do it by

His mignty power, and now shall we go bakc then to chapter 8.

then in chapter 8 we looked up to v. where he shall overflow, pass tt±rough

dud ah, a nd overflow and he shall reach even ifltu e . . .Lo.. ", the s tretching out of his wings

shall fillxm the breadth of the land. Yes?. .....AAJ'1: I would say they were just about the

same time, rrobably following this...i0.... We II, I would think that 7 and 8 deal with the

same subject, but sidps over a good bit/. 7 occurs, aid then 8 occurs probably afew months

later. I woul nt be surprised if 28 and 29 were given dontinuously in the time in between

them, dealing with the sin situatton, but different aspects of it, but givenaseparat section.

Mr. iayes9 iA11: They apply to Israel, but I think itst.retches over to some

extent into Judah. No, I think v.20 would be looking more

to Ti. Me is the razor that is hired. I think r.l8 covers the whole

area, the whole per ioN, I mean. It s tarts w.i th the coming of Tig. and looks on to he whole

stretch of time when there will be the Assyrian invaision. It wonld lock forward as far a s

Senn., but I think it would begin 12-'- Jell, now, in ch. then there is a ve:y inter-

esting thing in vj 8 that it ends with Immanuel, doesn't it? The Assyrian is going to pass

through 'udah, overflow ....12?-.... even to the neck, and the stretching out of his wings shall

fill the breadth of t1y land, P Irrimanuel. We are in the book of Irnmanue. What has Immanuel

got to do with triis? Well, of course, if Immanuel was born within two or three years after

Isaiah gave the prediction, by the time i-f Seno's coming, he was probably twenty years olN,

maybe he was aotlly ruling th by this time-..13... There are those who try to make cut

immanuel is Hezekiah, but it doesn't work, because flezekiah wag already born at the time of

the Syro-phraimitic invasion, not ezekiah. But this land nevertheless is thought of as

Imrr.anuel's land. It is not a ...l3--.... Phaz is the present ruler, but Immanuel is the
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rightful fu1er, and it is Immanuel's land. And even% rg though it is in

the hands of those who are not carrying out God's will, and *aho are false

leaders of the people, % it is in real principle, truly Immanuel's land. And

so Tig. or the armies of the Assyrians, and reaching on to enn's coming,

they are going to k fill the breadth of thy land, 0 Immanuel. Well, we have

a thought here. This is Immanuel's land, they are going to come into, by his

clever wicked alliance with Assyria, Ahaz opens z up the land to the coming

of these marauders, but still it is Immanuel's land. And God will protect the

land that belongs to Immanuel. Nothing can happen to it, except that it is

God's will that it happen lk- So it is Immanuel's land that is filled,

well, if it is Immanuel's land, what is the answer then? The answer is the

Assyrians cannot take it unless he chooses to let them take it. So He turns

His attention to the Assyrian forces .... dnd of P 157
P 158

.....number and in power, leads up to the great climax in Senn's day. And he

says, Associate yourselves, o ye people, you will/ be broken in pieces. What

a change. The 0 Imaanuel, it is Immanuel's land .............Give ear, 0

Do all you can. Gird yolves and you shall be broken in pieces,

take counsel together, and it will come to pass . .l, andit shall not

stand, bor this is Immanuel's land. He doesn't say l 3/k He just says,

for Immanuel. For Immanuel. Becaase of Immanuel he cannot succeed. This is

after all Immanuel's land, it can't go into exile until God chooses. For Im

manuel. In our English, they translãteratelmmanuel at the end of v.8, and they

translate it at the nd of v.10, God is with us. In the English we fail to see

at the end of v.8 and the end v.10 are identical . ....24!-..., and they fail to

see the meaning of tk vv.9 and 10 that immediately.2kbringing of the

name Immanuel. It is Immanuel's land, and except it be part of God's definite

plan for a definite purpose, Ahaz's wicked scheme cannot mean the complete de

struction of the land. Even in spite of that wicked scheme .... 2 3/k.... will

deliver from Senn., because it is Immanue's land. For God is with us. He is

truly ruler of His aind. For God said, that He spoke to me with a strong hand,

and instructed me that I should not go up the way of his people .... 3.... surely
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there is a break. I So that Is. 7:1 to 8:10 is a unit, reaching its climax

in instructions to Senn's army, v.10 3*, then v.11 starts a new unit.

I wish the chapter division had task taken place there instead of where ch.9

.3 Yes' AAM:......AWAx 321,. . . .. Ahaz' alliance with Tig. brings

the Assyráans directly against them with no buffer state between . 3 3/k

It leads to the Assyrian invasion, followed by the greatest invasion of them

all, which is k




So then, we start a new section, and I trust that all ofyou recognize

the first part of the chapters of Isaiah 7-12 is 7:1-8:10. We have this won

derful pmr promise of deliverance here, then in v.11 we start again with rebuke,

judgment and rebuke to the people for their sii wickedness, the Lord spoke to

me with a strong hand, and instructed me, I should not walk in the wy of this

people. .k 3/k a confederacy, but woe unto them k 3/ksanctify

the Lord of Hosts himself, and let him be your .5. and He will be a

sanctuary, but He is going to be a stone of stumbling and a rock of offense

....5 the house of Israel . the inhabitants of Jerusalem. You see both

the house of Israel show Ephraim falling under the Assyrian yoke as the result

of AhazTs alliance. Judah is coming into immediate danger.5 buffer

state, immediate danger 512 And many among them shall s1aumbe and

fall and be broken, and be snared, and be taken. Here are the people making

their confederacy, having their fears, having their schemes, Ahaz and the

leaders, a many among them will stumble and fall and shall be broken and snared

and as a matter of fact, you know 6 Hezekiah you have the mad going

over into this total alliance with Assyria and Damascus and the persecution

of the people of God 6 There is this time ahead when wickedness is

in supremacy in the land, among the people o the land, and so he says bind up

the testimonies in the land, among the people of the land, and so he says,

bind up the testimonies, add seal the law among my disciples. Take the true

teaching given to the whole band of xxp true prophets of Isaiah, let them

bind up the testimony, and seal the law among them, and keep the wx Word of

God alive during the time of 61 And I will wait upon the Lord, that
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hides his face from the house of Jacob, and I will look for him. He is to

bind up the truth among his little band p of disciples, and there is the truth

of the word of God, and they are ±kx to kep it alive during the time of

misery and chaos that is ahead, and then v.18 there are two possible inter

pretations which I do not think I have gone over. One is, Isaiah said that

I (Isaiah), you are my dsciples, and I will wait on the Lord, who is hiding

His face from the house of Jacob. Behold I am the children whom God has given

me, Sheer-Jashub and the other one, we are ....7*.... signs and wonders in

Isreal, and the Lord of hosts who dwells in Mt. Zion. Now, how would

Isaiah and his children, they may be for signs, yes, but how are they for

wonders? They are for signs, their names have meaning, the two sons, they

give the truth, they carry the truth on, it isn't really Isaiah, or do we have

here in vv.16 18, do we have Isaiah not speaking of himself, but resenting

to them the word of Immanuel? It is Immanueã's land, and limnanuel is the true

leader. He is not yet there in person. He is speaking through Isaiah, but

he says, Bind up the testimon, and seal the law among my disciples, among the

people of Immanuel's land. I will wait upon the Lord, that hides his face from

the houee of Jacob, and I will look for him, behold, I and the children

whom the Lord has given me are for signs and for wonders in Israel, fiim the Lord

of hosts, which dwells in Mt. Zion. There are two possible interpretations

I suggested, in v.16-18. One that Isaiah is here speaking in his own person,

the other that he is here speaking as the spokesman of Immanuel. Does anybody

ever think of any additional evidence in favor of the latter view? Student .....................

AAM: Yes, so he is commanded to be a spokesman for God, yes.

But is he here speaking actually for Immanuel, so when he says, I and the child

ren whom the Lord has given me, is it Isaiah1s children, or Imnianuel's

children? ....9... Which is it? I certainly don't think it is both. I think

that it is one or the other. Student AAM: v.19? I don't think it

particularly throws light one way or the other. But I would suggest Hebrews

2:13, where he is speaking of Immanuel, the author of the book of Hebrews is,

"We seek Jesus who was made a little lower than the angels, the xx suffering
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of death saying, I will m ...lO...thy name unto my brethren, in the x midst

of the church will I give praise unto thee,t' a quotation from Ps. 22,TTand

again I will put my trust in Him, and again behold I and the children whom

God hath given me./ Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and

blood, he also himself likewise took part of the same, that through death he

might destroy him that hath the power of death .... lO... That quotation would

sound as if the author of Hebrews thought that this was Immanuel through Isaiah,

rather than Isaiah through his own children. Well, I guess we have to stop ther

Will you please try to find two hours' between tonight or tomorrow to get

the lesson for Friday, which is a study of Isaiah 9:1-7 in English, which you

hae already had tow lessons on. This is study in commentaries. I guess our

time is up. ch.9:l-7 end of P 158
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3/12/5k




Now, we were speaking about Isa. 7-8. We looked ahead in 28,29, and

I wanted to point out the remarkable parallel. I hoçEthat paraITfliear

to you. We don't want to read into the Scripture, but we want to consider

that the Scripture is a sensible book which has sensible ideas, that is reason

able, it is not just a series of words. And there have been those who have

interpreted 1 3/k I don't think that that is the right method. We

want to be very careful about it. But I do believe that Is. 7:1k very clearly

predicts tIcoming of Christ, and I think that Isa. 29 almost as clearly pre

sents the, described the calling of the Gentiles. And of course Paul very

definitely quotes Isa. 55:1,2 as being a prediction of the call of the Gentiles,

it is the \1iim of the N.T. apostles that the call of t1Genti1es is clearly

predicted in the O.T., and there are plenty of cases where .... 2--.... this

question. 1t I think Isa. 29 is clearly 2 The whole chapter fits

together and presents a defthnite clear idea d the interpretation, and other

wise is just a series of rebukes about ....2... I think that is very import

ant in kx interpreting. Very often there is a key, and if you find it the

whole chapter opens up. If you don't find it .... 2 3/k.... and ver often you

may be able to find it. if have found chapters where I have not been able
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to find what is the basic meaning of the chapter. It seems like a series of

isolated verses. And then I have taken each verse and seen exactly what is

stressed here, and after I have gone over it quite a bit I have been able to

find a pattern3. , and I believe that is the case in Is.29.

Now we want to come back to the book of Immanuel. I believe we

finished our consideration of Isaiah 7, and we looked at the first part of

Isa. 8, as far as I know there was no question in our minds up to Isa. 8:8,

which is a section of the book. Or is it 8:10. I guess it is 10. 9 and 10

fit right with ...24... But v.11 seems to start a new section. It is possible

that one reason why 11 was not recognized as starting a new section was the

fact that it says a confederacy in v.12, and v.9 says Associate yourselves

together, 0 ye people. Associate yourselves together, 0 ye people, and

then you will be broken. A confederacy. It wa always seems to come up. Is

this a confederacy of foreign people attacking Israel? Or is it a different

kind of a confederacy? My inclination is to think it is a different kind of

a confederacy, that it is a confederacy of the Israe1ies working together

against God, or of the Israelites with God, but that it does nd refer spe

cifically to v.9 which is the xgx foreign peoples x coming

associat4ng themselves to conquer God's people, but he says it will not stand

Senn' s invahon.5 Yes? AAM: No, I think Isaiah is here

talking 5 Yes, not the question of who is addressed is one which is

vital to keep in mind in all interpretation. It is not quite like we would

do in E1X English, that uses the quotation, and you always know who is being

addressed 5,1 the prophetical books we sometimes have

prophets sometirs speaking to themselves, sometimes God speaking to the peoe,

sometimes the prophet speaking to the people as God's mouthpiece, and some

time the prophet speaking to God. Now, in this chapter we begin with v.1,

the Lord said unto me. Then we read what the Lord said to him up to v.4, and

then in v.5 again, the Lord spoke to me again, and in vv.l-k it is very

personal, but the Lord said to Isaiah that Isaiah should o. In vv.6-8 the

Lord is telling Isaiah what is going to happen, and He is talking about the
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people. And about the kigg of Assyria. He doesn't use 6 is

talking to Isaiah. Now, when you get to v.Z 9, the Lord seems to be speaking

to the hosts of Senn., H imagined as already present. He is looking forward

to that which is going to be the result of the wicked alliance with Tig,

looking forward, imagining that future situation, and addressing himself to

those people. I don't think we have any difficulty or question about that,

about what vv9,lO means. I think that is perfectly clear. Well, then 11

starts again, F°r the Lord spoke thus to me, with a strong hand, and instructed

me that I should not walk in the way of this people. That is what the Lord has

instructed him. This is definitely to Isaiah. Isaiah is not to allow himself

to become implicated with the wicked alliance with Tig., with the wickedness

of ...7..., and then we have a very unusual thing, you have a verse ending

with the word "saying." It is a common thing to start a verse with that,

rather than to end it, and he spoke and said, it is quite uncommon to end a

verse with saying. What is the verb, is it le'mor Yes, the usual thing you

have at the beginthing . . .. . . . instructed me that I should not walk

in the way of his people to say, saying, who is saying, is God saying? Is

Isaiah saying? Is Isaiah carrying out the Lord's command not to walk in the

way of his people by saying something to the people? Or is God telling Isaiah

not to walk in the way of the people by saying something to Isaiah. The word

ie'morI in 1 infinitive construct, is not like a participle in which you have

number, possible gender, so you could get some guess as to who was addressed.

The word le'mor does not have any .8- in relation to person or gender,

or anything like that. So it tells us nothing. We have to learn from context.

Now, how about as it continues. Most of you, I truet by this time, have

your Hebrew Bible open before you, since we are now discussing the precise

meaning of the verse. And Mr. Smith, would you ±ia begin the reading of

the next verse for us? In the Hebrew. Very literally, please. And see if

we get any light on this present subject. Student AAM: Well, now,

do not say would usually start with 'al, rather than 10'. Lo', is usually,

it may be a command, but it is usually expressed like thou shall not kill,
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that kind of command, with 1'. 'al is a request. But this isn't 'al, this is

10'. Just literally, how would you translate it? lO AAM: Well, I

said, lO Thou shalt not say. How many agree with that trans-

lation? How many disagree with that translation? Most neither agree nor

disagree. Why not? How many don't know ktØ'whether that is right or wrong?
have been

Quite a few. Which reinforces something that I xwxIixx thinking for

some time, and which most people declare to be wrong. But it is true, I am

convinced of it. And that i this. That even among Seminary students it is

rare to find somebody who really knows what tl word "thou" means. And since

the word "thou" is not a part of modern English, and has no meaning, and your

hearers have no idea of what it means, and most of you have nor' idea of what

it means, and for that reason I am not going to give my prayers in Latin, and

try to follow Hodge and include lots of Latin in my discussions. I have de

cided to cut it out of my vocabulary altogether .... ll.... tow or three years

ago.tough jobl1many who have been in the habit of using it. I

decided that it is just a l1have no ç idea whet it means. I remember

when William Penn, when he went
'
to see King Charles II he said that he wasn't

going to treat King Charles as if he was several people, and call him you. He

was going to keep his hat off, and said thou knowest.12 and called him

by ordianry Englsh thou just like he would any common man. That's what William

Penn said, but I don't think he said it in the tone of voice that I may have

a±a said it, because as a matter of fact, Chatles II thought very highly of

him and gave him Pennsylvania, and I don't think he would have gotten it.

Maybe he wanted to get a little distance away from him, I don't know. But I

don't think..., I think his tone was respectful, but he was definite that he

wasn't going to treat him as a god, he was going to call him by ordinary English

thou. Well, now, Mr. Smith translates this thou, and you mean Ika you think

that this, the man is praying to God, and says, Thou xaktsx shalt not say, is

that why you translated it thou, Mr. Smith? Why did you translate it thou?

You mean it is your habit to translate this particular word as thou? Student...

AAM: Yes, thou, what does the word thou mean? The word thou is the
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singular pronoun addressing one person, that's all it is, the singular pro

noun addressing one perosn. Now in Hebrew we have four pronouns, Masc. sg,

fern. sing., masc. plur, fern. plur, and itis an awful nuisance to have only one

form to translate it, because they have different meanings, and if we are going

to deal with the meanings, we want to know what the differe t meanings are,

even though in English we express is with one word, and consequently in learn

ing the Hebrew language I like to use the word thou, because it means that you

have two forms instead of four l3, but it is an absolute foolishmess

to do it if you don't know what thou means. And I trust that everybody here

by the time you are ready to take finals knows that form ending in "U" is

not a singular, but a plural, so if you all realize that it is a plural, you

should all immediately know that 1x it was utterly ridiculous to translate

it by thou if it was a singular. It is just like treating black as white,to

treat plural as singular. And I know that you wouldn't do it, and I know that

x Mr. Schmidt wouldn't do it, and therefore I gathered from the fact that you

didn't all immediate'y see how wrong it is, It I did mka not take it that you

couldn't recognize this simple Hebrew form, but that you didn't realize that

the word thou is a singular word, and nothing else. It is the common ordinary

old-fashioned singular word by which a man addresses his servant ...tzfxfxx

end of P 159
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....so they made the servants address them as if they were separate ....

instead of the ordinary 1 Thou is one person. You is several.

And this verse begins, You shall not. And Why would God address Isaiah as

you? Why would He address Isaiah as if he were several persons? l.

Yes" l- AAN: Yep, all that possible. Mr. Werner has

thought of a very clever possibility, and 2. , and I will not say it

is impossible, but I will say that at first sight at least, that when God

said to Isaiah, when He says to Isaiah, instruet me that I should not walk in

the way of this people, saying, You people don't say. The first impression

is that he is not saying it o Isaiah. You 212. . .. . . .. . . .but do something

else. Now those are the two possibilities. At first sight it suggests Very
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strongly that it is not addressed to Isaiah, but telling Isaiah what to say.

But it is hard to be sure. Say ye not, a confederacy, Oh, Mr. Schmidt, you

have only given us two words, you had better go on, hadn't you. Student....

AAM: Yes, all this people which says a confederacy. Don't you say it,

a confederacy, to all this people who say a confederacy. Don't you walk in

the way of those people, don't you sx say that. TI's the thing that they

are saying. That fits in with Mr. Werner's interpretation suggestion was

made ...3.... The translators of the KJV took a different view, because they

say, Say ye not a confederacy .... 3 3/k.... to whom this people have said.........

take it as all this people. Don't you say a confederacy. Now I think Mr.

Schmidt's and Mr. Werners' and I don't know whether they got together before

class or not, but I think that the thing you suggest is a possibility of

interpretation, and if it is a possiblity, then this is telling Isaiah what

-not to sa~~. And I think there is a fair amount to be said for that ( inter

pretation. But there are now, let us say, two ±xx interpretations for it,

the interpreataion that this is what God says to Isaiah, Don't you and your

friends, the godly, say a confederacy. Don't you s%-that to all this people

which said 5 I think the order of the words . 5 But there is

no subject, it is not 1zx impossible. To all this people which say a con-

federacy. It is a very queer order, the order 5 We'll say that is

one interpretation in which the order of the Hebrew is a bit hard to fit into.

The other interpreation which appeals to the KJ translators better, But don't

you say a confederacy to all those z to whom, the all equallng the asher, in

English we have to repeat it, to all whom. Don't say this to all whom this

people u±i shall say, to them, or about them, A confederacy. That's the way

the KJV takes it. Well, now we have two ways of taking it. And you have

freddom of individual interpretation, of which of the two ways you take it,

but let me ask a question, does anybody know of a third way? You do? What

is that" 6 AAM: To all which this people shall say.

Well you mean than that it would be all those that this people shall say this

to them? Student AAM: Maybe you mean to, in relation to all 6if it
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'al, it certainly could bexxxx*xxIx taken that way. Whether ...6.... I am

not sure. But I think that is a subhead under the point we just discussed.

There are two interpretations we have noticed of who is saying. Now, between

these I don't think it is necessary now we decide which. Because I want to ask

this question. The main thing we touched on was does the confederacy referred

to in v.12, is the same confederacy as that described in v.9? 7 and I

think it is very important when we say a verve has two possible meanings, and

we don't know which it is. One of us feels it S 80015" this way, ad another

feels it is 80% that way. We disagree on it, we are not sure therefore. I don

think we thoerefore say, All right, we can't draw anything from the verse ....7

There may be two possible interpretations of a verse, but they may have

a great deal in common, and we can get a great deal out of the verse even if

there are some things we are not sure about. Now in this case whether I say,

or whether God says, Isaiah, don't you say a conspiracy, like these people do..

7 3/)4. , or whether we take it as saying to Isaiah, Don't walk in the

way of this people, because if you do you will say, if you do what I waax

want, don't walk in this people, then you will say, Don't say a conspiracy to

the people. There are two different senses. We could spend an hour trying to

decide which, and we might come to a M hundred percent agreement, but I don't

think it is necessary. Yes? AAM: The second, itl' is the people to

whom Isaiah is talking to. Is that clear to everybody? It isn't. All right,

then, let's go back to v.11, and the Lord thus spoke to me with a strong hand.

And the Lord instructed me that I should not walk in the way of this people.

That's clear, so far. Then we have the word saying." Does that mean when the

Lord instructed me not to walk in this people, he instructed me by saying what

follows to me? That's the suggestion that Mr. Schmidt has gitven. Does it

mean that? That is a possibility. f you take v.11 as it stands, that is the

most immediate obvious possibility. There is no question of it. Does it mean

that, or does it mean, as the KJ translators very evidently took it, The Lord

instructed me, what? Instructed me that I shouldn't walk in the way of this

w people, and what should I do, instead of walking in the way of this people,
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I should say He insturcted me to say, not to walk in the way of this people,

but the way I show I am not walking with this people is that I speak to them

and criticize them for what they are doing. I don't walk in the way of this

people. Instead of that I say as follows. You see, there are to possible

interpretations of v.11. Now, it would be in line with ordinary Scripture

usage to begin a verse with the word saying, the Lord says. If what the Lord

said to Isaiah is what follows, the translator, or the men who put the verses

in, would I think probably have ut it before le'morØ' Now, they weren't

inspired, so that doesn't prove anything. But their inclination was to think,

that the saying here was what Isaiah was to say, rather than what the Lord

says to Isaiah. Now, that's clear, then, isn't it? To everybody? The two

possibilities of the last word of v.11. Now, then as between those two pos

sibilities it makes a 1t1 difference with what follows, and in turn, if It

what follows is clear it ax may tell us which of these two possibilities

to take. What follows is, Lo' tomerlu..ll... You men, M. p1., Impf., shall

not say. You men shall not say. Wdl, our first thought when we see, You men

shall not say is, this is not God turning to Isaiah and saying, You men shall

not say, but it is telling Isaiah what to say to them. Say to the people, you

men shall not say. That's 11' And I must confess that I had taken

for granted' that settled it, but Mr. Werner points out, that it could be God

sating to Isaiah, You and your friends shall not say, even though He doesn't

mention friends, and while I don't think it is extremely likely, it certainly

is not impossible. It may be. And so while I incline to the other, as far

as this particular word is concerned, we recognize that possibility. You will

not say. But then we go on, What are you not to say? Or who are you not to

say it to, or what? It goes on, you are not to say a confederacy. Now, does

this mean Isaiah is not to say a confederacy, or does it mean xIz Isaiah is

to tell his friends i±xtx not to say a confederacy, or to tell the people in

general they shouldn't say a confederacy. Now which does it mean? Well, we

go on. To all, Does this mean Is. is not to say this to all? Or does it mean

that he is to te&1 his friends not to say it to all? And if it means to all)
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'
does it mean to all the people, or in relation to all the subject, or .. ..t

121 It is not an easy Verse. If you take it the simplest way, you are

xxaa not to say this to all the such and such ones, ten we will read,

you shall not say a conspiricy to ti all those whom, but then it is singular,

he shall say, and the singular certainly suggests that it is not all those to

whom you are to say it to. But that doesn't prove it either, beca it may

be a people, and the people may be spoken of as singular, and therefore, it coul

be singular, and that's the way Mr. Schmidt took it. He saw the difficulty

here, and solved it by taking the people as the subject ...l3... o all this

people which say, a conspiracy. The difficulty with theaway he took it is

that he twists the order of the words around in wk±ax a way which if it were

in English would be absolutely impossible, but this is a Hebrew "..131..., and

word order is not as strict as in English. We can't say that his interpretation

is impoesible there, but I must say it looks extrernemly unlikely. Now, you

have the two interpretations in mind, I guess, don't you. Yes?.............

AAM: Yes, that's wight, they are both construct, but they are perfect. That

is a very good suggestion Mr. Smith. There is a parallel ....141.... He

instructed me not to walk this way, and to say this .... end of P 160




P 161..

that is a possibility, a very good possibilitiy ....l...., but I don't

think we can be dogmatic on it 1 Student




AAM: But you see the two are not strictly parallel, because the one uses

mm, and the other le. Mm in negative, le as far as a I know is never nega

tive. Unless you take your mm as going onto both the infinitive constructs

.....l 3/14your not is in the mm, and the mm is connected to the first

and the second would also be after the mm, but it does not repeat it, instead

ituses thele. Yousee, thele ......2 negative 2




You see, it is as if you were to say, you shall not go to ak that end of the
not

property, and you shall/go to that end of the property, hxkxyimxx and you shall

go to that end of the property. You could say the not goes with both of them.

But you 2.As I say, you are k not to go to that end, and to
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go to this end. Well, you mit say the not goes with both, but it is sort

of half way between.2 You cannot say the not does go with both, but

I don't think you can say xxEt dogmatically it doesn't, but it looks against

it. Well, what I want to bring out at the moment is that it doesn't make a

terrific lot of difference x to our present question, whether this is what

God says to fxla Isaiah,I or what He tells Isaiah to say to the people, in

either case he is talkin about a confederacy which these people are ejoicing

in. And he is saying that you should not get involved in that. Well, now, in

either cases there would be the meaning, or two possible interpretations.

The one that the AV takes these to 3* , but whichever of the two you

take the conclusion as to what the confederacy means ixz is the same. It is

not a confederacy of foreign nations coming to attack, but it is something that

these people are pleased with 3 Don't fear their fear, nor be

afraid. Don't say as they are saying, we will make a confederacy with Tig .

....3 3/k...we are so afraid of Syria and Ephraim that we have got to do this

wicked thing. Do don't that. Don't be afraid. Sanctify the Lord of hosts

yourself, and He will deliver you. You don't have to ....3 3/k.....

Student AAM: Maybe my word rejoice was not so good, but what I am

saying is that in Isaiah's day, these people were making a confederacy with

Tig. to defØ'end themselves against another confederacy of Syral and Ephralm.

And God is saying, Do not make this in order to defend

yourselves. Don't do that. And he said three verses ear%lier...........

Syria and Ephraim are destroyed, and that there will be an onrush of other

nations k in a future time, which people of this day know nothing

about kIsaiah predicts, and of which God , but the word confeder-

acy cannot be a parallel.......k 3/k I wish I had not started on this poirt,

because it is not of importance, hI and it isn't 5 StUdent




AAM: Yes, have you got the Hebrew Bible there? All right, read it......

AAM: Yes, do not say a confederacy to anyone who says, this people is

a confederacy. And I think
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.......5-(aaughter) Student .AAM: Oh, )es, don't say,

a confederacy. Student AAM: Don't you say a confederacy. Student.




AAM: Don't you say a confederacy. You go to say thispeople is a

confederacy. I don't know whether the people is a confederacy .... 6.........

I mean, those who say this people is a confederacy, everybody knows they are

a confederacy. But I dit think anybody is saying this people is a confederacy ..........

61 But in any event, chapters 9 and 10, it seems to me are

clearly not talking about Ephraim and Syria, because it says Associate yourselve

5 0 ye people, and ye shall be broken in pieces. Give ear, all ye 6 3/k

countries, and Syria and Ephraim are not far countries, but near countries.

And so vv. Z 9 and 10 are ta'king about the future coming under Senn., and

then v.12 is talking about a confederacy in the time of Isaiah. Is it the

tz.tioc confederacy of Ephraim and Syria against Judah, or is it the confederacy

of Judah with Tig. to get protection from Ephraim and Syria. K.t±c EitI'w of

them. It is not the confederacy spoken of before, and so the word does not

mean that this is part of the same section, a new section, because it is a

different confederacy from the previous one in any case. Now, which of these

two is, grammatically Mr. Miller suggests it is entirely possible, but I can't

quite see .. ..7....now, let us suppose that Germany and Austria unite together

in 1939, or 1914, and were going to attack England, and somebody said in

England about Germany and Austria, Say to ....8.... Don't you say a confederacy

to those who 0 say Germany and Austria are in confederacy. I don't see what

it means. I can't see the sense of it. But if it says don't you say to

these people who are planning a way to reject Germany, and defeat Germany and

Austria is to unite with Russia, in a confeddracy of a Christian nation' and

a godless nation, don't you say a confederacy along with them. Get.........

That's the way the translators of the LIV took it. I mean, the other way is

perfectly, I mean the words as you go along may be perfect grammatically, but

I just don't see how they affect the meaning 8 Yes? Mr. Werner:

Did the people by this time know that there was a confederacy? It started

out as a secret matter . AAM: Well, whether they did or not, we don't
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know. Student AAM: Yes, well we know that at least the leaders

knew it, then ch.7 is the beginning of when they didn't know, just the leaders

knew it in ch. 7. Ch. 8 is a little later. Whether by this time they knew it

or not, I don't know. Even if they didn't know it, God might warn Isaiah

against falling into the idea when they do know it. Or rather tell Isaiah

to warn his friends against joining, Well, I don't like to spend so long on

ore or two f verses, particularly when they are unimportant verses, as these

are, because we have many very very important verses just ahead, extremely

important verses, and our year is passing rapidly. But I think we are dealing

with matters of method which are of importance, only we can elect to deal with

them in vv. wlwe we are also getting more of vital meaning. But I think we will

run along a little faster
now./"Sanctify

the Lord of hcs ts, let him be your

fear, he will be forØ' a sanctuary, but for a stone of stumbling, and a rock

of offense .... all be broken..." And then is Immanuel speaking in ±x 16 and 17,

"Bind up the testimony ....from the Lord of hosts who dwells in Mt. Zion."

And then we have a diecussion of false methods of getting leadership.

"And when they shall say unto you, Seek unto Xxx them that have ...lO-........

v.19 is surely Isaiah talking to his people, to the godly, "When these people

say unto you, Seek those that have familiar spirits, and wizards..." That is

not the way to find out the truth. Should not a people seek to their God,

should w they seek for the living and the dead, should they go o ....and

wizards, and sptrits to find out what the living should do? Should they not

seek theliving God rather than to seek the dead from the spirits ...ll....

Should they seek for the livign and the dead? This phrase, without interpre

tation doesn't make much sense. But I think the interpretation .... 11 ... quite

easy to get what it means, and he continues the right way to get leadership

is to the law and to the test injony. The way to find out what God wants you

to do is to look ....11.... or to look for a vision, or for some kind of an

unusual thing, or something, unless God chooses in a thing very unusual in

these days to give you a very unusual ....ll.... cf that type, the way to get

God's guidance is the law and the testimony, to see what he has given. That
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is where these people should go, if they don't speak according to this word,

according to the law and the testimony, it is because there is no light in

them. Then, y!j3look on at the people which have ma this confederacy

with Assyria, they have made this wicked confederacy with ungodly Assyria,

in order to get protection against Ephraim and Syria, and the result of it is

that they are going to come into terrible suffering and difficulty, in the

days to come, and they pass through it hardly bestead and hungry, and it will

me to pass when they be hungry they will fret themselves and curse their king

and their God, and then they will look upward and they will see wonderful joy

and happiness 121 Isn't that wonderful? Is that what it x says?

Don't t you think perhaps that is what the man xk thought it meant who made

the verse division there. Otherwise he would have said, they shall fret them

selves and curse their king and their God, zixkx new verse, and they will

look upward and look to the earth, and everywhere they look there is trouble and

anguish. But he didn't put it that way, he ended the verse with look upward.

And they have even got a period here in the KJV. Whey on earth o they have to

look upward and have a eriod, unless he feels that this means that after their

misery of looking at all this discouragement and fretting and cursing thier

king and their god, and ihen they are going to ±k look upward. Surely t

must have been in the mind of whoever made the verse, surely it must have been

in the mind of the KJ translators, or they would at leadt have put a comma

instead of a period at the end of the verse. Everybody sees that point. And

yet I think everybody says how perfettly preposterous to think that after all

this curse upon them, the sudden transition, they look upward, and this

little phrase tells them joy is ahead. I am sure every one of you at this

point thinks it is much better to say, and they look upward and they look to

the earth, they lok up and they look down, everywhere, and they don't see any

help. Behold, trouble and darkness, dimness of anguish, they shall be driven

to darkness. Continuing with the punishment, with the sorrow and the misery.

I suppose you all think I am sure that the KJV is entIly right there, but in

1901 there was a book issued called the American Standard Version, and they
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didn't think so, did they? Or at least their margin didn't think so. Because

we find that what they said4 was, they shall look unto the earth and behold

distress and darkness, the gloom of anguish, and then they said, and into

think darkness they shall be driven away. Well, that is just about the same

as the a KJV, they shall be driven to darkness, into think darkness they

shall be driven away, but they have a footnote, which says, or deep darkness

slall be driven am away. "And they shall look to the earth, behodi trouble

and anguish, dimness and anguish, and, (instead of they sahil be driven to

Ex dakness) the darkness shall be driven wax away."....dnd of P 161
P 162

....that doesn't sound sensible to me, both verses of just tie curse and the

misery. Let's look at the next verse. The next verse says, nevertheless the

dimness shallZ not be such as was in herd' dzy vexation lland of Zebulon

and the land of Naphtali, and afterward did more griveusly afflict her by the

way of the sea beyond Jordan, the Gallilee of the nations. All ... 11..., all

misery, but nevertheless, the dimness shall not be such as it was before. There

is a .... l...., isn't there? But the RV$' starts it with, but there shall be

no gloom to .l 3/k And the V goes on, in the former time you brought

into comtempt the land of Zebulon, and theland of Naphtali, but in the latter

time you made it glorious, whereas% the AV says thelatter time you more griev

ously ...2... Well, now, you see how the translation of both of them are per-

fectly possible in Hebrew in a very very difficult 2, and the x. . . . .2

.....verse 21,22, and 23 are simply a continuing picture of gloom and misery

and that's the way the Jewish Bible takes it, because in our Hebrew Bible they

made the chapter verse in the next verse. But that's not the way the N.T.

takes it. The N.T. takes it more like the RV here, v.1. And you say, is there

a change 2 the people that walk in darkness have seen a great light.

And so you see the remarkable thing about these three verses, these four verses,

you have a condition of utter darkness and misery, that there is no light in

them, they have turned away from God, but as you go on, you get a suggestion

of light. They look upward. But is it a suggestion of light, or is it just
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that they look up and they look at the earth. Maybe it isn't 3 Well,

you go on, they are driven to darkness, or is it darkness is driven away?

Another good suggestion. Nevertheless the dimness shall not bu such as was in

her vexation, or there shall be no gloom ......3-i- You have a suggestion,

inasmuch as the beginning of the appearance is gone, you see a little light,

look, is the dawn coming, Oh, no, no, thaft's no light, that's 't just a

star over there, that's just darkness. But look over here, it is getting a

little brighter, I am sure it is. No, no, no, it is not bright pet. Dawn

won't be for a couple of hoursØ' yet. But look, I see a little bit. Look

there is a little more, there is a little more, and all of a sudden thepeople

that dwelt in darkness have se a great light 3 3/k You see, that's

the way the words go here, they give a suggestion, but you can say, it isn't
all

a suggestion at all. It is/darkness. They give a little stronger suggestion,

and you can say it is all darkness. They give a still stronger suggestion, you

can still say it is all darkness if you want, as the AV does till it gets to

v.2, because in v.2 all of a sudden you have complete light, the people that

walked in darkness have seen a great light. And so that it is a very inter

esting incident here wx where the words are used in such a way that from

these words in the Hebrew you get a little ambiguity, and then a little

more, and a little more, and complete light, and it is a suggestion that...

k-the coming of light, and the N.T. quotes parts of this verse 1,

of our English,Hebrew w 23, the land of Zebulon, the land of Napthali. The

way you could see, beyond Jordan, Galillee of the nations, the people that

walked in darkness have seen a great tJXX1g± light. That light Jesus began

to preach. What's the sense of that? k 3/k have readhed back and

picked a couple of words out of the Bible that happened to describe the place

where Jesus preached, and said this is a prediction of Jesus. Isn't that

silly? Well, it is silly, if the Jewish idea is correct that this is all

darkness, end of subject, start a new section to the people that walk in

darkness have seen a great light. It is completely silly, but if it is not a

case of darkness 5, but a case of gradual beginning o the lgiht,

then the light begins to dawn at this place, and then it comes into full glory
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and the people that walked in darkness have seen a great Igi light. Where

have they seen a great light? Why in this very place where the darkness was

most intense. In this place where Isaiah describes the coming of the Assyrian

warriors and as they march in and first began their attack in this section of

northeastern Israel, aid here in the land of Israel, in the northern part of

Palestine, the darkness came first with the coming of these wicked powerful

Assyrian invaders, zxxt x xwaxT.1±ix1 as the result of Tigts invitation,

and the darkness which spread all over Palestine as the result begins in the

northern part of the kingdom of Israel, and spreads over, but in that very

place where it began, in that very place the light is going to begin when

Jesus Christ begins to preach it, in that very place. In Matt. it is not

simply picking a couple of words out of context, but it is pointing back to the

wonderful prediction of Isaiah that the people who walk in darkness, in the

very place where the darkness came, they will see a great light. It a

marvelous prediction, I wish we had another khm hour to go on to the next 8

verses, I thought we would, but we got kind of bogged down in the problems...6-.

and so we will have to-discuss this further four weeks from now. But I

have assigned you three lessons, on this section here to study it in the Hebrew,

....6 a/k.... this is very interesting, this transition, but it is not nearly

as vital as what follows in vv. 2-7 end of class

New class k/6




.....chapter 8, and we noticed its situation in relation to Isaiah's day, and

then we got into ch.9, and we saw the gradual transtion between 8 and 9. Back

in v.21 you are in the midst of darkness and gloom. By v.2 in the English

numbering of ch.9 you are in the midst of joy and happiness, but in between it

is like the tide coming in. It is like the waves upon the shore, it is hard

to tell the exact point where the change is made. You have a clear situation

in one place, a clear situation in another, and in between a definite transi

tion, but the transition is made somewhat gradually. I think that is very

important in relation to all of our understanding of the Bible. The Bible is

not a set of iathematica1 formulae which can be defined exactly. But it is
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presentation of great principles out of which much can be gathered tI can

be defined exactly, but there are many places in between where we have suggest

ions and hints, and gradually are introduced to vital truths. That is true

of any phase of human thought. When you get something that is absolutely pre

cise and definite like mathematics, it usually is to some extent divorced from

reality, and Bertrand Russell said about mathematics, he says is mathematics

is a science in which we never know what we are talkng about, and we never care

whether what we say is true or not. And of course that is true because math

ematics is dealing with theoretical things that don't exist. 2 and 2 is f 45

2 and 2 what? There are no two that are exactly equal, so that you never get

exactly a four. With modern measurements you can get it down more and me

predise, but yet it is not exact. It is only approximate. For a certain thing

you had 1500 votes in favor, and 1200 votes against, and yet the 1200 may have

been votes by intelligent people, and the 1500 may have included alot of people

who didn't know what they were doing. You cannot state things in mathematical

language, but mathematics is a great help in determining what things mean. The

fact that some people sometimes say everything is relative, you can't know

anything. That is, of course, nonsense. Where is the border between the

Atlantic 0can and the U.S.? Nobody can say, because the tide is constantly

shifting, and the border is shifitng, it moves this way and that, it is rela

tive, but you can move half a mile out and you are definitely in the Atlantic,.............

, and you can move half a mile in and you are definitely in the U.S.,

and there is no question about it. There is a shifting border in between, but

there are definite areas. Now, that is true of all knowledge, and the more

we study it, the more we learn, the mzza greater we can make the precision of

our limitations, but we can never make it complete and absolute, not with out

finite minds, and with the great amount to cover, compared with the small

amount of capacity that any one of us has, or the time we have to work it.

So the Bible is not an abstract thing that was written somewhere in heaven,

and could be of no use to earthly man, but it is God's revelation to men on

earth here, and it is accurate, and it is true , and it is dependable, but it

is ettemptigg to get truth into our opaque minds. And it is attempting to get
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truth into the minds of people in many sitaations, in many changing circum

stances, and it is very vital that we see what there is that we can stand upon,\

nd what there is where we say our knowledge will increase as we study it fur

ther, but there are points on which we do not know yet with certainty, and it

may even be as in these verses here, some of the words are intentionally choeen

to be ambigous, that you cannot say, Here we are already in the ight, and here

we are already in the dark, because as a matter of fact, you are not, you are

in the borderline inbetween, you are shifting from the darkness to the light.

And the darkness, of course, is the coming of the Assyrians, and the coming of

the oppression, and the coming of the trouble that comes as the result of sin.

And the light is the coming of the glory of the prince of peace, the wonderful

Immanuel who is desdribed in ch. 7 and 8, the one whom this book is about, this

Book of Irnrnanuel. And in his coming you find the light xhinig most clearly when

you find him beginning to preach, and 1k in the land of Naphtali, and

the land of Gallilee, the vary same place where the darkness first fell...

14 , where the Assyrians first.lkinto the land of Israel, and

so we have here in this land of Zebulon and Naphtali, the way of the sea beyond

Jordan and Gallilee of the nations, the people who had wtak walked in darkness,

they have seen agreat light. The light comes from His preaching, ± it comes

from His message, and it comes from the understanding of what He is going to

do. They that dwell in the land of the shadow of death, upon them has the

light shine .... end of P 162
P 163...

the AV haswho has the Revised Version? American Standard, what does

it say? Student ..............A.t.M: AV, thou has multiplied the nations and

not increased the joy, ASV, thou hast multiplied the nations, thou hast increased

the joy. Is that possible? ANybody have tI-n REV? What does he say?

Student AAM: Rather free (laughter) quite free. I wish somebody

had the RSV, I wish I had thought to bring it myself . 2 Well, what

are you going to do when you have two good English Versions, and one says, Thou

has not increased the joy, and the other says Thou hast increateci the joy ...2...
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How can you believe in the Bible in which the two leauing versions flaty sharply contradict

each other like here? Student AAN: And what does the Hebrew snow? Student




what does the Hebrew prove, which is right? I asked you to study these verses very carefully

in connection with commentaries, but it would have been a very question if I had asked you

today which is the correct rendering? Thou hast increased the joy, or thou hast not increased

the joy? And why? And. y u might not be able to iriake a correct decision, but if you could

give the grounds on which a d.ecision could be made, you would know something vital about it.

That you should be able to tell at a glance in the Hebrew, but if you did the commentary study

which was assigned for today, xx it surely must have been mentioned in any commentary

....3 Oh, it was a week or so I gave this, ell naturally some of

you have forgotten it. (laughter) Well it is iot a strictly important point, but it is a point

of great interest to see just how indeed od ias increased the joy, and thou hast not increased

the joy can both of them can be correct translations. £he 1ebrew word is the word lo, and what

does lo moan t can have two meanings, it can mean not, or it can mean to him. And of course

if you write it, the spelling omm L, but spelling is after all only used for repre-

senting pronunciation. A language s what is spoken, not what is written, and writing is a means

of representing a langiage, and when it comes to representing a language, you speak lo, and what

does lo mean? Well it could mean two things. If you write it one way, it could mean not, if

you write it another way Li' the writings, and the same word exactly is used, it is

very easy for the confusion to come in the writing, and and so some mss

have iaxnedh waw and some have lainedh aleph, and whether it means to him, o means not, it is

not like the difference between the ordinary KJV and the so-called wicked dible, which was the

Bible of which the word not was omitted in the 7th commandment, so that it would make it a posi

tive oommandinent instead of a negative. It is called the wicked Bible, and there is a ter

mendous difference in the meaning of the commandments, whether you have the not in it, or whether

it is omitted. 'ow, in this particular case, it I s not a question of putting not i, or omitting

it, but it is of having either not, or of having to him. It results in the difference in the

positive endind. negative, but the in the context it is just a matter of where it comes in the

line. Because you have the nation over here in darkness and gloom, and then you have the nation

over here in joy and happiness. The last half of the verse, they joy before thee according to
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the joy. e11, then you know there are two points. There is the point of darkness with

no joy, there is the point of happiness with irrk lots of joy. The question is, is the first

half of the verse a description of the point intween the two, or is it a description of the

....6..., and that's the only difference .... 6.... So actually it makes no difference whatever

to the interpretation. It is merely a question of where this is in it. And so whether it is

here are the people ....6...they were multiplied, but they were given no joy, then they received

joy, or whether here is it briefly, they are multiplied, and they have received joy, it is just

a matter of ow many stages you divide t.progress, the progress from the darkness of the end

of theile, to the joy of the message of Christ, and so the first half stresses the change and

the multiplication, and the increase in joy, but you dont know just where in the line the verse

comes in. So that actually the difference here 6does not affect the sense whatever.

And that is very important. difference in letters, a difference of one letter may make a

tremendous difference difference in moaning. A difference of a whole word nay make practiaally

no difference. Here a difference between apparent positive and opposite, makes no difference

actually to the meaning of the passage, so onee we realize that, we see that it is nothing to

bec me the least concerned about. But it is very important for our understanding of verbal

inspiration. Some peopl have the idea that verbal inspira ion means every letter of the bible

is equally important, and if you change one letter of the Bible, you change the whole thing,

it has got to be exactly that way. That is not what verbal inspiration means, at all. Verbal

inspiration means that Uod has given us a bible, the words of which exactly give the thought

He wishes us to have, and we can depend on the words which we have here, but we don't depend

equally upon them, because some of them are very important to the context, and sime of them do

not add sense to the understanding of the con-ext. No two of them can be put on an exact level.

And so verbal inspiration does not mean that if he says boy instead of sa,ing young man, it maes

a difference. It may make a difference, it may not. Verbal inspiration doesn't mean that it is

vifal to hold the exact word in every instance. It means that the axact words as we ha e them

are free from error. And there may be other words eq.ally free from error "...8....bL1t what

ever we have here is from error. There are many people who reacb very violently against

what they called the mechanistic theory of verbal- inspiration. Dr. harris in his little booklet

on Barth.ianism quotes a professor in McCromak Seminary as saying that in Europe they got away

from Verbal Inspiration long wgxx ago, and they can't understand how we can still hold it.
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Of course, what he means is the modernistis of Europe got away from it, and they can't underø

stand how the fundamentalists of AmericajI can hold it. I am sure that the modernists of

Americajl equally can't understand how the fundamentalists of Europe can hold to it. It is a

rather silly to make out that the Eruopean people were awy from it and we had it, because you

find it in both, and you fin. denials in both. But they, what he goes on toy about it reveals

not only an unChristian attitude on his part, and that of many of the modernists, but also a

misunderstanding on the part of many, becuse many of them have the idea that by verbal inspi

ration we mean a mechanistic sort of thing which is just a ries of letters, and you may not

understand at all what they mean, but abra cadabra, abra cadabra, here it. is, and this is ex

tremely important. Now, that's not it at all. It is that God has given us a book the 'words

of which correctly present His trutil. But it is not that the words are all equally important,

and it certainly is not. that, it is the sound of the words that matter. It is not. It is ti

meaning that matters. It is the ideas the matter. '3u.t there words are there giving the idea

correctly. I, think it is good. I don't think that any of us hold to this so-called mechan

istic sort of a theory. I do not tuink any intelligent person holds it, but I do think tha

there are many who speak in such a way as to give a fals impression of what they actually believe.

And I think there are sincere people who are led to a modernist viewpoint

through a misunderstanding of what we really believe. So I think it is good

if we can make it clear what we mean by verbal inspiration.

Now, in this case, then, is it to him, or is it not? I don't know. I

don't think anybody on earth knows. I don't think there is any way we can

know. It is possible God will cause some discoverØ'y to be made that will make

it clear to us some time. But it is equally possible that He will not. But in

the light of context it doesn't matter in the slightest, because we have a

dófinte picture of a progress, and the only question is, does this phrase

belong in the middle of a process, or the end. It is not a question of whether

the process occurs, or of what the facts are, b ut merely where this particular

p1-ire belongs. So he says there is joy according to the joy in harvest,

and as men rejoice when the divide the spoil, and that's the kind of joy that

comes in connection with the coming of Christ. The gI joy of harvest, the joy

when all that is good reaches its climax. The joy ki.a± as men rejoice when
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they tx divide the spoil, the men who have received that which is a tre

mendous xx step forward and a tremendous cause of rejoicing to them. We are

receivng the spoil which Christ made of Satan in his conquest of the dev1,

and his destruction of the forces of wickedness. And so those who heard Jesus

preach rejoiced at His preaching, and we rejoice at His preaching,like the joy

in harvest, and as men rejoice when they divdde the spoil. And now, v.k.

Why do we so rejoice? Because God has broken the Xmxk yoke of his burden, and

the staff of his shoulder, the rod of his oppressor. Now, some have tried to

say the yoke of his burden, that is his ceremonial law, the staff of his shouldei

is the civil law, and so it shows the civil law and the ceremonial law, both

of them broken. Now,that to my mind, though some very godly exegetes have held

that, hat is trying to make a parable stand on all fours. That is trying to

read inot it here that which I do not believe is here. It may be. It sometimes

terms are used in such a way, as clearly to bring out small details of meaning

which would not be thought of otherwise, but this ia a figure of speech, thex

yoke of His burden, the staff of his shoulder, the rode of the oppressor, and

it is my personal guess that all three of them are simply synonyms for the

same thing. The oppression of sin and wickedness as the result of sin, is Ø

upon us, has been broken,zix as in the day of Midian. Now, how was it broken

in the day of Midian? What does this refer to? The day of Midian? What does

this mean? Mr. Miller? 13 AAM: I see, Moses married the

daughters of the priest at Midian, maybe that xa was the defeat of Midian.

(laughter) But kta± that's the only instance I recall of Moses defeating the

Midianites, and I don't recall any instance of Joshua defeating them. But

Gideon, whom you were doubtless speaking of defeated the Midianites, and why

mention Gideon here? Student AAM: Well, there were lots of com-

plete destructions, the Amalekites was the most complete. I don't think the

Nidianites were anywhere near as complete as the Amalekites. Mr. Detweller?...................

AAM: I don't think that relates to Midian. But the destruction

of Midian was done with very few men. That's one thing about it. What else

about it? end of P 163
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.wihh a sudden outburst of light and noise. So you say it was doen with

very few men, it was done suddenly, and it was done with a sudden display of

light. Theyland showed the light, broke the pitchers, showed the

light, and blew the trumpets, it was a sudden destruction when it seemed hope

less. The Mjdianites had the Israelites absolutely under their hand, tremendous

numbers of Midianites .... l....as if the Israelit could t do nothing, and

thás little band of men under Gideon blew their trumpets, broke their pitchers,

showed the light, l and put the Midianites to routI. And as in the

day of Midian, there is a sudden complete turning over, so there is a sudden

complete turning over in connection with the coming of the light described

abek in v.2. The light shall come when Jesus suddenly appears, and preached

his great sermons, and does His great work, and single-handed destroye the power

of Satan...2....death on Calvary's Cross. It is a sudden great complete turn

over. It is not an evolutionary process. It is not a gradual victory of light

over darkness, but it is a sudden complete tremendous overwhelming conquest of

wickedness and defeat by the force of our Lord Jesus Christ, aid so as in the

dayofMidian.2under therodoftheoppressor ..............2-




our Lord Jesus Christ performs the victory by His sudden appearance, by His

preaching, by His death on the cross, and will equ&lly sudden bring it into

complete fruition by His zt return to set up His kingom here upon this

earth. It is not a gradual process of human beings tak&ng the gospel and grad

ually dispelling the gloom and darkness ....3...., but a sudden intervention of

the power of God, at both stages, the stage of His first coming, and the stage

of His second coming. And so as in the day of Midian is a very good figure

here, calling our attention ....3*.... to a sudden great overwhelming change

which was made in connection with the display of light by the followers of

Gideon. And then v.5, for every battle of the warriors, i with confused noise

and garments rolldd in blood, but this shall be with burning and fuel of fire.

How does the ASV render that? Mr. Watson? AAM: Yes, this

is inserted in the AV, but it hardly seems necessary to be inserted. It seems

better to take the first part here and carry it right on into the second. There
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is a footnote in the ASV which perhps is better yet. Every boot of the booted

warner (? k) shall be or burning, and fuel of fire. It is the

picture of the booted warrivrs as they come marching in azza across the border

with the great ...stepping, stepping, stepping, the mighty warriors march

ing into the land kmisery and terror, and all this confusion and noise,

....41 ....rolled in blood, the )'Iupheaval, the turmoil and misery, all this is

to be for burning and fuel of fire, 5 the coming of the reign

of peace is the end of the time of terror and kp upheaval, and turmoil. That

did not come in connection with Christ's first coming. His first coming an
in

nounced the fact f his wonderful preaching a.x of peace. His first coming

declared what was at the g bottom of the situation of war and misery ...5-1-...

human sin was back of it. His first coming paidØ' the sacrifice on calvaryts

cross, it paid the penalty, it destroyed thepower of Satan, it in principle

destroyed the sin and wickedness in the world, and laid the way for the end

trough the darkness of ...5 3/!L.... principle ....in outworking at his second

coming, when they will beat into swords and plowshares, xx spears into prun

ing hooks, nation shall not lift up war against nation anymore. So this it

verse clearly is the end of war, this ir.1,.k, the end of war 6 not a

disarmament which is an opening on'eself up that wicked forces may walk across

not at all, but a destruction of the power of kx wickedness in the world,

so there is no 6- needed And by it all this is going to

zk happen. Is all this XXkZ± going to happen because a wonderful teacher

comes who gives us some beautiful messages, gives us that wonderful sermon

on the mount, is it those great principles given in the gospels? Is all this

going to happen because of a great new teaching we are goin to have? What is

the cau se of all this? It seems at first sight hardly sufficient cauee to give

these tremendous results which hve been described. The end of the ...7....,

the end of misery, the end of wickedness, it is to come, v.6 tells us, because

unto us a child is born, unto a us a son in given, and as we look at those

two phrases, we can say it may be simply it means there is going to be a young

person who is to enter the picture, a child is born, a son is given. Simply a
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tLL\arable. It is a possible interpretation, and yet there is the suggestion

when you have a parallelism which is not an exact parallelism, that perhaps

it xx represents two aspects of the truth. And you are reminded of Isaiah 4

where we read of the one who is branch of the Lord and also the fruit of the

land. Tkmx Here you have a child born, and also a son given, and it does not

prove, but it suggest that which you find clearly stated and worked out in

the N.T. fulfillment, mxdk that the one who was born as a child, a true human

being was given as a son, the divine son$ of God. This one wktt with two

natures, the human being, the child that was born, the divine Messiah, the Son

that was given. It is His coming which leads to the end of

war, which leads to the sudden end of oppression, the sudden destruction of

darkness, the sudden outpouring of the land. For unto us a child is born,

unto as a son is given, and what g good does it do us to have a son born?

Or a child given? Why, the good that it does is the government is going to

be on his shoulder. He is going to reign. He is going to put an end to

wickedness. He is going to destroy the oppression. He is going to make it

possible, and necessary to put an end to him. He is going to rule in right

eousness, the government wIx shall be upon His shoulders. Not merely his

principle which is going to reign in our hearts, but the government shall be

upon His shoulders. It was not upon his shoulders in his earthly life. He

was simply declaring the principles of His kingship, declaring to us what He

was going to do, and defeating Satan by His z±t victory over him on calvary's

cross, butthe time is coming when the government will be upon his shoulders,

and all these wonderful things will take place. And His name is going to be

called. And here i you have a copy of the holy Scripture, the Jewish edition,

made by Professor Margolis of Dropsie College about 30 years ago, the standard

Jewish version of the O.T. today, a very excellent translation as a whole,

you will find here translated, and his name shall be called 19 etc.

litrally pronounces the Hebrew into English letters. That's the name. Hx±

His name is going to be The other one's name is going to be Immandel in

Ch-7. This one's name is going to be 10 Well, just giving you
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names, that's all. But what does the name mean? Well, he puts it in a fobt

note and he says, that is, the mighty God, the everlasting Father, the

Prince of Peace, is counselling a wonderful thigg. That he says is what the

name means. Just like Joshua, the commander of the armies that conquered the

land of Palestine for the Israelites, h name means the Lord saves. That

doesn't mean Joshua is the Lord. Not by any means. But his name means the

Lord aes, and Hezekiah, the Lord takes hold. It doesn't mean that Hezekiah

is the Lord, of course not. Nicah, who is like the Lord? It doesn't mean

Micah is the Lord? llSo he says this name means the migty God, the

everlasting Father, the Prince of Peach is counselling a wonderful thing. And

you will find similar interpretations in most commentaries today, in all liberal

commentaries, and it is my guess that that is the belieV of all of the members

of the O.T. section of the t tsatZ1ix translators of the RSV, which should

be translated in some such way as that. And yet in the RSV it is translated

like the AV, it says the name shall be called Wonderful, Counselor, the mighty

God, the Everlasting ftxx Father, the Prince of Peace. And my guess is there

wasn't a member of the committee who thought that was the correct translation.

But they kut it in, because my guess would be Dean Weigle said, Gentlemen

this book has got to sel. It is lots of fun to make a translation, but that's

not what we are here for, because we are here to make a book that is going to

sell. This is a passage which is read at Christthas in all the churches, so if

you tamper with this passage .... won't sell ....xmjKt 12.... Now I don't know

if that is what happened, but I am sure that few if any members of the committee

thogght that this was a correct translation l2-this is what they put
it thab that.

in. And I can think of no other reason why they would dot But my guess is that

is substantiatly what occurred kx in the meeeting. Not circumstantial evi

dence, but pretty good evidence. Well, this is the way in which it has his

torically been translated, the other way is a possible way of translating it.

You cannot say that e is correct, and the other is incorrect in the sentence.

But as to which is intended by the writer, which it is that God meant in the

statement which He caused Isaiah to put down, we have to bring context into
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consideration, and in the context you have here, if you did not have the first

half of the verse, it might not be so bad. There is going to be a great change.

There is going to be light where there wi was darkness, there is going to be

the end of wars, there is going to be the end of misery, there is going to be

the end of bloodshed, and there will be a man there whose aix name will be

called the Might God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince Peace is counselling
Well, it is a

a wonderful thing. tzt tsx± wonderful thing to do away with war, and with

bloodshed, and with oppression. It is a wonderful thing, and very nice to have

a man have that name, it is like a man having the name Maher, etc. Hasten/

the booty, Hurry the spoil, to remind people of the misery that is coming. But

if that is the case, why say the government whall be upon his shoulders. What

has that got to do with it? Why say that all this is going to be because unto

us a child is born, unto us a son is Lx given? Why not just say, And as a

reminder of these facts there will be a child who will be given these names,

the child is here presented as the means of carrying out a 'onderf ul promise.

He is presented as the one who is to take the government upon his shoulder, and

thereby to accomplish these things, and if that is the case, simply to call him

all these wonderful names of God, who is counselling a wonderful thing, doesn't

have that much meaning, end of P 164




P 165

......that this name, like tha name in Isaiah 7, is the description of this

coming son, to whom, with whom all these things are connected. Y These things

are true about Him, that it is He who is l Now, of course, you can-

not blame a Jewish interpreter for hesitating about that, because it is such a

tremendous thing .... 11.... that a child horn, a man who is born of ordinary

human flesh, is going to be the everlasting father, that He is going to be the

mighty God. It was a tremendous thing, that you can't blame him for hesitating
is

Would it be possible that that/what it means 2 If it means

that, it means that this one who is a child born is Ix also a son, g±xx that

He is actually God Himself in human form, that He is actually the Almighty God,

the everlasting Father. Now, the scholars have tried to get around it y

instead of saying the Everlasting Father, they say the father of ....2..................
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but nobe of them are very satisfactory. The most satisfactory is the

one Margolis has, to make all this a description of the wonderful God ....2....

wonderful things. But that name is peculiar anyway, because I don't know of
participle

any name like that that has a ttt (?2) to end it, because if it does

it is usual to have the participle after the subject rather than before, and

then to have 2 3/14 a wonderful thing is counselled, the Almighty

God, the everlasting Father. And then to have all these adjectives in descrip

tion about the one who is counselling, to have all that, it is a very peculiar

....3 I don't know of any name exactly like it, any name that would be

formed in quite this way. And the more natural, simpler .... 3.... is that these

are simply characterizations of 3 more natural interpretation, and

it fits in with the context much better than to get rid of this as aptlying to

one iho is coming 3- fulfillment of the wonderful predictions about

Christ, even though this particular passage is, if I recall correctly, never
be

quoted in the N.T. And so, it would seem to that thex Immanual,

the wonderful Immanuel whom the verse described before as God with us, is actuall

God with us to such an extent that He is God, He is God is all His wonderful.......

3 3/24.... His name shall be called pele' Has anyone ever been called

pele before? Surely the commentaries which you studied on this verse told you

who else was called pele' Who? AAM: You are near it, but not it.

The angel that spoke to 14, the father of said, Why do you

ask for my name, seeing it is pele' seeing it is wonderful. He said, What's

your name, and he said, Why do you ask about my name, seeing it is wonderful,

it is pele' Well, does that mean the Lord Jesus Christ is the angel of the

Lord 1I It doesn't necessarily prove it, butt it suggests it very

clearly. At any rate, pele' wonderful, is used as a name in that case .... 24 3/k.,

Here is one who has a wonderful name. And one who is wonderful in His being.

He would have to be wonderful in His being,.to bring the end of war, the end

of oppression, the end of misery, to be the one upon whose shoulders the govern

ment should be, He is wonderful, and he is yo'es Now yo'es can one oounselling,

or a counsellor, which are identical. He is a counsellor, he is the one who
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counsels. You turn over to ch.ll, and we have a further description of him,

there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow

out of his roots, and the spirit of the Lord shall rest upon Him, and he spirit

of wisdom and understand, and counsel, and might, and knowledge, and RXKK fear.

And make him of quick understanding. How much stress there is on the idea of

counsel. He is the one who is wise, He is the prophet, priest and king. He is

the one who can express truth, the one who understands, and He is the wise one.

He is the counsellor, He is the one who knows what is the right thing to do,

He is the one who spoke as no man every spoke, because He knew the truth, au

He gave 6 He is indeed the counsel 6 He is not simply an arbi-

trary ruler who comes with tremendous power, and with a sledgehammer, and blows,

accomplishing what He wants, He is one who knows what is wise to do, who under

standsthe right way to do things, He is the very essence of meaning, He is

one who know not6as the disciples said, Whence knowest thou 6k,

andHesaid 61221 6.1 because He

knew, He saw to the ver centerI of man's being, He was a counselor, in the

truest sense. He was wonderful, and He was wonderful very especially in this

extremely important aspect. He was wonderful in His wisdom, and h counsel.

And then He is called 'el gibbor, and I do nob know of any other case in the

Scripture where the word 'el gibbor is used, I don't think of any. Maybe some

of you came across a reference in a commentary, but I don't recall any, and it

is unusual, any wa way. The g±ix mighty God is not a bad translation, tho

hardly literal. 'el means the God,and gibbor, these were the mighty men of old,

these were the gibborim of old, remember f in Gen. 6, the strong powerful men,

the giants of ancient time? They are Kit±t1ã1a called the ±zx gibborim, it

was a term used for a man of might. Some f have translated this, He is the

God of the hero, el gibbor, God of the hero. Well, Ithink mighty God is better

than God of the hero, but that idea of a mighty God, it is two nouns, rather

than a noun followed by an adjective. It is a God who does things, who is able

to meet' the force of Satan, and overcome it. The God who does that wkt shall
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...Yes? Student 8 AAM: This very phrase? What verse? Verse 21.

Very interesting. Unto El gibbor, is it? Very interesting. The remnant

shall retrun,even the remnant of Jacob, unto 'el gibbor, which is a God who

cany{ accomplish the great things. That's very interesting. Isaiah 1O:2l,

the last ....verses of the chapter, thank you Mr. Watson. I had not assigned

that chapter in the Hebrew, but I am glad Mr. Watson looked ahead further than

tl assignment called for. That's a very helpful point. Student AAIVI: Oh,

I thought it was because you read ahead. (laughter) And that is very interesting

that this phrase is used of the God of Jacob, the mighty God, in the next

chapter, and here it is applied to the child that is to be born here, the

who is to be 'el gibbor. And then the next phrase used of him, the everlasting

Father, that is a peculiar phrase, and one which is very hard to know exactly

how it should be translated. The main thing you could say k about it is that

the phrase could hardly apply to an ordinary human being, in any event. He is

abiy ad abi is the father of, and there is the word similar to that ad which

means booty, the father of booty. But there is the word ad, often used as a

synonym for olam, long duration, the father of eternity, of long duration, of

great expanse of time. Now, does it mean the Father who is characterized by

long expanse of time, and therefore the evelatting father, or does it mean

the Father in thee sense of decreeing, or the establisher, the establisher of

time, the one who has ordained all the things that come to pass, the great

establisher, would be the father of eternity, or is He the eternal father. Now,

in the words there is no way to be sure which would be the necessarily true

interpretation/ of the words, but certainly both things are truef of Christ,

...Yes9 AAM: Yes, I didnot think it affected the thought. You can

soften the words down as much as possible, and you still have something that

is supernatural as far as any ordinary being is concerned, and that was... 11..

and then it was valuable to g.tx1xx go into the words and see the exact pos

sibility of them .... ll...greater realization of who he is, and what he can

mean to us. Mr. Detweiler9 AAN: Well, you see, the father of booty,

they are trying to make it just a term for ...11 ... I mean, that's getting
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it down to human level. Student: laughter) AAM: No, booty 1x here is

a plunder, spoil, the father of booty j±a (laugher). the father of booty is

one who is even the plunderer, and that of course would be a phrase, to get the

thing down to just a mythological term for a hero, or a fighting man, the father

of booty, and the difficulty with that is that there is so much else in the

verse hat doesn't fit with it that it rules it out pretty well. Mr. Ribi.......

AAM: No, I don't think sot. I think that it refers to CIst in the sense that

Christ is God, and everything that you say of God does refer to Christ, but I

don't think there is any specific reference to Christ in Isaiah 10:21. I

think he is referring there to the God of Israel, which is of course the

kx Triume God. And includes Jesus Christ, very definitely . ....l21.........

AAM: Yes, very interesting point, the fact of their return to God, uses termi

nology which is exclusively used of Christ, just suggestive of the fact which

we have elsewhere clearly taught that wn when they return they will realize

who Christ is and ...l3... so it suggests that, but doesn't prove it. Yes?.........

. AAM: Counselor of? That he is he counselor of the mighty God.

Phew!. 13* He is the counselor of the mighty God. I don't think

he would have a term like that used in the construct followed by several dif

ferent thing, that is all coming after the one construct. I don't think you

would be apt to have that. It does not impress e as the natural Hebrew usage.

It is a suggestion to try to get away fn calling him the mighty God, which is

a terrific stumbling block to one who does hot believe in the deity of Christ.

So it is an interesting suggestion, but I don't think it is a particular good

one. Well, He is then the mighty God, and then as a final term for Him, He

is called a term which is not used of God ordinaryily in the 0.T., the Prince

of Peace, or the peaceful prince. That you wouldn't ordinarily find used of

God .... end of P 165
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New class

looking at Isaiah 9, here, and we Student. AAM: I think that

the versed 5 suggests that more, perhaps, than, it being pretty clearly sug-

gested in v.5, than v.6 here fits in with that. I don't think it itself alond
j jfl
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could prove that, but it certainly suggests that that the P1ince of Peace, that

He is the one who brings peace, He is the one who puts an end to war, He is

the one through whom we have peace with God, and as the result of peace with

God, peace with our fellow man. And so the Prince of Peace is a climactic

title here, given to t x1 ii±x this one who will come, v.1, through

whom the great light will come into the land where the people dwell in the

shadow of death, and then v.7 says, Of the increase of His government and peace

there will be no end. There is your universal peace, the peace that comes

through Him, the government that He ...2... is to reach out into more and more

speres of activity, more and greater and greater control ...2..., and there is

to be no one who can stop it, there is to be no end to it, He' can turn it over,

He can not take it away from Himself, but turn over the kingdom to the Fther,

that God may be all in all, it is His kingdom, it is the kingdom of the truie

God, after the period in which it is the kingdom, the emblem of the Son,// the

emblem of the second parmm person of the Trinity. It is not an emblem, you see,

but merely a certain change in its constitution ....3*....to the Father, t1

God may be all in all. So there is no end to the increase of His government,

and there is peace, upon the throne of David, tying it directly up again to

the promise of Immanuel in xx chapter 7, the one, he rebukes the house of

David and says that there will be 312 the house of ziic David, a

successor to Ahaz, upon the throne of David, and upon His kingdom, kx to

order it, to establish it, in judgment and with justice. What is the difference

between judgment and justice? Why is it we have both terms here? With judg

ment and with ustice, with mishpat, and with sedaqah, there are two different

terms, as you notice. Mishpat is the term which is used for regulating things,

for determining what is right, sedaqah is the term for righteousness, a term

which is used Dor ..............while mishphat is determination k

fixing up of the details, with judgment and with justice. I don't know that

that trans(i1ttion, judgment, is what is shown in mishpat. It is a settlement,

a determination of what is right, and justice, the word could eqtiLly well be

translated righteousness. You might say righteousness, sedaqah, is seeing
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what is exactly in line with the law, what is the correct principle, what is

exactly right or wrong. Mishpat is the determination of what is best. In

modern5it would be called 5a determination of what is best

for all 5'tell you more of the details of the matter and seeing what

is best, rather than to compare with the standards, as sedaah, righteousness.

Even from nkm henceforth, from the time when he sits upon the throne, on, even

forever. Stretching on and one, and the zeal of the Lord of hosts is upon you.

The -ord here translated XRX zeal is the word which is sometimes translated

jealousy. The jealousy of% the Lord of hosts, the Lord tk thy God is a

jealous God, He is a God who will ...6.... no rival. He is a God who is un

willing to ...6... to say that he will have any part of His power, or of His

control. He is a jealous God, one who is trying to put an end to all that is

wrong and wicked, the zeal of the Lord of hosts, or the jealousy of the Lord

of hosts, eitherwould be a correct translation, and neither of them in English

give exactly the idea, but they approach it, and then at the end of v.7 we

have tk a new section. A much better place for a chapter division than

at the beginning of chapter 9. As we saw there was no way of telling where

the chapter division should come here, between 8 and 9, because it Ia a gradual

transition. The Hebrew Bible differe from ours, hxwxxxx but you can't

say one is wrong and% theother is right, because there shouldn't be any

divIsion...6...., But here 9:8 we startI a new setion, and this new section

is the section 6 3/kusually ut start with a new section to rebuke for

a sin, and the pointing out the wickedness of the people.

And now if we are going to start a new section, aa section of the

book comparable, we might say, to the section which we have just had, and which

ran from, say, from ch.8:ll, through 9:7, where would this next section run,

9:8 to where? AAM: To lO:k. I hope you all agree upon kta that, it is very

clear that you have a series of stanzas here, each of which has a refrain, and

the refrain is repeated four times 1ixtk and the fourth time in in 10:4. and

if you want to see a chapter division which is absollibely without any reasoning

in the Bible, here is one. ch.lO, beginning with the fourth verse of the stanza
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as if one of our hymns was to include these first three verses, and then the

fourth verse was to be stuck in at the beginning of the next hymn. It is

rather ridiculous. But that's what we have right here. The archbishop was

in a bad temper that day, had a bad dream the might before, made a bad mistak,e,

but we have here our four stanzas. I don't think we will spend much time on

these stanzas now. They are well worth study, they are very interesting, but

with the time we have for this course, w it is enough I think, to get the

general idea that these are stanzas pointng out the sin of the people, and

declaring God's punishment. The first one of them deals with Ephraim and

Samaria, the great x± pride of the people of Ephraim, and Samaria, he says,

Israel will be devoured by the Rc± Syrians and the Phillistines .... 9..., but

that is not enough'. For all this his anger is not turned away, but his hand

is stretched out still. And then he speaks of the people, the leaders causing

the people to err,and the prophets teaching that which is untrue, and so on,

and therefore the Lord will not have mercy on them. For all this His anger

is not turned away, and then in v.18 pointing the wickedness of the JADE people,

the land darkened because of the sin, and the wickedness, and the $ violence,

aid they are all going to be in confusion and t turmoil, but for this His

anger is not turned away, and then woe who decree unrihteous decrees. God

turned aside the needy Lz from judgment, and all this ± His anger is not

turned away, but His hand is stretched out still, and so we have these four

stanzas running through v.. And then we start a new section.

Arid if you are going to give a title to this new section, what will the

title of this section be? What is it dealing with explicitly, Mr. James Smith?

Student lO- AAM: Yes, He has been referring previously to judg-

ment God is going to show, now he talks specifically about the instrujment.

And I would suggest even better to name the insturment, because the instrument

has been only incidentally referred to hitherto, now he is talking directly

about this instrument, and so I would think your title would be still better

1 say the Assyrians. The Assyrians, God's insturment. The instrument has been
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previously, now it is in the forefront of our thoughts. Yes? .11...

Student. I was wondering about this whole passage here, frornh/ v.1-li couldn't

be a rebuke to Israel, and when he says l1 that one verb, he could be

referring to these Assyrians and tell them that he will send, in v8...........

sendi against the hypocritical nation. AAM: I would incline not to like that

division, for the first reason, because your first four verses end with the

same refrain as the previous three stanzas, which would seem to me to make a

sharp separation between v.k and 5, and for the second reason because He is

speaking of the Assyrian as God's instrument specifically in v.5, he is again

in v.12 specifically speaking about the Assyrian, and he is speaking ax

again about him in v.15. Student AAM: Yes, well, in view of those

two reasons, I think the other is a better interpretation. He is talking

about the Assyrian surely from v.5 on, even though it is true that in v.6 to 11

it stresses on what the instrument is to do, rather than from the instrument

....l2 x and you have these four refrains, so I think the other division

is better. Well, now, he starts in then a discussion of God's instrument, the

Assyrian, and there are two ±easons why they are insterested in the discussion

of God's instrument, the Assyrian. There are two reasons. The first of these

reasons is hhis. Here is this great nation faced with a terrific menace. What

is the meaning of themeance? How can there be a God who will permit such a

force as the Assyrian in the world? If you had lived in that day and known of

the frigthfulness and cruelty of the Assyrians, kw known of the terrible way

they treated nations which had revolted against them, and how they gloated

over them, how one of the kings described a city which had revolt and he had

reconquered. He said, I let the men out, and he said, I took thousands of them

and .... 13... them on stakes around the city .... I cut off their heads, and

piled them up in great heaps 1314 others I slayed alive. He goes

ahead and describes, and gloats over the terror of the cruelty which he

showed toward them, and this nation conquering nation after nation round about,

you see the terror that seems to be let loose, like kkm wild ax±x animal

in the world, causing one a nation after another, you just wonder how a good
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Godcou1d permit such a terrible force to be running amok int the world, as

the Assyrians, and the Israelites, the pepple of God, who')f would agree with

Isaiah that T xxiaxaxI Ahab had absolutely no right to get the wicked

Assyrians to join with him in order to deliver him from Syria and Ephraim, and

say that he should have trusted in God, and not in this wicked... 1k...., yet

they would xa stand aghast at this force loose in the world, and the terrific

disaster and misery which was coming from the Assyrians, being loosed in the

world, and they would say, How can it be? How can we ep1ain it How can we

understand it? And so you might call this lk this is an explanation

of the meaning of the world situation, this is a philosophy of history, it is

an investigation of the problem, Why is the Assyrian allowed end of P 166

P 167...

people in these smaller nations look at these great terrific nations, and

they say, Oh, the wickedness of these nations, the terrible cruelty, how we

must hate them, how we must dislike them for their wicked deeds. How ...1....

But Isaiah gives an interpretation which is different. He says, Oh, Assyrians,

the rod of my anger. The staff in their hands is my indignation. In other

words, God says, Here is this gre Assyrian force. It is actually an instrument

in the hands of God. Here is little udah, little Israel, a small...2...., and

here is a tremendous force running amok in the world, and you say, What's going

to happen, Is God going to die? Is the religion of Israel going to die out,

because the land is ...2.... and the mighy Assyrian is proving so much more

powerful. And you say, No, the Assyrian is jut a rod in the hdnds of the God

of Israel. The Assyrian is an insturment wMch God uses for His paposes. God

makes the wrath of wicked men to praise Him. God is using the Assyrian, the

Assyrian is just an instvument in God's hand. Why should you be afraid of the

Assyrian? Well, if you truly belong to God, the Assyrian cannot touch you

except it be God's wi1l ....2...., except it is part of God's purpose, and has

a meanigg for you 2-.if you are t 1y God's this actually will do you

good. The Assyrian is God's tx.t instrumebt. And so this is one of the most

profound 2 "0 Assyrian, the rod of my anger." And then he goes on
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to show a little more clearly how this is the rod of God's anger, the Assyrian.

And vv.6-11 are stressing how God's using them. I will send him against the

=±a1 hypocritical nation. I 3 to him. I will cause him to be my

instrument. And now v.7 again brings out the thought of the Assyrian being

the rod of God's anger. God is stiLng the Assyrian, but the Assyrian doesn't

realize it. Xwa "Howbeit, he meanh not so. Niether does his heart think

so." The Assyrian doesn't say, I am God's instuument. I am here to do Gods

will. No. It is in his heart to destroy and cut out nations. He says, re

not my princes altogether kings? He says, In my hand is found the kingdoms of

the idols, and the graven images were greater than those of Jerusalem, and

Samaria. Shall I not also visit Samaria. As I have don to Samaria, so do to

Jerusalem. The Assyrian says, It is I. I have the power. What is Jerusibi

What is a Samaria? What is the God of Jerusalem? He can't do anything to

me. I am the mighty Assyrian. And so God says in v.5, "The Assyrian is my

instrument, the rod of my anger." But tax then He goes on and shows how the

Assyrian says, I am the mighty powerful force, and nobody can withstand me.

He doesn't realize he is the rod of God's anger. And so God saw, Therefore, in

v.12, After I have used the Assyrian as my insturment, and after the Lord has

performed this whole work upon mount Zion, and on Jerus&lem, he says, I will

punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria. He says, AXB the

Assyrian is my insturment. Well, you say, How can God use a wicked, cruel,

instrument.k.against a nation like Israel, which was ztk is2 2

lily white agatiixkxth in comparison with the Assyrian, is a far better nation,

a far purer nation, a far k, a far finer nation, more k 3/4 it is

better in every way Nxtk than the Assyrian. How can God use the Assyrians,

and turn them over to theAssyrians? Well, God says, the Assyrian is the iod of

mine anger, and I am using it for my purposes, but when I have used it, then

I will punish it, for what it has done. Not that what it did was right, because

it did what God wanted it to, but it did for wrcbng motives. It did it out of

the pride of his own heart, and therefore God is going to punish it. So God

says, After having performed a full work upon Mt. Zion and Jerusalem, I am going
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to punish the fruit of the stout heart of the king of Assyria, and the glories

of .5-! And then the next two verses describe the pride and the boasting

of the king of Assyria. He says, By the strength of my hand I have done it, and

by my wisdom, for I am ..54..., and I have removed the bounds of t} people, and

have robbed their treasure. have put down the inhabitants like a valiant

man, and my is ....5 3/k.... the riches of the people, arid as one gathers eggs

xt)xiac that are left, have I gathered all...5 3/k... The Assyrairi thinks

he has the power, he is doing this because he wants it dose that way, it is hte

pride and he glory of his wicked heart to do this, and God says, in v.15, Shall

the axe ...6... LXtXXt itself against him that hews thereof? Shall the saw mag

nify itself against him that shakes it? As if the rod would shake itsk)f against

those that lift it up, and the staff that lifted itself up, as if it watx

wasn't just a thing of wood? God says, The Assyrian is my insturment, I am

using it for this purpose, but the thinks he is ....61.... is the ruler, is

the supreme, it is able to do these things itself which it could never do ex

cept God permits it. Therefore, God sass, He is going to punish the stout

heart of the king of Assy(, and o, he says, He is going to send a mong the

fat ones of Assyria leanness, and under his glory he will kindle a burning,

and a light of Israel will be for a fire, and his holy ones for a flame, and it

will burn and devour 6 3/k in one day, and shall consume the glory

of his forests, and of his fruitful fieldsxxxx both soul and body, .nd it shall

be 7 What do you mean by the rest of the trees of his

forest? Mr. Kelly? AAM: The Army of Assyria, his forest his power,

his army, his force, his leadership, the rest of the trees will be hewed, and

chopped down, nd there will be little left. The Assyrian cause is destroyed

by the Babylonians and the Eer(sians, and completely disappears, hadly a bit

of it, the rest of the trees 7 3/k AAM: Well, was it Israel that did

it? His holy one. It doesn't say Israel is going to be a fire, but the 1g1

light of Israel. God is going to accomplish this. God is the light of this

world. I don't think that they recognize .... 8.... That which gives Israel

its light, that which the Holy one of Israel, He is the one to destvoy it.
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Student AAM: Yes, that's a very good point you raised. It is good for

us to have it in mind. This verse does not say, Israel is going to destroy

Assyria, but it says, The mighty God who controls and blesses Israel is going

todestroy Assyria. Student AAM: Yes, Ithink that

is a very good suggestion. I think that God xix is permitting the prophets to

look forward to tk see the coming of the mighy Assyrian with his tremendous

force to do his great work against Jerusalem. He is to lower the pride of

Jerusalem, and xxxd reduce them to nothing, .. . .9-.... they are there in the

city with no power, all they can do now is to ....9.... And then when God has

worked this upon Jerusalem, then God sends his fire to play among the Assyrians

o that the trees of his forest become hewed,.9his army is destroyed.

He has to go back in weakness, but I think, as he looks forward at this great

disaster, he sees in the light of this the eventual end to Assyria altogether.

So I think that the eventual destruction of Assyria is in view, but you might

say it is the latter part of the picture. That which is emphasized, as Mr. Halls

has pointed out, the destruction of Senn's army here. I am glad You raised that

point, I think it is very vital. Then, in v.20 he says, It will come to pass in

that day tka that the remnant of Israel such as are escaped of the hou of

Jacob shall no more again say about him that smote them, but shall stay upon ht¬

Lord, the holy one of Israel ....lO.. .Tie remnant shall return, even the rem

nant of Jacob, the mighty God, for those my people Isreal be as the sand of the

sea, and a remnant shall be .lO The consumption decreed shall overflow

his righteousness, for the Lord of hosts shall make consumption even determined

in the midst of the land, so God says he is going to have a great destruction

of great numbers of Israel for their sin, but there is to be a remnant that will

be$' saved out of it, and that will txxxt trust in him and be saved through Him.

And then in v.2k again he brings back to the thought of the Assyrians. He says,

o my people that dwell in Zion, don't be afraid of the Assyrian. Why not?

Because the Assyrian is the instrument in God's hand, the one you should be

afraid of is God, and not the Assyrian. You should fear to do that which is

pleasing to God, you' should seek to do God's will, you should seek to ha kix
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His favor, you should know that you are in line with Him, then that you are safe.

But if you are not, if He didn't use the Assyr1an He would use some other in

strument, and so there is no reason to be afraid of the Assyrian. If you trust

in God He can deliver you from any of them. And so he says, My people that dwell

in Zion, be not afraid of the Assyrian. He will smite thee with a rod, and lift

his staff after the manner of Egypt, he is going to try to oppress as the

Egyptians did, but don't be afraid of him. For yet a little while and the indig

nation shall cease, and my anger and their destruction, and the Lord of Hosts,

shall stir up a scourge for him according to the slaughter of Midian at the

rock of Horeb. What do you think v.26 here is speaking about? Student........

AAM: Yes, surely, like the slaughter of Midian, the rock of Horeb, the

sudden unexpected terrific disaster to Senn's forces, the Lord is going to bring

to pass. As his rod was upon the sea, so shall he lift it up after the manner

of Egypt. The Assyrian is trying to smite the Israelites after the manner of

Egypt, just as Pharaoh in Egypt had oppressed them, the Assyrian wants to oppress

them, but just as God caused Moses to lift up his rod and open a way through the

Red Sea, so here God is going to open up the way to the destruction of Senn's

host. And it will come to pass in that day. What day? The day we are talking

about. In that day the burden will be taken away .... 13*... There is a day

coming when his burden will be taken from my shoulder, and his tkxx yoke from

my neck, and the yoke shall be destroyed because of the annointed, because of

God's...l3... because of the divine power, because of the anointed. And what

has v.28 to do with v.27? Mr. Goertzen? AAM: You don't

see the relationship to 27? Do you see any relationship of 28 to 299............

AAM: Yes, that is to day, you seem to be in the general area of the

same big subject, and that's Senn. Student. AAM: Well,

that would be a suggestion .... end of P 167
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.... relationship to 27, it may be that you are talking of a big subject to

which you can relate both verses, but one verse doesn't a lead into the obher

verse. But if you look at 28 and com::are 29, and the two very obviously belong

together. Tkx They are one sentence. And youlook at 30, and it is the same.
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And 31. 28 to 31 is a continuous description. Now, then, the thing is not

to relate 28 to 27, but to relate the continuous description which begins at

28 to 27. In other words, you don't ma± relate the last sentence of one

paragraph to the first of the next .... 2.... But you know that you have a para

graph break. Now, is it a section break, or a
'
paragraph? Mr. Goertzen sug

gests that it is a paragraph break, rather than a section break , and it is

possibly the same general idea, the ax same general subject is in mind.

Mr. Smith suggests also that maybe the same general subject is in mind, and

suggests a possible interpretation of how this relates to that subject. Well

we want to see this next paragraph, how does it relate to that subject/ We want

to assume that it is the same subject, unless we have clear evidence it is a

different subject. Now, the subject we have been talking about is the Assyrian

coming. And the Ax Assyrian's attack, and God's deliverance from theAssyr-

ian.2 The Assyrian comes, attacks, God delivers from him, and removes

the oppression, and so that cycle is ended at 27. And so if youare dealing with

the same subject, you have a new presentation of the same general idea.

Student AAM: Yes, I don't mean to stop at 31, what I mean to say is,

28-31 is more closely related thab anything that follows, no, I guess 32, you

are right. I guess 32 is equally close. 28-32 is very clearly one place

after another as the progress goo forward, and there is very little difference

between them, but then when you get to the next you can ask, is that further

about this? I mean, I am not saying how far it goes', but at least x it goes

this far. At least it goes to 32. Did you have a question?.....................................

AAM: Yes, that is a little difficult .... 3....because of the anointing, the

word n itself does not explain, tx so we have to find an interp'etation

of the meaning. And we know that God anointed those that were set apart by

Him for special purposes. We know that. And so it would seem to me that we

have to say that the reason is destroyed, is because God has establish-

ed those whom' it is Hiw will should continue to control for a longer time. The

anointing has not yet come ....L... I would think, that you mght say would

be reading into it, but it is reading in in the attempt to fit the verse in
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Now, of course, another attempt to fit it in would be to try to take the word

mashach, to anoint, and relate it to the Messiah, but I doubt if that belongs

in th%ese particular verses. Now, this passage, then, 28ff we think is likely

related to the account of the Assyrians. Now, what does it say about whomever

it is talking about? The Assyrian, or whoever it i, most likely the Assyrians,

anyway. What does it say about them? Well, he comes to , he passes to

.k... at Mtchmash he lays up his carriages, and they go over the passage,

they take up their lodging at eba, Ramah is afraid, Gibeah of Saul is fled,

what is happening? Student AAM: Yes, but it is c1eily the pro-

gress of an xzX army, isn't it? An army comes to this town. It is as if you

might say They land at Boston, they come on through Rhode Isalnd, they get as

far as New Haven, they are entering New York, we here they are already approachin

t Trention. Who knows how soon they will reach Elkins Park? (laughter)

It is a list of places north of Jerusalem, starting in with a place, and coming

step by x.t step along, describing the progress of the army. Now, why do people

in Jerusalem thing of an army coming to the city just north of 4 Jerusalem?

What would that suggest? Yes, it suggests that Jerusalem is seriously menaced.

There is a vivid picture here of an invading army attacking Jerusalem. There is

a picture of the fear of the people, as they imagine an invading army coming,

coming to little towns about 20 miles north of Jerusalem, and then a little

further, and a little further, going over the pass, and the people are fleeing

from the towns as the army comes on and on, until it gets right ....6-.........

just Nt)1igx north of Jerusalem. He shakes his hand against the mouth of the

daughter of Zion, on the hill of Jerusalem. Here is a hostile army pictured

as coming, as they imagine it, as the people hear that Hezekiah is breaking out

the yoke of Senn, he says I won't pay any more tribute to him, I am going to.......

61..., and they say, What's going to happen? Why look what happens, the

Assyrian army will come and get to this town, and they get to thiw town, and

they attack this one, the people are fleeing, they are coming nearer, and nearer,

....6 3/11.... right up to the gates of Jerusalem. How do you dare tell ...6 3/11...

paying your tribute, and to break off Assyrians. How do you dare to do
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it? Look what is happening, and Isaiah says, Yes, imagine them coming. See

this terrific sequence, coming right to the gate of Jerusaem, he shakes his

hands against the mount of the daughter dZion, the hill of Jeiusalem, but he

won't get any further. Behold, the Lord, the Lord of hosts will 7.

and the high ones of stature will be hewn down, and the haughty will be humbled,

and he will cut down the pickets of the forest around him, and Lebanon will fall

with the mighty ones. vv-33 and 34 are closely related to each other. They

form, you might say, a sub-paragraph, perhaps a sentence, you might say. They

are a sentence. 28-32 is a sentence, but the two sentences make a paragraph.

They are closely related to each other. The first shows the terror of the comm

of an Assyrian invading army from the north to the very gates of Jerusalem, and

the next one shows that God stops the army before they get there and deliver

Jerusalem. Now, there is nnly one objection that anybody might think of, to

this, and any of you who have read the books of 8 , or have read ch.37,

36 and 37' of Isaiah, immediately say, Yes, but the Assyrian army didn't come

that way. They came w down the coast. They came down the coast, and were

settled there in the coast, and it was down there that they met the Egyptian

force and it was from the coast that they sent the forces up the plateau to

call on Hezekiah to surrender, and the people were looking down toward the

coast expecting them to attack from that direction, from 'the west instead of

from the northl, and they never came, because before the time that they would

have come the Lord destroydd their host, and so they never came as described in

28 and
'
32 here at all, and so you say, Yes, but an army did come that way.

Because you say, I have read the book of Jeremiah, and the book of Jeremiah

describeds w) how the Babylonian army came down, one city after another, exact

ly these places, and you r{emember how one of these places named here is

kN±) Anathoth, and he says, 0, poor Anathoth, you remember how Jeremiah pur

chased the land in Anathoth, ai as a sign of his fatth that in Anathoth there

was yet the land promised ...9.... again. Anathoth will again be delivered,

and so the Babylonian army came down from the north on the route here described

but the Assyrian army did not, so.is kx this a description of the Babylonian
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army, when the Babylonian army came down and shook its fists against the mouth

of the daugiter of Zion, the Mill of Jerusalem, in v.32,anc1iri33_ they army

came on and made a breach in the wall, and conquered Jerusalem and carried the

pple off into captivity, arid so if 28-32 is a description of the cothing ±ik

in of the Babylonian army, then 33 and 34 truly never happened. And if 33 and

34 are the description of Senn's army as they fit in exactly with what we have

had earlier in the chapter, and is what really happened, and is doubltess what

Is meant here, then 28 to 32 does not describe the route that the Assyrian came.

And therefore the only interpretation that I can see that you can get out of it

that mces any sense, that vv. 28 to 32 is not a picture of the actual coming

of the Assyrian army, it is not a prediction of their coming, or a statement

of what happened, but it is a statement of the fear of the people as they see

the Assyrian begin to come, and they imagine how easy it will be for a mihty

army like the Assyrian to come right down through that bakcbone country to the

north of Jerusalem, and march right up straight to Jerusalem, and Isaiah says,

Yes, they have got the power. You couddn't stop them in any one of these

villages, they could take every one of them, they could come right to the

entrance of Jerusalem, it is true you couldn't stop them. There is nothing

you could do. But he says, God won't let them come into Jerusalem. He says,

Before they will get to that point, God will inter'vene, and * op the boughs

of terror, and put an end £ to the force of the Assyrian army, and God did it,

when they didn't come in that direction at all. They were down in the' Phil

listian planØ'e when God lopped them off. So they never got there. Now, that

is a very very interesting thing. Here is a passage in which the great teaching

is abeoltuely clear, absolutely true, fulfilled precidely and exactly, historic

aly, but in which the detail of this part of it, is a very very vivid picture,

not of what actually happened, but s*f of what the people imagin1would happen.

And what could have happened if thej Asian had chosen to 4,ome in that way.

And some commentaries will probably tell you Isaiah was a fa.se prophet. He

made a bad guess as to what way kIng the Assyrian would come. I don't think he

was at all. I think he pictured the fears of the people here, rather than the
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fact as to what 1pened, and the fear of the people what would happen here,

which didn't ak.x happen, is exactly what did happen a kixk hundred years

later, a hundred and fifty years later when the Babylonian came, but that

time the Lord didn't stop him, he came f right up and took Jerusalem. Student

.12 AAM: Yes, it is a picture of the man coming with the axe, cuting

up the thikets. I was so glad last week that in 1951 when I came up out of

the Grand Canyon over the Grand View trail, as I came over that trail, I

wasn't carrying my stuff, I left most of my stuff down there, but I'd come

with the branches of a tree, it was an abandoned trail, and you had to force

your way through it, and the thickets kind of grab on your clothes, and I have

still got marks on my hands where it cut into them, but you force your way

through these and through these, and so w)i I got to the top, and then I was

going down the next day, and spend another day and bring my stuff out, and I

z± said then, would you lend me an iron instrument, will you lend me a hatchet,

or a p.ir of pruning shears, and I will prune along this trail some. It is an

abandoned trail, acid they don't do anything to keep it in shape, but I would

like to clean it up abit. So they lend me a hatchet, and so the next day as I

went down I spend an hour and a half cutting off branches of these trees and

bushes that reached over the trail, and it imporved it like everything, and I

had to quit then, or it would have been after dark when I got down to my stuff.

That was in 1951. And then two weeks ago I started down that same trail, and

there was a big blizzard, and the snow was flying around, and I had fifty

pounds on my back, and the stuff was catching on the bushes and everything, and

place after placd where it would have been difficult, these branches I had cut
I was so glad

three years ago, and/I had cut the thickets with iron.,---and-prepared the way.

(laughter) It was so much easier now, than if I hadn't done that three years

ago. But if I hadn't cut the thickets with an iron I would have been the way I

was last week Wednesday, a week ago tomorrow when I came up there was a

different trail, the hand trail, hardly everj used, and I got up towards the

top, and the bushes had sharp thorns on them, and one of them stuck right itno

this finger here, and it bled for a half an hour { afterwards, and they grabbed
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ahold of my sweater and tore it off .... lk..., and it was very very difficult

forcing your way through. Butt the weather wasn't so bad. It wasn't half as

bad as it would have been before if I hadn't cut the thickets with iron and

prepared tie way. And galyix against those, you go with your bare hands, and you

try to cut them and it is very difficult, but with the iron it is easy, and the

Lord pictured himself here like a wood chopper, coming in with an iron, and just

hewing the way through the Assyrian strenght and power . . . ..edd of P 168

P 169

.But it is only a paragraph division, and the last line of the paragraph

itself ...l.... closely connected together, and we should not overlook it now.

Look at v.3k. God cut down the thickets of the forest with iron, and Lebanon

falls with the mighty ones. What is Lebanon? The Assyrian. It is a great

world power. It is this mighty empire which he1 most of the world ...2.........

Lebanon to the ground, and it has never been reestablished. It disappeared from

history. The downfall of the Assyrian empire was the end, as far as that mighty

Assyrian empire was concerned, but, in comparison with that, the mighty forest

of Lebanan fell like a mighty forest, the thickets of the forest were cut with

iron, but the stem of Jesse, which also seems to have fallen, out of that

stem a rod came up, and a little branch grew up, out of that. A sharp contrast

in 11:1 between the continuation of the stem/ of Jesse, this ....2-.... which

also has fallen, and the ....2-....greatforce of Lebanon, the Assyrian the rod

ofGod's anger, itcame toanend 2- Yes9




AAM: It is the great ofrest outside the land of promise, and he was here com

paring it with the great empire. Lebanan was not in Assyria, but it is in that

direction. And so this chppter 10, here .... 3...9 andlO, I hope we haven't

gone so hastily that 3-1.,,. regiew 9,10, and 11




...end of class

New class, k/9/5k

We were looking at Isaiah 11 last time, and we saw the general sweep of

discussion through 7,8,9,10, how closely it all is related together, starting

in with the situation where Ahaz is trying to deliver himself from the Syro-
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Ephraimite invasion. He brings in the Assyrian. We face a far greater menace.

God deals with this menace and shows how He, by His power, will deliver them

from this greater menace that has been brought in by the great wickedness and

error of Ahaz. And now at the end of chapter 10 we saw how the great terrific

attack of the Assyrians which the people would imagine would be coming by the

most direct line 6 it does not come that way, so you might say that

which you imagine that w1ix is coming quickly in attacks stright down there,

was spread out over a period of two years, as they came down the coast, and

spread ott x all over the land, and took all the rest except Jerusalem, yet

they felt in the situation, for most of those three years, which is described

in v.32, He sahil shake his hand against the mouth of the daughter of Zion,the

hill of Jerusalem, they never knew what morning they would wake up and find the

forces all around them, and the seige in full progress, and the end of Jerusa

lem a certainty. But God put it to an end, v.33 God 1o heQh with terror

He hewed down the high ones ...6... he destroyed enn's army, he brought the

terrific danger to gix nothing. And not only that, Senn. returned to his honE

and there twenty years later was murdered by his son, and the Assyrian empire,

as a fact, within the next century disappeared complete from the sight of man.

Instead of it overcoming Jerusalem, it disappeared, and then in contrast, 11:1,

the Assyrain empire disappears, the thickets of the forest are cut with iron,

a figure of speech, but the meaning perfect clear, that it is the destruction

of the Assyrian army and empire 71 by a mighty one, but in contrast, out-

of the stem of Jesse there comes a rod. Student AAM: Yes, I would

say that the interpretation of Rrzvak prophecy is not a cimple thing. I would

say that there are certain simple principles which can be gathered, and we

must not oversimplify them. We must take the simple principles, and see to

how great an extent they apply, learn from the study of the way they are applied

in different passages what% the true situation is regarding them. Now, it is

easy. There are two extremes. There is that which says, Whatever the word

says, it means. Well, what does the word say2 ± ax2x You have to inter-

pret it ....................I was talking on the train last week to a man who had that
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idea of all fundamentalists. He said, Surely you are not a fundamentalist like

William Jennings Bryan to believe the wordd was made in seven days? Well, I

said, Certainly, the Bibe said the world was made in 7 days, and I believe it

was made in 7 days, but I said, We have to see what that word day means in

the Scripture. We have to interpret it, and I gave him evidence in the light

of context that day there was a period of time. Maybe it is 24 hours, maybe

it is a hundred billion years. The passage doesn't say how long the ±x

period i, but it is made in seven periods of time. Oh, the man said, Yes, but

that wasn't the kind William Jennings Bryan was. He just took what it said,

and that was that. What it says it is. Well, now, for an educated man, a

graduate of Yale, it shows a lack of any training in Semantics, because you

cannot say a sentence is just what it says it is. What do the words mean?

Words are sumbols. Words are g figures. Words are means of tiring to express

ideas. They are not very good means of expressing ideas, but they are the best

we have. And there are cases whee you can kka take a sentence, and this means

exactly this, and there is no question about it, and there are cases where you

can take a sentence and it is pretty difficult to tell what it means. I am

not speaking just of the Bible now, I am speaking of literature in general.

And context must enter in. A word changes its meaning at different times. It

is a difficult careful study intprpreting language, but so there is the extreme.

Here is a word. That would seem to mean this. That Therefore, that's what it

means. That's not it at all. You have to interpret it carefully. But now

there is the other extreme that' throws up its hands, and says, Oh, it is a

symbolic book. It is a symbolic book. We have got some ideas which we have

learned from passages in the N.T., and this is all we need to know, and the

rest is just beautiful allegory which adds nothing to our knowledge. I think

that is much worse than the first, mueh worse. I think that the truth is that

you can't throw up your..., you must it go to w one extre or the other on

a thing like this. There are matters of principle on which we take what is

right, and we make no compromise, but on matters of ways of doing things we

find the proper point. It is not one extreme, or the other. The proper point.
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When it comes to interpretation of anything. There are laws, there are principles

and the way we find these principles is studying the particular science. Now

as we approach the Bible, we approach it with the attitude of the Lord Jesus

Christ that what is here said is true, and that we must believe and stand upon

what we find here. We approach it with that attitude. But we also approach it

with this attitude that what is here said is not necessarily immediately obvious

at first sight. He said in LUke 2 to the disciples, "Fools and slow of heart

to believe all the prophets have spoken.Y Ought not Christ to have suffered

these things and have entered into His glory." And those people said, We have

read the prophets over 50 times and we never read that Christ should be cruci

fied, and raised fromthe dead, well, it did. It is taught in the 0.T. But it

is not taught in such a way that just at a superficial reading you get it. You

have to study it to find it, and when you study it, you find that ib is vitally

and cley taught there, maybe it would never occur to you on first reading, but

on close x study you see it is what it means, and what you find there you stand

on it. Now, I declare as a definite thing, if the Bible says something is

going to happen in the future that means that thing is going to happen in the

future. Now, if it is a series of events...12..., if i is one particular event,

a virgin will bring forth a child, that doesn't mean there are going to be a

lot of virgins bringing forth Uhildren. It means one particular event. But if

when you have a picture given, How does this city rejoice. Look at this one

in misery. Look they are coming here, they are coming here, they are coming

here. See them progressingt. Now what is that? That is a picture of an event.

Is it a picture of something that happnned before ±z IsaiahTs time? Is it

a picture of something that has happened now? Is it a aicture of something that

is going to happen in the future? It doesn't say. And we have to learn from

context what it is. But it may be that we can get principles from other pas

sages which would give us the answer, so that immediately on looking at it we

can apply principles which we learn from other passages. On the other hand,

it may be that in the light of context, we can get an understanding of it

here which gives us a principle which we may not find elsewhere. Now, in this
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particular case wx I am glad you raised the question banxt about it, because I

would not want people simply to glisten to what I said, and say, Dr. MacRae

says it meant this, and that's that. There is nothing gained by it. I don't

think it is a tenth as important what this means here as the principle of in

terpretatthn that is involved, and I gave you last time the interpretation which

impresses me in the light of context as being the correct interpretation. Now,

I didn't gain that interpretation simply by applying a simple principle ....13..

I gave it by a study of it in the light of context, and I think it is well,

that we, as far as time permits, get this...l3 3/!t.. in the light of context,

because if we are convinced that in the light of context this has a definite

meaning, then we have a background which maybe you don't .... l... Now, of course

it is always possible that you will have to say, Here is a passage that we

don't know what it means, we don't understand it. And in such a case, I wouldn't

get too excited, I wouldn't feel too badly about it. I would say, the Bible

is a big book, it is a great book, a book written by the infinite mind of

the creator of the universe, and it is not at all to be felt too badly about it,

there are passages that say, I don't know now what it means, but some day I

will learn. But inthis case, I don't think we have to learn that, take that

attitude. I think as we took at it we ask the question, is this the picture

of a past event? And I think that we can answer quite definitely that this is

not a picture of a past event end of P 169
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then when it comes to the question of being a pictureof future life, we

can say, Is it a picture of something which is yet going to happen', but has

not yet occured in our present day? Or is it a picture of something which

±x did occur already? And to my mind the whole context of the ...l... of

the chapter is directed so definitely at the situtaion regarding Senn. and the

coming of bhe Assyrians, that I feel that if at all possible we must relate it

to that, and if we are to say, No, it is something which happens later than

1900 A.D., we have to have some evidence in the context, some sort of a trans

ition which we paralel with other passages, to justify in pushing it off
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into that distant future. There are a number of passages which thus can be

pushed off, but this particular one, I can't see that the oontext leads in that

direction. Now, I look at the picture here then, and I find that it does

exactly ft with something that took place a hundred years after his coming..2-.

Nebuchadnezzar's army came down exactly on this route, but as far as that is

concerned, it is the natural route, it is the route any army would naturally

come, there probably were many that came over that route. I do not think it is

1possib1e to take it that it is Nebu's army, because Nebu's army came on and

conquered. They shook their hadds at the mount of the daughter of Zion,d they

marched in and conquered it . .....2 3/u... The Lord did not put a stop to it.

The conquered it. But I feel that it is definitely not a picture of Nebu's

army, but ....3.... Well, now, under the circumstances the whole background of

the chapter is talking about the Assyrians, and the great invasion of the

Assyrians to which to look x forward is Senn. And so I have felt to ask this

question, Can this fit with Senn. Well, it doesn't explicitly say, Serin's

army is going to come on a certian route, it pictures a state of panic of the

people, and therefore I ask myself is it possible that this is a picture of the

panic of the people, imagining a certain thing happening, when, as a matter of

fact, in its ultimate result this thing did happen, in its affect on the XR

people's minds the thing happened, but in the specific details of the way it

was done ...3... in a different way, instead of the way the people expected

...3....what they did amounted to the same thing. It was an attack. It was

a threat to Jerusalem, a danger which seemed as if it had nothing to do with

...l, and if you take it as the imagination of the people, as to what

might, what has come in other cases, what did come in Jeremiah's case, the

imagination of the coming...k..., and the answer is no, it stopped at Jerusa-

lem Well, the way it actually did happen the

result was the same. Now, it is not one of those cass where I feel I could

teone hundred percent dogmatic... but it is a case where I personally

fe&l very strongly that this is the direction that is taken. Now, someone can

suggest another pib1e interpretation. If you do, the only one I can think of
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is ...4 3/4..., and if so it would impress you how it fits with the context ....

what sort of a transition there is 5 Now, maybe somebody

can work out a method that would be very ±x± satisfactory. Personally, the

approaches to that have not seemed to be very satisfactory, 3" 5.
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in the general situation of Senn's day, so I have not spent much time trying to

fit tk it with that other view, but it does pose at first sight a very serious

problem where he says Senns army will march down and attack ... 54--.., and it

didn't. I think that would be .5the emotion of the people, howid

terrified they are, so I feel that this is ....5*.... Student.................................

AAM: Yes, there they describe the situation, and you look forward and see what

that precise situation is. Yes, I think I would go slow about saying about

a particuiar thing 6 I would say this, a prediction may describe a

general sitaation, a general emotion, or it may describe a gi general emotion,

and also give considerabledetail. It is like the matter of interpretation of

parables. Each of the parables has one central thought which is presented, and

sometimes this central thought is presented, and all the details of the parable

are simple a story to give the motion and idea of the central thought to you,

and the ztt details have no meaning in themselves. There are other cases

where half the deatils have a meaning in themselves. There ae cases where a

good many of the det.ils have a meaning, but if we approach the parables with

the idea that each element in the parable has to have a specific meaning, we

find ourselves in all kinds of difficulties. We have to recognize that in

quite a few of them it is simply the generat principle, though there are others

in which the details have a good bit of meaning. So I would say the general

principle of the thing we must stand on. Now, it is easy to try to give the

intepretation to alot of the deatils and then twist around the general prin

ciples until you get something the opposite of what is there, and that's a

terrific danger. We fight against that, we watch that, avoid it, get the

general principle and stand on it, then see how many of the details are to

be applied as a specific presentation of events, rather than as a general

elaboration of '7 Student. AAM: You see, Isaiah makes a predic-
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tion, they will not put a mount against Jerusalem.. -.7 3/k... they will not

come actuallyainst the city. The city was in a state mentally of ...7 3/k..

rather than physically. That is, i was in a state where Senn's representatives

came up, and told them, You better surrender, or we will take you. And where

I would say, wandering bands of his mm" men would go through, and where he was

coriquerng x other great cities, and where the situation was that people Idly

ventured out of the city. They didn't know whether they ig±i might be )xt7

besieged by a wandering group of Assyrain soldiers, or whether that might be

just the time the big force would come, and move in around Jerusalem and take it

But the actual main body of the Assyrians they main portion of this time was

down in the Phillistine plains. Now, of course, thereis a period of about three

years htere, and during that three years we don't have much detail given. We

don't know the precide movements of the Assyrian army durirg this time, and it

is not impossible that some band of Assyrian soldiers came down this line at

some time during that time, but we have no evidence axi of it. All we know

about it is what is told in Kings and Chronicles. Somebody else? Student ...............

AAM: Of course, the latter portion of 32 you can take as literally

being one, as the Assyrian king sent his representative 1'tho stood right out

side the wall, not on the north side, but on the east side. The army was to

the west, but they stood on the east side of the x1 city, and right there he

stood, and called on the people to surrender, and said, Why do you trust

your God Jehovah? You think He will deliver you? Where are the gods of all

these other cities we have taken? We will take you too. Hand over HeZekiah

as a prisoner and surrender, and you see how much better I will treat you than

Hezekiah ever did. He did shake his hand against the daughter of Jerusaelm,

not literally the hand of the king. He sent his representatives, but the

representatives did, representing him, stand right there on the very edge of

Jerusalem, at the very place where Isaiah had met Ahaz, and warned him of what

the result would be of his treaty with Assyria, at that very place the repre

sentatives f the Assyrian king sbood, so that you can't take the last half of

the verse just literally. Student AAM: It says in Kingd, I believe,
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that he took all the fenced cities of Judah. Well, now, the fenced cities

were the cities with the big walls around them. There are little villages

north of Jerusalem. It is altogether possible, but we have no proof. Student...........

AAM: That's right, and so it is not at all impossible that as a re

sult, not of the main army, but of some separate band, precise thing happened.

That is a very interesting suggestion, entirely possible. The main body came

elsewhere, the people were terrified knowing that the main body might do. If

you have a tremendous army in your area, and your own force is completely de

moralized, ){ you don't take a little groupj of people, and seize them. Mr.

Jei*ne told us how he went in a jeep with a coupldof others, and they landed

in a city that had 30,000 German troups in, and they went around through the

city, and there was no difficulty at all. Now, if they had gotten there six

months before, and had a ride in that city, kkmzx they would immediately have

been seized and been taken prthsoners. But those people knew that the tremend-

ous American army was not far away, that they were in process of flight, looking
though

for an opportunity to surrender, and x they could, one percent of them could

have seized these American soldiers, and done away with them if they wanted to,

it didn't occur to them, and here in these villages it mitt be that as if a

small band of Assyrians would strike terror to them, and so fror4a small band,

rather than from the main army this may have very well happened. Student...........

AAM: No, no, x2txxxxxxxxxxxxxx (MacRae goes to blackboard or map ....)

and down here is your dead sea, and up here is Jerusalem thri the hill top. Well,

now the force coming from over here, it might conceivably come down from the

big cities up here .... 13.... or it might come around the e7{dge of the sea of

Gallilee...13..., but now we have records that Egyptian forces...........

and so the Assyrian force comes down here 131 and then we know

that he took Lachish, and Lachish is a big city over here. We know that he

took that, and we are told hd took all the fenced dities of Judah ....l3...

around here in these areas mostly. Now these villages named don't go any

fut'ther north than here. It is a series of villages, just north of Jerusalem,

and this is the hill country here, from here down there is a very steep grade
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down, there is an easy plane down here, which is easy to walk around. This is

a steep hill, and a steep ravine, and the train going up to Jerusalem winds

up/ and up and up, and for anybody to come down here, in order to get over

here lk it is not impoesible that the Assyrian army came down through

the hill country here, and came right up to the edge of Jerusalem, then turned

around and went back up ....1k1....and down the valley this way would be extreme

ly unlikely, because they put themselves in too much danger of attack from the

rear. Student AAM: No, that's a hundred years later. This is

.....end of P 170
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king of the Egyptians will come against them, and that, hearing that he

sent a messenger up to Jerusalem l and Isaiah said, H will hear a

rumor and go back to his own land. Well, of course, the rumor he heard wasn't

...... .............................But it is not impossible at all that a considerable

force might have come down. It is not impossible, but there is not the slight

et Scriptural statement that anybody did. I think the suggestion that some ban

came down is a very likely one, and it is entirely possible that this was

literally fulfilled .... l 3/11.... But that the Assyrians major force came down

that way, whi]2it is not impossible, it tould seem very very strange if it

happened with no word of it 2 So, I would feel that it would be

apretty bigguess 2 Student AAM: It isnotim-

possible, but the principal objection 2.Isaiah's prediction that
battering ram

he will not lift up' a-1 against the city, or build a mound ag.inst it. It

sounds as if there wasn't a direct ...2 the principal objection,

and then there is not definite statement 2 3/k, though it is true that

he himself says it, I shut him up like a bird in a cage in Jerusalem, and it

certainly is true that Hezekiah and his people were so shut up in Jerusalem

that they didn't dare go...3..., but of course Isaiah says, You will live next

year on that which grows of itself, and the second year on that which ...3....

Well, now, the stuff doesn't grwo in Jerusalem 3 but if they live on

that which grows of itself, it sounds pretty definitely as if they went out
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into the farmland around, long enough% to harvest what grew naturally, but not

long enough to plant and cultivate. Student AAM.3k If your

purpose is to attack Jerusalem, and you come from the north, the n.ira1 way to

come is stxght down ...3 33(k...., because there you approach Jerusalem on the

left. If you approach Jerusalem from the east there, you have to buck those

terrific ravines where an army a third as big as yours could go and back you up.

In fact, in 1917 when the British k (MacRae at b1ackboar

can't make out what he is saying) 6 , but it is not a military

point 6nothing like that, because it is so shut in by these cliffs on

the west. Student..............AAM: The north is where the wall is 6i

because the north 6114 and if you beseige Jerusalem, you have to

beseige it from the north. On the other side there are steep cliffs, and it is

very hard to attack it from the other side. David took Jerusalem by going up

one of the steep sides, and it was so steep that they knew nobody ever gould

go up, so they couldn't guard it 621 but it is only very rarely that




6 3/4...............7 reduced them till there was absol'ute1y nothing

to live on, and many of them would try to escape, and 7 , and some of

them thought they would save their money by taking some of their money and

swallowing it, thinking they could eventually get it and have it, and the Romans

foudd that ott about two or three of them, and thought there weren't many who

did that, but the result was that the Romans who had all the money they could

get, when any Jew would flee, they wt were apt to kill him in his xx search

for money. And of course, the result of that was that it made it very diffi-

cult for anybody to flee 7 so the sufferings of that seige were really

very very terrific, but it lasted quite a long time. It wasn't a direct attack.

Now, the Romans probably could have made a direct attack and walked in. They

had tremendous force, but it would have meant more losees than they felt they

wanted to 7 3/k Student AAM: North of Jerrtsalem, you see,

Israel had been conquered al1eady, and the border between Israel and Judah is

not many miles north of Jerusalem, and there might be some right on the border.

It wouldn't be particularly large .... 8... The big fenced cities were more south
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and west. StudentAAM: If it was a prediction to tell us of the 81




, but it impresses me that it is not a prediction to tell us of an event

that occurred, but a picture to give us the emotion and the ...8.....

Student AAM: These are little villages which wouldn't be strong

cities,but which would be filled with terror, and people would flee from them,

and Jerusalem, and it would increase the terror and fear, and all that. Well,

it is an interesting question, and it is very good to take the time to go into

it. It is a matter of principle that is very important, but now the contrast

between v.3k and chapter 11:1 is something that should never be forgotten.

Here is the mighty Assyrian force, thel mighy Assyrian empire 9*

and never has been reestabl(sihed, but out of the stem of Jesse, and out of

his root a little rod comes up, a little branch, out of the root of a Bar smalle]

thing which seems to be gone, but a little branch comes up out of the Judean

empire, out of the Israelite, but it specifically said out of the stem of Jesse,

which might just stand for Judah in general, or which may specifically point to

David, and the house of Datid, the stem of Jesse, and of course in this case

we know it does. And so a branch springs up, a little root. Well, now, in the

figure this could stand for a force, it could stand for an army, it could

stand for a nation, or it could stand for an individual man, and when you say

out of the stem of Jesse, and you specifically connect it with the house of

David, the suggestion that it is a man seems a natural. And we read on about

this man that the spirit of the Lord rests upon him, and sometimes it is said

that there is a seven-fold spirit resting upon him. Well, the Lord uses numbers

sometimes, and gives them xx±± specific meaning, but this is one particular

case where I fail to find any number seven. The spirit of the Lord, what kind

of a spirit is the spirit of the Lord? The spirit of wisdom and understanding,

the spirit of counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge in the fear of the

Lord. There are six characteristics given to te spirit of the Lord, and it is

called the Spirit of the Lord. Now, if you said the spirit of the Lord lad

seven characteristic$s, that would be an interesting use of the number seven,

but to say the spirit of the Lord has six characteristics, aidthen to count the
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spirit as one of the six characteristics, if you want to make seven, seems to

me highly artificial ... 11.., so I personally do not believe there is any number

seven brought out in this particular passage. But the spirit of the Lord rests

upon me. Well, the spirit of the Lord is the all embracing term, it is the

Holy Spirit, it embraces all of the activities in wisdom and power in the Holy

Spirit. So wehn we continue, I don't think he is telling us something we didn't

know about the spirit of the Lord, but I think he is stressing certain aspects

of the spirit of the Lord, 11k , and therefore, certain aspects of

His character. The spirit of wisdom and understanding. This is not a picture

then simply of one who has great might and arbitrary power. This is one who

is wise, one who can determine problems correctly, one who knows the right way

of going about them. The spirit of counsel. Now here we have, and might, the

spirit t.-¬ of knoiwedge. You see, out of these six, four refer to his wisdom.

His wisdom, His understanding, His counsel, and His knowledge, or is his know

ledge of the Lord? Maybe it doesn't refer to wisdom, may be it is the knowledge

of the Lord. Maybe it does, it is hard to say. But at any rate, at least

three, and maybe four of the six characteristics refer to His wisdom and His

understandyuing. Surely then there is a definite suggestion of the activity

of Christ in His first coming. When a man, having no apparent power, a simply

Gallilean peasant, he seemed to some the son of a carpenter, to others, can

any good thing come out of Nazareth Others said, Yet this man so spoke that

they said, never a man spoke like this one. He knew what was in man. He ex

pressed things that they could never have dreamed He cild possible know. He

showed an z± insight into knowledge. He was after all, x prophet, priest and

king. And here is His prophetic activity, His great wisdom and insight much

stressed here in the picture. Well, that doesn't mean there is all there is

t to it by any means, of course, but it means that thisj is an important

aspect of His life. The spirit of the Lord rests upon Him with these charac

teristics, and then we have as a fourth thing given, the spirit of counsel and

might, the power to do things. Well, of course that was wonderfully portrayed

in the first comjirig of Christ in His power to drive out the evil spirits, and
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to heal diseases. He showed might there, even though He did not x display

the might of a conquerirg king in any way during His first coming, that is in

any physical way like an army, but He did show it in His defeat of Satan, in

His healing of diseases, He showed a power that no other man would have, and

then it ends with the spirit of the fear of the Lord. And here we have the

example of Christ Himself, the Son of God, yet learning obedience by the things

He had done, the Son of God givigg us a display of the life with God, living

His life here, not merely so that we can look to Him as Saviour and Lord, vital

and prominent, and all-important as that is, but so that also we can fllow

in His step, as Peter said, We should walk in His steps. And there are some

very fine books that have been written on walking in Hs steps ik
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there are modernists who stress only this, and forget everything else.

And of course, that is utterly wrong. And this is less important than the

devotion to Christ, it is less important than ....l?...., and yet it is a real

factor, it is something we should never overlook, that He was not only ...i1...

He was our example and He is our example, an example which would drive us only

to despair if we take only that. If we seek to live as Jesus did 1 3/k

but, He has set before us the example we should seek to follow, and gives us the

power as our Saviour, without which we could never do it, and we have a gospel

which is far short of the true gospel if we only 2 The dependence

upon the Lord is here, the fear of th Lord as exemplified in the Saviour.

It is something that is a real example for us, and so he stresses it here. And

en he continues, that the Spirit of the Lord will make him of quick understand

ing in the fear of the Lord. We have the deity of Christ clearly given in

chapter 9. It is not presented here. It is not denied here, but it is not

presented here. That is not the aspect before us. We see Him then made of

understanding in the fear of the Lord, and then we read taht He will not judge

....2.... As a boy when he appears in the temple and talks to the doctors?

As a man when e begins his preaching? When He is going through with His

preaching? When He is at the end of His earthly life? Or does this refer
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to His inteession for us in heaven now, in which he deals not with that which

is visible ....3.... when God, including the Lord Jesus Christ, looks at the

heart? Or is it looking at His activity upon His return? I would say it is

not looking at His activity in any one particular part of it, but it is describ

ing H1 character, and shows the characteristic which comes out at all times

in the activity of Christ. It is not a picture of a coming, it is a picture of

Him. It is a description of His character, not what He does. And what Hedoes

is a...3.... He is of quick understanding in the fear of the Lord, and He

does not judge after the sight of His eyes, nor reprove after the hearing of

His ears, for He has an insight. This does not, of course, if you take the

statement literally, He won't judge after the sight of His eyes, what does it

mean, to p4y no attention to His eyes? Nbt at all. Does it mean you do the

opposite of what the eyes' say? May in one case in five, but in four cases

out of five 4 It means actually He will not merely judge. It doesn't

mean that He will do the opposite, ut it means He has a geater...k..., much

more important. He will not judge after the sight of His eyes, nor reprove

after the hearing of His ears. He has a greater, more important ...1L.. wMch

will indeed have its proper place. But with righteousness xil shall He judge

the poor. This is His characteristic. He may do this at His first coming,

at His second coining, at any time. This is His characteristic. With righteous

ness He will judge the poor. Yet you wonderf whether it fit's so much with

what He did in His earthly coming, or whether you look as this aspect of His

character, you are getttng more of that which was revealed later, than that

which is revealed...k... He will reprove with equity for the meek of the earth

That is a characteristic again displayed in many cases, but probably displayed

more in the second coming. I don't think of much of His first coming that

could fit right under this ±xa1x category. And then He will smite the

earth with the rod of His power. Well, he declared to the fig tree that it

would be accursed, He spoke His rebuke against the cities, but there is very

little in His earthly life that seems to fit with this. He will smite the

earth with the rod of His power, and you wonder if it S in reference to some
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one great thing which is later, rather than anything in his earthly life, and

you continue, with the breath of his lipe He will slay the wicked. And the

Hebrew word wicked here is in the singular. Now, that is a difficult thing

in xt translation. It is a fad, you might say, in English if you say the

wicked, you mean the wicked ones. If you say the dead are there, you mean

the dead ones, you don't mean the dead one. In English we can use an adjective

as a substantive to mean a number, to express the plural. I don't think of any

case where we use it izi in the singular. It is very rare if ever, that we

use it in the singular. Student.........AAM: The almighty. That's the a only

case I know of. But we use a good many of them in the plural. He will separate

between the wise and the foolish. You have two men up here, and I say I am

going to separate between the wise and the foolish, and divide them up, you

would laugh, because it would hot be normal usage. Now, in most other languages

you could use an adjective as a substantive, regardless. In German you can say

the tall, meaning the tall one. The 6 meaning the one. You can

use any adjective like that to express one or many, but the adjective there can

take endings to make them singuã.ar or plural, which makes it possible. In

English we have no ending, and so we must specialize it on the plural. And so

this, He will slay the wicked, is not a very satisfactory trans%lation. The

Hebrew word here is singular. He will slay the wicked. Well, now, does it

mean the wicked ore ? Or is it a collective2 meaning the wicked? It might

be a collective, but it is not the usual thing to use a collective this way.

The more likely 1ng than wicked ones, they would use the plural form of the

adjective, in the Hebrew, and the natural interpretation of this, the wicked

one, the wicked is the wicked one, rather than the wicked ones. The wicked

ones is not impossible. And we find that the apostle Paul understood this

verse in that way, because over in II Thes. he said that in II Th. 2:8, he

said then shall that wicked be revealed, and there again in English that doesn't

make sense in modern English, that wicked. In modern English we would say

then shall those wicked be repealed, but we wouldn't say that wicked in modern

English. If we did, we would say that wicked one, in modern English, but in
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the KJV wicked is in cait1al, indicating not just wicked people, but some

stressed one, and it has that, and you don't say that on, the word that is

singular. That wicked group perhaps, but youwouldn't say that wicked to mean

that wicked group. In modern Enigish you could say those wicked, but not that

wicked. And so this is xxitx not good modern English, but the Grew is

singular, and it is very clear that Paul was speaking of an individual here.

Then shall that wicked, very wise to supply one in English, be revealed, that

wicked one whom the Lord will consume with the breath, or spirit of his mouth.

The same word means both, both in Hebrew and in Breek, and shall destroy him,

him you notice, not them, with, no, there is not him. And shall destroy with

tie brightness of his coming. Him whose coming is after the working of Satan

with all powers, and so on. And so Paul takes it that Isaiah here predicts

a single event, rather than something that is shown, the characteristic shown

at many times. If we slid, He will slay the wicked wx people with the breath

of his lips, you might think he went around blowing ab people all the time,

slaying them with his lips .... with his mouth, which would destroy them, but it

is singular in the Hebrew, which might be collective, but isn't apt to be, and

Paul takes it as singular, and in l&oking forward to the future, says, after the

church is removed from the earth, then that xmz wicked one will become known, an

that being the case, it is perfectly silly for people today to say, So and so

is antichrist. The antichrist islO A Presbyterian missionary came

back from ria, and said he'd seen the Antichrist, and he xBrt wrote a book.

Now, he said, this man could do ordinary miracles, like dome people over there

can do. He could look at somebody and they could drop dead, and simple things

like that, but he said, this man could do really great things, he could raise

people from the dead, and Hx he is the antichrist. Well, he wrote his little

pamphlet 15 years ago, this missionary did, and I have never heard anything

more about the man he was speaking about, and I think he should have turned
and

to Paul, where Paul says, First the ght church will be taken away./then

after the church is gone, will the wicked one be revealed, and. so we have no

right to say anybody is antichrist today. We don't know who it is, until after
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the church has been taken away. But then after the church is taken away, then

will that wicked one be revealed, whom the Lord Jesus will destroy with the

breath of His mouth, and so P.ia1 exegets for us this versed, and Paul sags,

this verse here is describing a specific event which is to take lace in the
destroy

future, when the root out of the seed of Jesse will xmig with his breath

the wicked one. Now, we didn't get near as far as I thought we would today,

in ch.ll, because we spent more time in 10 end of P 172
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New clasp, 4/13/59....

Isaiah 11, at the end of the hourj last time, we were discussing, we

had just gotten to verse four, at the end of v.k, and I pointed out the fact

that Paul referred to this verse, so that what he says shows us certain things

about this verse. Now, in doing that I made a reference to certain other things

which are clear in vv. near that in what Paul says, and I did not mean to arouse

discussion over those other verses, perhaps I should not have distra'cted

attention by referring to them, because the point I want to call attention to

is in this specific v.8, "And then shall that wicked one be reea1ed, whom

the Lord shall ...2...with the spirit of his mouth, and hhall destroy with

the brightness of His coming. Whatever differences of thpinion people may have,

about the verse before this, or even about this versej, I do not see how any

one can claim reasonably and fairly to irpret Paul, and fail to say that v.8

proves that the incident when the Lord consumes that wicked one with the Spirit

of His mouth, and destroye him with the bghtness of his coming was something

which Paul considered still to be afuture event, and to be an event which would

come w near the verend of the present age. It seems to me that all would

have to agree, unless we are to adopt an interpretation which would leave you

nothing whatever to stand on, that those two facts are clearly taught in what

Paul says, that the indident when the Lord destroys this one, this wicked one,

with the brightness of His coming, and with the breath of His mouth, is an

even which Paul looked to as still future. And an event which Paul considered

as coming rather near the end of the age, in which Paul was living. That is,

it might come very soon after Paul's time, if the end of the age was quite soon.
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It might be quite distant from Paul's time if the end of the age were distant.

But in any event, it was subequent to the time when Paul wrote .... 1.... I

don't see th how anyone could fail to agree ....k2-.... whatever you may

think about the passage, and I do not feel how anydei can fail to say that in

this passage Paul is pointing back to Isaiah 11. Then shaa that wicked one

be revealed. What wicked one e revealed? Why, the wicked one whom the Lord

will destroy with the breath of his mouth. What makes you think the Lord is

going to destroy someone with the breath of his mouth? Who is that wicked one

whom He will destroy with the breath of His mouth? What is Paul referring to?

Well, very evidently xix he is referring to the fact that Isaiah said that

the branch of Jesse would destroy the wicked with the breath of His mouth.

Or breath, or spirit, however you want to translate it. Itis the same greek

wore. But it would seem to me that it is impossible that 't Paul considered

that what Isaiah predicted in v.k here was something which had not yet occurred

in Paul's time, but which was still future. That i was the destruction of one

who was not yet revealed in Paul's day. That something we have to agree on.

And that is a very important link in the chain. Now, it is something which

ordinarily I have looked at last in considering this bhapter, rather than at

the beginnigg, but today I am simply going through verse y verse ...5.....

Well, now we continue then. This one is going to slay the wicked with

the breath of his lips. I think we must agree that this is not referring then

to anything which Jesus did during His first ministry, during His earthly life

at the beginning of the present age. We must agar agree to that. If we would

not be convinced of that from reading Isaiah alone, we must be convinced of t

by reading the references Paul makes to it. Well, then, what does v.5 have

to do with v.k? Well, v.5 tells us how He is going to be dressed. WeZ' learned

what he was going to do, now we learn how He is going to dress. "Righteousness

will, be the girdle of His loins, and faithfulness the girdle of His kidneys."

The old English word reins is our kidneys, that is the kind of character He is

to have. He will be gird about with rigtheousness and faithfulness. Well,

that would apply to any time. It doesn't tell us a great deal about the
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character of Christ. It tells us He is very wonderful, and very splendid, and

very depable, and doubtless is true of all tine s ....7.... But what does

v.6 have to do with it? Righteousness witi be the girdly of his loins, and

faithfulness the girdle of his reins, and the wolf will dwell with the lamb."

What's that got to do with it? The brigging in of the wx±xwi wolf in con

nection with the kind of dress He has got on? Suppose I say, Look at that man'.

He has got a pretty green necktie on, and there are going to be alot of deer

shot up in the woods this hunting season. Well, you say, thk what's that got

to do with it? What a non sequitor. But here he says that righteousness is

the girdle of his loins, and faithfulness the girdle of his k1i kidneys, and

the wolf goes around with the lamb. Well what's that got to do with it? I

say, you have got a nice pair of shoes on today, and I hope that the French have

a successful day in Indochina today. What's the connection? What's a wolf and

a lamb got to do with what kind of clothing you wear? Student 8




AAM: In other words, Mr. Aufarth is suggesting that v.6 describes a result of

his activity. It does not so state this, but he is suggesting that we are

justified in saying that v.6 is the result of his activities, that as a result

of who he is, and what he does, smething is going to happen, and what's going

to happen? The wolf will dwell with the lamb. We had, when I was in college

once one day in the student body meeting some of the fellows had a plan to

cause the rest of us all some amusement, and one of them got up and told how

some woman had made a complaint that her cattle disappeared, and another one

got up and said, Well, there is this dog running around here all the time. I

wonder if that has anything to do with it? The ±i third one said, Maybe we

ought to xxt have the dog ex-rayed and see if the dog and the cattle are

running around together. (laughter) When this says the wolf will dwell with

the lamb, does it mean that the ±z lamb will be dwelling inside of the wolf.

(laughter) Does it mean that? Does it mean there won't be any wolves anymore?

There will just be lambs. Is that what it means? It doesn't say that, does

it? It doesn't say that there won't be wdVles anymore. How can the wolf dwell

with the lamb if there are only lambs there? It says the wolf will dwell with
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£txtEx the lamb. It doesn't say what used to be a wolf will dwell with the

lamb. It says the wolf with the lamb, and the lepard will lie down with the

kid. And the calf and the young lion and the fatling together, and the little

child shall lead them. And you notice that the paragraph which begins with

v.6 runs on a ways because 6,7 and 8 repeat very similar statements with dif

ferent animals. It repeats it on and on$', and onØ, in all kinds of illustra

tions of evidently the same fact. The cow and the bear shall feast. The cow

and the bear, evidently are Deeding right it next to each other. You put a

cow today somewhere, and you put a bear next to it to feed, and you will prob

ably see the cow running off. They are not apt to stand together. I had an

uncle in Montana who had a ranch there, and he would say that he went riding

on horseback there in the country, and the thing he was always afraid of was

that all of a sudden the horse would see a rattlesnake 1a before he saw

it, and the horse would jump with such a sudden wild frantic leap that he woulc

throw him off on top of the rattle snake, and he was always afraid of that,

that hvrses are so scared, so terribly scared of rattleanakes. I read once in

some magazine that a good proof of the theory of evolution was the fact that

people and monkeys are both terribly scared of snakes. (laughter) While a

dog will go right up to a snake wnd will just poke its nose to it, and a a

rule they are not scared of a snake. Often they get badly bitten. But a hose

might be ralted to th"-' monkey (laughter), because horses are terribly scared

of rattle snakes, and my impression is that xfxxxxxxxx1±x cows

are of bears. They are apt to pick up their heels and run, when they get a

ny sniff of the odor of a bear before you or I would even recognize ±x that

there was a bear around. But here it says that the cow and the bear will feed

together, and their young ones will lie down together, and the lion will eat

straw like the ox, and the suckling child will play on the hole of the asp.

The weaned child put his hand on the cockatrice den. Well, now what is strange

about a suckling child playing on the hole of an asp? If you have ever had

much to do with x.tk suckling children, you probably do not think it is a

strange thing for the child to play on the hole of an asp. Because my impressi
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is that they are more apt to be afraid of somebody's tortoise shell gladses,

than they are of a snake. They are quite unpre\idctable in what they are frtgth

ened of, and what they will not be. But I know very often where little whild

ren walk right up to rattle snakes and get bit, and get badly injured, bcause

they have no fear of them, no immediate impression of fear. I was out in New

Mexico in the desert, and I was talking to a man, and he told me, he had a

little cabin up there in the desert. He says, You know, I had a funny experience

the other evening. He said, I heaa little sound, his little boy about two or

three was in the frontroom. And he said, I heard a sound in there, I heard a

sound of something kldmzxx hitting, as if the kid had hit his hand against

something, and then I heard something that sounded as if the screen door slammed

and then he said, I heard the boy laugh his head off. And then he said, again

I heard the screen door slam, and something hitting and the ecreen door slamming

and the little boy just laughed, and he was having a big time. Perfectly

happy, and he said, I wonderod what he was so amused about. And so he said,

I stuck my head in the back of the room and looked, and there was the little

boy three years old, sitting in front of the screen door which was untched,

and just outside the screen door there was a great big rattle snake about six

feet long, and the little boy was looking at the snake and tickled to eces to

see that colØored, pretty colored thing, and he would take his hand and strike

at it, and the hand would hit the screen door, add the door was widexxx open,

and then the rattle snake would spring with all its might, and it would hit

against the screen door, (laughter) and the little boy would laugh (laughter).

But he couldn't help but thinking, maybe that wire mesh, one of these times

the force of that snake against it might break a hole through it, and it might

come right on through the door, or maybe the boy would hit the door a little

bit harder than he had before,and the door would swing clean open, and the next

time it sprung there would be no door in between to keep it from getting at the

child, and he said, he grabbed his gun and ran on out the back door and around

the huuse and shot the snake end of P 173
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.....on the hole of the asp, and the weaned child shall put his hand on the

cockatrice' den, and that was fulfilled thatnight. This prediction was ful

filled that night. The child was doing that. Do youth think that is what

Isaiah is talking about here? Do you think he is predicting a time when

children will have no fear of rattlesnakes? Do you think he is predicting a

time when the lamb won't be afraid of the wolf, and walk right xtx straight

up to the wolf and let it eat of it? Do you think that is what he is predicting

here? The wolf shall lie down with the lamb. I am sure there are plenty of

wolves that are glad to lie down with lambs (laughter). And there are plenty

of children perfectly read to play on the hold of the asp. What is he predict

ing? v.9. Mr. Smith insists on literal inteppretation. He wants to lok

for it, to have the thing explained, instead of trying to figure out himself

what it means. Well, it is a very good idea.2 Nevertheless, I

think it is also to try to figure it, even if you don't have the explanation.

The explanation surely proves what it means. But apart from the explanation,

what does it mean? Student AAM: It does not mean the child

won't fear. It means the child need not fear. It doesn't mean that kkn IV-he

wolf will be willing to lie down with the lamb, but it means that there is no ka

harm done. It means the lamb has nothing to fear. Not that the lamb will not

fear, but that the lamb need not fear. And of course, as Mr. ±x Smith points

out, v.9 explains it in simple clear language. The meaning of all this is that

the sitaation of the present time, when there is fear, and hatred, and ...3...

they will not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain. There is a time when

there is nothing which you need fear. Yes? AAM: Well, I

think that you have a point, pxia perhaps, he is not talking here about the

psychology of the animals. He is not trying to present the fact that the

lamb won't fear, but that there is no need of th lamb fearing. In other words,

you might even stress it with the k- I could say, I

could put down a plant out here in front. I could plant a nice rose bush out

in the middle here, and I could say, I year ago I couldn't have planted that
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roseb6ush there, it would have been trodden over by a car driving through and

wrecked, but today the road can stand in perfect safety, because there are

ropes up to protect it from wandering cars. Now, I am not saying the roads

have ané emotion. But the road is free from danger. And he is saying here,

not that the lamb doesn't have any more emotion, but that there is no danger

to the lamb from the wolf. It is a picture of a time when danger is at an

end. That is the picture. Mr. Myers9 AAM: The lion

eating the straw there is in the verse which speaks of the cows and the bears
isn't

feeding. The cow doesn't need to be afraid, the bear isktt going to hurt it.

And their little ones lie down ogether. They don't need to fear each other.

The caTfs don't need to fear the little bears. T.k And the lion, seeing these

little ca1es feeding woudl naturally come up and get a dainty meal. Instead

of that it is just going to eat some straw, it has become a vegetarian. He

won't be destroying the animal creation. There is no danger to the animal

creation 6 because the lion is no more dangerous than the oc. The ox

may be a big strong beast, but the ox does not have a claim to aat up the littl¬

lamb, and the lion too. Student AAM: x x1x x xkk If the lion

could eat straw it vmld have to ha a double stomach. Well, how about you if

you eat spinach? Do you have a double stomach? (lagghter) Student.................

AAM: Is that so. I am not familiar with the inward parts of these animals,

but I think that the God who made the lion could change its inward parts..7?...

don't you think so? Student ..............................AAM: I don't think that's the

vital thing now. I think that it is the lack of theneed for fear, rather

than the lack of 7- $tht Student(lagghter)




AAM: I don't think it is dealing with that problem, ....8....and instance

where there is fear, and an instance where there isn't fear, but in all these

given there is danger. And so I would think the common to it is danger,

rather than fear.. That's what I would say. Now, it may be that it means that

in the case where there is fear, there will cease to be, but t is very easy

for danger to cease to be once you become accustomed to the fact that something

isn't dangerous. You take, it is very easy to take a human being, or a child
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which is deathly afraid of something, and hold it in such a position, that it

is exposed to the danger, and learns there isn't any danger, and very soon

they get over the danger, and a child which is scared of its life of something

at one time will soon become so familiar with it, that it realLy tales risks

that you don't want it to. When the danger is removed, a normal person rather

soon gets over it, gets over the fear, as a rule. Student AAM: Yes,

you get used to the...9....being around, and when they dont find that they

are injured by them, they get over the fear quite readily. Student.....................

AAM: The picture here is a picture of ended danger, rather than a picture of

freedom of fear. That is the picture. In some of these cases fear is removed,

and in other cases there is no fear to be removed, but in all cases there is

danger. It is a picture of a removal of danger, and of course, as Mr. Smith

pointed out to us, it is summarized. 'tTHey shall not hurt nor destroy, in all

my holy mountain, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,

as the water covers the seas." Now, supposing that I say, This is a pictured of

a time when a man will be able to walk through certain sections, pretty tough

sections of Philadelphia, which I would advise him not to walk through at 3 in

the morning alone, a man would be able to aixw±k walk through them with no

danger. I don't say without fear. I know there are sections of txa town here

where I might be as apt to al walk as the other, I wouldn't know the difference

of one from the other. I have no reason to fear. But I might be in real danger

But the time will come when there will be no reason for that danger. There will

be a time when all danger to human beings from other human beings will be remove

when men who formerly killed, and plundered, and stole, will cease to do it, and

as a result of their ceasing to do it, other men will need have no fear, we

will not need to have locks on our doors, we won't need to lock our cars, we

won't need to watch our property, we won't need, if we have a little money, to

watch our children lest they be kidnapped, we will not have any fear...ll...

Because nobody would do something like that. And so that this is not, when it

says lions, and bears, and wolves, it is not talking about animals, ã.t all.

It is talking about a condition in which all men wi will kia have been reached
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with the gospel, and being reached with the gospel, they will have ceased their

rapaciaus ways, and there will be no danger to any other men from it. Suorosing

that that interpretation of this passage is suggested. Would you say, suprose
if

that number one, we say is the most obvious interpretation. Like/I say, the

trees of the fields shall clap their hands, I mean the trees have hands, add

they clap them together. That's the most obvious interpretation. Now, suppose

that the other extreme, number 10, will be the most fantastic wild figurative

interpretation that you can imagine. Now, as between the most fantastic wild

figurative interpretation, which I could make most anything mean anything else

you want, if I give an extremely fantastic interpretation, figurative inter

pretation, you could easily do it. Between that extreme which we will call ten,

and this extreme which we will call one, which is ak± absolute, literal, ob

vious interpretation, which is what you do w1 with a strictly literal statement,

as between those two, if I were to give t)± to this passage the interpretation

which I have just this minute suggested, x would you say it was one, would you

say it was ten, or would you say it was somewhere inbetween? How many would

say it ws one? Nobody w with any sense would say that. *±zt (laughter)

Nobody with any sense would say that when it says that the kid and the wolf

will lie down together, the obvious most±± literal inpretation is that people

aren't going to injure one another, you might think it is prty close, but you

wouldn't say it is that. So I know that you certainly would not zt thank that

that was interpretation one. How many would think it was ten? Nobody would

think it was ten. No extremes here. You are middle of the roaders. Well, how

aax many then would think that it was 9? Who would say 8...... . . .... ill.




How many say 7, 6? Mr. Miller 6/. 5? il-? Alot . 3? 2? some 2. 1? no

ones. laughter). Well, I am pleased to see that the bulk .... dn d of P 174
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is removal of danger, and using animals as figures for men, it is not

particularly uncommon, at leasl not extremely uncommon. We often have parables

or fables where animals are used as figures for men, but the vital thing is that

the central idea, removal of danger, is included, anD consequently the inter

pretation which takes this as a figurative presentation of the time when the

gospel will have covered the whole earth, so that . ...l.... no man will rob or

steal or murder, and so there is no danger, and you can make friends with any

body you see, add tell them how many thousands of dollars you have got in

your pocket 1 3/k , and t.1 them everything about yourself with no

fear that he is going to murder you, such an interpretation is a figurative

interpretation, not a literal interpretation, but it is not at all a bizarre

of extreme one. It is quite a ntural figure, quite a possible interpretation

of the passage. Student W.ti AAM: Well, what I mean is that this

is a picture of a time when there is no more danger. That is what it is a pic

ture of. Now is this a picture of a time then among human beings there is no

external danger? Then the fact that a 1± lion eats axxi; ...2*..., or a

wolf eats a lamb has nothing 2 That's the way they feed, they

have got that time of stomach for it, that's the way they live. This is not

talking about that, I mean, according to that interpretation. This is a figure

of men 2 3/k And consequently, if in some way men are

changed, so that the 3 or danger which is in this w wicked world

is no longer there, it would be a very satisfactory interpretation of ....3....

a very x±al satisfactory interpretation. Now, if it can be said.--3!,-,----

converted by the gospel 3- The reason I said that was not because

it refers to the 31 but because I don't know of any other way to

change them. I have never heard of any new psychological .31 wich has

been successful in changing man to that extent, but what I am sayiiig is for this

to be fulfilled, it would have to be universal, that I am saying. Student........

AAM: I am saying that before this could be fulfilled, strictly fulfilled

in the human race, there would have to be a situation in which either there was

such a police system that no one would even thing of hurting another one
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because they knew retribution would follow instantly, or

I know of no other way, but it would have to be a universal thing

Student AAM: A local thing, that this would be fulfil&ed in

Jerusalem, but not in Gallilee. Or would be fulfilled in Palestine, but not

in Syria, or in Asia, but not in Europe. Student AAM: Yes, this is

a description/ of the removal of danger. Now, you mean, why can't it be a

removal of danger in certathn areas, or among certain individuals rather than

altogether? Well, perhaps. But it is repeated and stressed 5.........Student




.AAM: Well, how much is man afraid of creation today?

Student Doyouthink itspeaks exclusively 53/11.




Do you think that this quality about this coming one who is a x±xtz root

out of Jesse, this coming one to be out of the house of David, who is to have

righteousness as the girdle of his reins, and 6* Do you think

that would be ±1 fulfilled in which the animals didn't hurt each other,

or the people hurt each other just as much as before? That would seem to be

going against the whole tenor of the passage. Its great importance is in its

relation x to the world of human beings. Student AAM: That's a

very interesting question. We'll have to take that up whenwe come to Romans

(laughter). Student. AAM: Yes, now if you take vv 6-8

by themselves with no rlatiai to anything else, we can say that vv. 6-8 teach

ti the removal of danger within the animal creation. Not simply within the

animal creation, because we have the weaned child also. We have human beings

in it somewhere. But we will say at least that 6-8 alone, strictly obviously

show the obvious simply natural interpreataion, absolutely literal interpreta

tion, these verses by themselves, that there will no longer be ay danger from

the animal creation, either to animals, or to human beings. That is what that

teaches. That is the strictly liberal statement. Well, now, it is summarized

in 9, explained in 9. 9 shows that it is related to the knowledge of the

Lord. It shows that it is related to the human creation. I would say that

v.9 makes clear that this passage has as ç' its primary ... a removal of

danger to human beings, which is already in the passage with the weaeed child
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but this ties it to human beings, the 9th verse. Now, I would say, removal of

danger to human beings is the basis of the passage. Now, does the passage also

include the idea of removal of danger as far as animals are concerned? They

have no danger either. Well, maybe it does, maybe it doesn't, but the basic

thing is removal of danger. That's what 8 3/L Now, supposing that

somebody gives this interpretation. Student AAM: Well, now,

let's look at another interpretation that just occurred to me.

Here is a picture here. Here are men, filled with fear, all kinds, as the

psychiatrist will tell you. There are all kinds of fears within us which aause

us all kinds of difficulty in study, and the Christian psychologiat will tell

you that the gospel comes into the heart and changes the personality, and drives

out fear from them, and that is one of the great things the gospel does, un

doubtedly, is to drive out our fears. Well, now, here is a man, and he is flue

with fear, of the uncertainty of this world, fear of all the things that can

happen, all the dangers, fear of all the 1O And this man, take Peter,

so afraid of what will happen to him, and the Holy Spirit comes into peter, and

he stands right up before the San Hedrn and says we must obey God rather than

man. Here is a man in the midst of a world of wickedness, who has Christ in

his heart, and he no longer has fear, fear is d±iven out. This man who per

haps would farmailjxkaxR formerly lave himself killed and injured and done

harm to others, he changes. He no i± longer does. He will be led out to the

Colliseum, and there he will suffer before the wild beasts, the lions will

tear him in their jaws, but he has no fear, because his heart is staid on

Christ. Would not this fear be a picture of that, of the wonderful affect of

the Gospel in the human life, in driving out fear and allowing

us to have the spirit of Christ of Christ in our hearts which drives out fear.

Is that a legitimate interpretation of the passage? Or does that come ....ll...

.....Student AAM: v.9 seems to say that this is a universal thing,

doesn't it? Well, now, Mr. Olsen asks may this not be fulfilled in te fact

that the French and the Germans who used to hate each other turn around and

start loving each other, and living together as good friends. If that were
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to happen, or it might be that two nations, or two groups of people, the com

munists and the Romans, they no longer hate each other, JikaJi they make a ry

of alliance and are good friends, no longer have any fear. Cardinal Nindzenty

is brought out of pristhn, the communists tx 1xxxkkx and the Roman'ists

stand tg.t right together in perfect happiness and joy 11 3/14




Now, is that 11 3.14. there will be the removal of that x fear

of each other, the lion and the lamb would lie down together, the wolf and the

kid, and the little child ....l2...., but there would be other .... l2... in re

lation to other groups in which they still would have hatred and danger.

Student 12 AAM: They are no longer fearful, bacause there is

no reason they shouldn't be. Student AAM: Yes, if you say

the l2out of fear, and still leaving the danger wouldn't fit. It

wouldn't fit at all. It doesn't seem to me it would eather. Student.............

AAM: Yes, the view which I expressed a few minutes ago

I would say was a postmil view, and it is not a view which is forced upon the

passage. It is a view which s somewhat 13 , but it gets the central

idea of the passage. Student AAM: I would say that w±

whether you take it literally, or figuratively, if you take i fairly, truly,

which is removal of danger, I don't see how it can possibly fit with anything

which has yet come. It must be something which is still future. That is

entirely apart from that statement in v.14 which I think proves it. Student....

end of P 175
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every man under his vine andt his fig tree, and none shall be afraid.

Student AAM: Well, now,what I am trying to do at the moment is to

see this passage without the .... 2.... First, what do we get from this passage

alone without any other? Then what do we learn from relating it to 1Qtxxxx

others. I like to take the two stages separately. Student...............

AAN: You see, there is one way of looking at the thing, which is to say, let

us build up a picture of the future. Let us get everything we can to throw

light on one or other aspect of the picture of the future. Now, a course like
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that is very worth while. There is a real place for a course like that. But

my purpose is somewhat different. My purpose is not so much to learn what

the future is, as to learn sound methods of exegesis, and I think the primary

thing about a sound method of exegesis is to take a thing by itself first and
which of

see what the possibilities are. Then, in the context, wax these possibili

ties are ruled out, and then in the larger context which ones are rulea out,

and finally in comparison with other passages, among the various possibilities

of interpretation, which one do you find to be 3? Student




AAM: You take anything in the Bible. You have a word. What does the word

mean? There are various possibilities. Let's not immediately try to get the

final answer, and overlook possibilities along the way which might prove to be

very ±x important, and might in fact be the true answer . 3too fast,

we overlook things that may be very vital. So let's take 3 What is

pictured? There is pictured a situation in which there is no danger from the

animal creation, either to animals, or to human beings. That's what v.6-8

pictures. It doesn't talk/ aakax about fear. It doesn't talk' about a

change of one into the other. It talks about a time when they retain their

own peculiarities, but they do not injure one another. v.9 is a part of the

parable (paragraph?), 6-8 is very close, it is repetition over and over of

different 1igx figures of the same thing, different figures, figure after

figure after figure, or illustration, after illustration, after illustra

tion, whether you take it literally or xt figuratively, to represent one

thing. And v.9 says what that thing is. They shall not hurt or destroy,±

where? In all my holy mountain. Now, surely that's a figurative expression,

all my holy mountain'. Becuase if that isn't a figurative expression, if

that is a strictly literal expression, what is God's holy mountain? Well,

surely it is the hill on which the temple stands, about 1/20 of the tt total

of the city of Jerusalem. In 1/20 of the city of Jerusalem they won't hurt

nor destroy. There will be no murders right within side the church. You see

there is no sense to that. It is very clear that my holy mountain is here a

term which is tw somewhat figurative, which means more than what it literally
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says. It is not just the temple hill. It is something more than that. How

much more is it? How much does this ki holy mountain mean? Is he here describ

ing the whole of Jerusalem, the whole of Palestine? Does he mean the whole of

the world? What does he mean? I would incline to think that he means the

world. That the world is made such that it can be considered as a whole to be

a temple of God, to be a place of the mountain of Jerusalem. But whatever the

size of it, the length of the area is not very exp1icity stressed here, thus

far, but the next phrase goes on and says, forthe earth. Now, of course, eres

may be land. But I don't think the land or the earth would ba used just for

this chapter, or just for Jerusalem. Maybe just for Palestine, maybe for the

whole world, for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord. How

full? Why, like the waters cover the sea. Well, t1re are islands in the sea.

The islands aren't a part of the sea. The waters cover the sea. Every part

of the sea is covered with water, and z every part of that about which we are

talking is covered with the knowledge of the Lord. What kind of knowledge?

Knowledge of the Lord in the sense of conversions, so that every one has become

rich. Knowledge of the Lord ± in the sense of understanding His holiness and

His power 6- Which of it, for some one, and for some the other 621'o

At any rate, the knowledge of the Lord is universal ...6 3/1... In whatever

the area is, there is a strong suggestion, tho not clearly stated here, that it

is the whole world. Well, now, Mr. Roberts asked me whether this was related to

chapter 2, and I did not mean in my answer to that that question whether the

millennium was here discussed, or whether some different periods were here dis

cussed, but to note the fact that in chapter' 2 what is presented is a time

when they can sit under their vine and under their fig tree and nobe shall

make them afraid, a time when they can safely beat their

swords into plowshares, and their spears into pruning hooks, because there is

no nation-.712..., no reason for needing ....7...., and therefore the central

throughtØf of chapter 2 is the removal of danger, and the central thought of

this is the removal of danger, and the two would seem to belong together.

I would relate this very closely to chapter 2. 1 would not relate it to ch.4
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because ch.k as we noticed is an entirely different picture. It is not a picturE

of the removal of danger, but a picture of protection in the nidst of danger.

Chapter k is a different sort of a situation. But ch.2 is the removal of danger,

and ch.11 is the removal of danger. Now, chapter 11, I would say, is then

primarily the removal of danger to human beings, even tho we have figure after

figure after figure of animals presented, human beings are the main thing tn this

pict'ure, they are that which is stressed, they are that which is stressed in the

book of Isaiah, they are that which is stressed in v.1. The principal thought

here is that human beings are not in danger. Well, now, does it mean they are

not mi danger from animals, or re the animals figures for other human beings?

Whatever it is, the central thought is the el'imination of danger is describing

a phrase similar to that described in ch.281 When will such a period

occur, or when has such a period occurred? I know of no time in the history
could

of the wo1ld up to this present time, when a situation has occurred which Zan

be considered as here described. And so it would seem to me that we must say

that this and ch.2 are describing a situation which is yet to come. And I

dont think it means that this situation will come into existence and will last

for three weeks, and then 9 That would certainly not be a sensibel

interpretation of this passage, describing tkx three weeks. Now, it is not

necessarily describing something that is without end, or without interission,

but it is something which lasts for a considerable period of time, I am sure.

A lengthy period, described in ch.2, and describes here a period in which there

is an end of danger of violence. Well, now, what can we think of that could

cause such a situation? Is it caused beaause of the one who is k here

described puts his spirit within the hearts of all men, and causes them to

become Christians, and completely sanctifies them, so that no longer will

they hurt one another, and therefore, none of them are in danger from the

others, and therefore, you have a period of universal peace and safety. Is it

that? Or is it because he roots out that which is evil from his kingdom, and

sets up a kingdom upon the earth, in which there is a situation in which all

are aware of the Lord's presence and power, many of them awaye of it because
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He rules in their hearts, perhaps some aware of it, simply because they are

so fully aware of His existence and power, that they know it would be perfect

ly futthle for them to step out with a natural violence or danger to them. So

we have two possible interpretations of the thing. One that it is s1ighty

figurative. It deals only with human beings, but the application is unchagged,

but the animal creation are here figures of human beings, but it is a period

of universal peace and safety, du to the fact that of the universal acceptance

of the Gospel. We have the other more literal interpreation, hhat itis a

period in which there is a change in the conditions of the world, a change

in the human world, caused by the presence of this one with His power, with

His change in the hearts of many, causing the dertainty of His presence to

be realized by all, the knowledge of the Lord's presence everywhere , causing

....ll*...., but included with that a change in the animal creation so that

the lion's stomach is made twice as big, so that it can eat straw, and the

animals no longer .... l1.... one another, but they are changed in their

.ll , and in, their attitude, and you don't have the hatred within the

animal kingdom anymore than in the world 11 3,4 Well, now,

those are the two possible interpretations, and also there are two possibilites

of when it happened. It doesn't say here when it is going to kxjDXxx happen,

not in v.6ff...12.... wwhen it is going to happen. Now, does it happen before

the return of Christ, or afterward? Well, the O.T. doesn't say Christ is

going to return, it doesn't explicitly state there are two comings, but the

N.T. clearly says there is a future coming, and we consider this as future,

so naturally we have to fact the question, Is it before, or after His coming?

We cannot do like the teacher of hisbory, when I ftkrst entered college, the

first day I was there, I was in class in ancient history. nd the teacher

started telling us about a wonderful ancient race, about which we had made

discoveries called the Sumerians. Ixak had never heard of the Sumerians

at the time. And he began telling things about the Sumerns, and I was

much interested, and .I raised my hand, and I said, Were these people ante

deluvians, pr post-deluvians? And she looked at me and she said, What was
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that? (laughter) And I repeated my question. Were they ante-deluvian, or

post-deluvian? Oh, she said, They are so far back, the flood doesn't even

enter into consideration. Now, how can we be so far back, that the flood

doesn't enter into consideration? If there was a flood, you are either before

or after it. If the flood doesn't enter into consideration, it must be that

you don't believe there was a flood, it must be a modersnitic view. And I

believe she was. But from our Christian tiewpoint, Christ is coming back. It

is an event in the future. This is described as an era in the xxxx future.

Does this era precede or follow His coming? Well, if the era precedes His

coming, we have no reason to expect a change in the animal creation, prior

to His coming. And therefore, if it precedes His coming, it must be the

somewhat slightly figurative interpretation which I suggested, that it is a

change in the nature of human beings caused by the universal proclamation and

acceptance of the gospel, and that would fit in with the idea of such a

period ....lk.... prior to the return of Christ, and that would be a view which

is called a postmillennial view. And, as you see it is entirely ....lL...

with a slightly, but only slightly figurative inteppretation of Isaiah 2, of

Micah k, and of Isaiah 11, the post-mil interpretation. Thenthee is the

premil interpretation which is Christ's return, and after His return, He sets

up a kingdom in which they shall not hurt nor destroy in all my Holy mountain,

for the earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord, and be covered with

the knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the sea, a universal situation

where he rules with a rod of iron, and there is nothing to fear ...end of P 176

End of Part III
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Isaiah

1 The branch of the Lord shall be glorious Isa. 4:2
If branch is Christ, so then is fruit
Meaning of 'glorious'(cabod) Used for name of God, not for<
agriculture3 Fruit of the land is not its agriculturem but the true humanity

of Christ.. Fully God(branch of Jehovah), and fully man(fruit of
the ground)

5 Isa 2 represents a period from external danger
Isa 4:14 talks about the redeemed

6 Two extremes
1) Those who say everything bad in OT is about Israel and everythi

good is about the church
2) Those who say the OT has nothing to say about the church and

anything beautiful looks toward the millennium

7 Isa 14:3-4 Is Jerusalem a figure of those who are God's very own?
Yes, and it is said that they will be holy. They find their joy
and delight in the Branch of the Lc rd and Him who is the frut t of
the earth. They love Christ and find Him glorious.

S Is this a group of redeemed Jews only or of redeemed Jes and Gentiles?

9 Isa. 14:5-6 A picture of people on a pilgrim journey in which they
are protected from evil

11 A picture of a time when there is constant need of refuge amd defense
No fit a literal descriptn of Israel in Jerusalem following
the exile and the few that were left in J rusalem

12 Descript&nn from Jeremiah's book of conditions in Palestine after
the exile began. Not fit a literl description. Those left in
Jerusalem were wicked people, murderers who fled to Egypt. !lard to
see how this could describe Israel after the x exile
is a picture of the church during this age.

16 Hard to take Is 4 all literally
17 Time when AAM crawled under a Rock to get out of the hot sun
18 Sharp contrast between picture in Is 2 and that in Is 14
19 The 'in that day' of 4:2 cannot be the day of which I have just

been talking, it must be the day ISm going to talk about

20 Isa 5 parable of the vineyard
5:1-7 uses the word vineyard figuratively
5:10 uses the word literally

22 Isa5:li
23 Isa 5:17-20
24 2:23 Abe Lincoln would not justify the wicked for reward
25 The refraim: for all this his anger is not turned away.but his hand,
26 Isa.5:26 a prediction of the Assyrian invasion
28 5:27
29 an irresistable body of attackers coming on wave after wave

tie latchet of shoes tight == story of AAM's Canadian Rocky climb

30 Isa 6 Three Sights' Worth seeing (sermon title) Vision of God, of
self, of the world ,
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31. Isa6
32 6:10 ministry of rejection
33 6:11-12 prediction
34 6:1.3 touch of blessing at end of picture of gloom

No one knows who was elected to condemnation or to salvation

ISA6[: 9-1.0 precliction.or command?
Illustration: Go carve a little statue out of yellow pine

cf. Go to a certain plae and find an ass tied, unfasted it
and brinit to me

37 Synoptics of this copy-its from the LXX word for word (atm 13:14)
39 Mark 4:12; Lk. 3:1.0 John 12:40
40 Acts 28:26 Rorn. 11:8

41 Isa 7-12 and Isa 1-6
42 Isa 7:11, 15-16 7:17 Ahaz' clever scheme will backfire
43 Isa 7:203:1
45 7:1L4,15, 16 Immanuèl's bifth and Ahaz' blunders

46 Isa 28 banquet scene
47 Isa 23:20_25 No break in thought with 29:lff Aria].
48 29:5 'moreover' shuuld be 'however' vv.6-S
49 2L4-1.2 Human heart always has an excuse
50 29:13x15
51 29:16

-
joining the godless to fight the ungodly

52 Isa 29:17 the fruitful field will be-esteemed a forest and the forest
turned into afruitfu1. field

54 Romans 11 the natural branches lopped off for a season.
56 Isa.8:8 Immanuel's Land
58 Isa. 7:1-8:10
60 Isa 28-29

61 Isa 8:12 Question of who is addressed
62 :9 addressing the hosts of Sennacherib

8:11 addressed to Isaiah
63 8:12 meaning of 'thou' has no meaning to moderns. Wm Penn and

and the way he spoke to Charles II

64-5 Two interp. of 'say ye not a confederacy'

66 Same confederacy in V. 12 as in v 9

67-71 further discussion on 8:12 and "confederacy". Matters of methodology
71 8:16-17, 19
72 8:21-23 look up and down, everywhere but see no help
73 8:23-9:2 NT takes it like the RV does
74 not a case of darkness but the gradual beginning of light to dawn
78 9:3 fruther explanation of the two meanings found in the verse
79 Explanation of meaning of verbal inspiration

Not vital to hold exact word in every instance
But the words as we have them are free from error

80 9:3
81 9:4 meaning of "yoke of his burden and staff of his shoulder"

The Midianites defeat by Gideon
82 A sudden overturning, not an evolutionary process of gradual victory of

9:5 light over darkness.
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Isaiah

83 Isa. 9:4 This is the end of war, not a temporary disarmament
84 9:6-7 translation of Margolis of Dropsie

35 Isa.9:6 need context to have correct translation, Supposition
of what RSV translators did with it

97 9:6 El Gibbor
91 Prince of Peace

Difference between judgment and justice
edaqah(righteousness,justice) is seeing what is exactly in line with
the law'. what is the correct principle
Mishpat is deter'xiing what is best and right.,

92 Isa 9:8 starts a new section
The refrain repeated in 10:14

93 13:5 The Assyrian, God's instrument
93 The Assyrian, what, is he allowed? A philosophy of histary

They are the rod of God's anger; Xe is using them for us"
purposes. After using it he will punish them.

98 The mighty God who blesses and controls Israel is going to

Isa.1O:25t0Y Apsyria

99 'l:.26-27
100 10:28-32 ,' .'. ,.
101

"
the progress of the' army ivn Vivid picture of an

" army-approaching Jerusalem
102 The' Bàbylouains came down the route here described but

not the Assyrians
103 A passage precisely fulfilled buIt in thiehc the details

never took p'Lace,-but are- what the people imagine could
happen. Isa. not a false prophet. Pictures the fears of
the people rather than the, facts o,f what ,happened

1014 Grand'Vièw Trail. in' 1951.,' Ctéàrd away the branches 'along the trail
before blizzard three years later,. God cut down the power of
Lebanon and Assyria like awoo&choper "."

105 Isa. 'UIL
" '

106 contrast between 11:1 and 10:33-34 ,,.,.
107 Man met óntrain whose idea''of' a 'füidámè'rta1is't wàs Wm Jenngs Bryan

Proper way to interpret 1,anuage. "
103 The 'way to approach' 'Afltte' bet" all meaiirLg not

immediately obvious at..virst sight -f. Luke 24

109 Important thing, is. thepiaciple.,,of,,interpr,et,ation, involved and
not" what- AN thinks it means'

'LID Isa lO:28ff picture fits exactly the route Nebuchadnezzar's army
116 fook111
117 11:2 no number seven brought, out in this particular passage. The Spirit

of the Lord is the all-embracing term
118 The example of Christ. His deity not presented here. It is not

denied but not presented.
119

'
A description of His character, not what He does.

120 11:4 "Wicked" is in the singular. Usage of "the wicked" in Heb. and in Eng.
121 Paul's usage of it to refer to antichrist
123 An event subsequent to the time of Paul's writing
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Isaiah

124 Isa. 11:6 what's the connection between the vol1/1aiib and the kind of
clothing you wear?
College story of woman who complained her cattle were disappearing; and

another told of a dog running around, and another said, Maybe we ought
to have the dog x-rayed to see if the dog and cattle are running
around together.

This doesn't say there will be no more wolves. Cow and bear feeding together.
125 One proof given for theory of evolution: people and monkeys both scared of snakes!

So are horses scared of snakes.
126 Story of little boy and snake in New Mexico
129 Picture here of an end of danger (it having been removed) rather than an end

to fear
133 Immaginary illustration of an interpretation having to do with removal

of fear after becoming a Christian. The post mil view.

135 On sound methods of exegesis
See this explanation

136 Isa. 2 -- removal of danger (also ch. 11)
lea 4 -- protection amid danger

138 History teacher telling about discovery of Sumerians and AAN asked were these
people anti-deluvians or post-deluvians. She said, What was that?
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